RUTH J. HERRINK
P. 0. Box 409
King George, Virginia 22485
(540) 775-2024

Mr. Dennis Kerns, County Administrator
King George County

Dear Mr. Kerns;
Thank you for taking the time to see us today. Since we saw you last we have had to opportunity to prepare
a proposal for building office space for the Department of Social Services and the Extension office.
As background for this proposal, let me tell you about our plans for the property on Route 3. Several years
ago we built the Journal Complex on the 9.5 acres I own at the location. Our plan has always been to
develop the entire property into an office complex, with the emphasis on health and human services. So far,
we have been fortunate in what has transpired.
We currently have a dentist, a chiropractor, a podiatrist, a health shop and The Journal as tenants. They are
all good tenants with long term leases.
Several years ago there was discussion about having Social Services, Extension and other agencies relocate to
the property which did not work out. Based on that discussion, however, we had an airplane fly-over of the
property and a topographic map done of the land. We also had a soil evaluation done for septic system sites.
When Dave Coman called me this past summer and said that he had been charged with looking for space,
we told him that we were interested and would set in motion plans to present to the Board of Supervisors.
Since that time we have had our engineer place buildings, parking lot and road on the topographic map he
had done. We have also hired an architect so that the desires of the two agencies could take some shape.
We have also tried to be quite frugal in our plans, understanding the present budget constraints the Board is
facing and the fact that these two agencies are never flush with money.
We have also been in touch with our banker and he has assured us that money to complete the building will
be available if the budget for the building is realistic and the county is willing to commit.
We feel that the buildings will be an asset to the County and will provide the public with a building which
will serve their purposes while offering dignity and privacy.
We understand that the Health Department may also be looking for space and we would like to accommodate them on this property. Having these two agencies who share so many clients in common located on
this office campus would be an asset to the County.

Sincerely,

Rut .errink
12/23/2002
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LEASE

THIS LEASE made thisIst day of** *,2002, by and between
The Journal Properties, LLC, herein called Lessor, and
King George County, herein called Lessee
WITNESSETH:

1. PREMISES.
In consideration of the mutual covenants, terms and conditions set forth
herein, Lessor does hereby demise and let unto Lessee and Lessee does
hereby lease from Lessor a building containing approximately 7,500 square,
herein called "The Building", for the exclusive use of Lessee on the tract of
land on the south side ofKings Highway, King George, Virginia, designated
on tax map 24 of said county as parcel 177. as shown on Exhibit "A" attached
hereto, together with the land on which said building is situated as
deliniated on said Exhibit "A". all of which is herein referred to as "the
Leased Premises", subject to such reasonable rules and regulations as Lessor
may establish.
2. TERM.
The term of this lease (the Term) shall be for ten years beginning on the 1st
day of * * * *, 2003, and expiring at midnight on the 31st day of * * * *.
2013. If the Term begins or-if Lessee is given possession on any day other
than the first day of a calendar month. Lessee shall pay Lessor the pro-rated
rent for the property for the balance of the month remaining after the date
of the beginning of the lease or the taking of possession by Lessee.
whichever shall first occur. For the purposes of this lease the "lease year"
shall mean the twelve month period following the commencement date of

this lease and each twelve month period thereafter.
3.

RENT.
(a) The Rent for the Premises for the Term shall be **** Dollars
($12.50 per sq. ft.) per annum for the first five years of the term of this lease
and thereafter * * * Dollars ($15.00 per sq. ft.) for the remaining five years,
payable in equal monthly installments * * * Dollars ($ * * * ) during the
first five years of the Term and thereafter in equal monthly installments of*
* *Dollars ($ * * * ) per month for the remaining five years of the Term.
(b) Said rent shall be subject to adjustment as provided in paragraph 4,
on the first day of each calendar month in advance, without demand and
without any deduction or setoff, and shall be payable to Lessor at P0 Box
209, King George, Virginia.
(c) Lessee shall pay to Lessor as Additional Rent the amount of any payment referred to as such in this lease which accrues while this It is in

effect. Unless otherwise provided herein, Additional Rent, if any, shall be
due and payable with the next installment of the Rent due after such
Additional Rent accrues.

4. ADDITIONAL RENT.
Lessee agrees to pay as Additional Rent for the services and charges set out
in this paragraph the following amounts:.
(a) Taxes. The value of The Building will be as assessed for real estate
taxes as of the first of January, 2004, and the tax assessed against it for the
purpose of this paragraph will be as assessed upon completion of the
building on Leased Premises. Beginning January 1, 2005, Lessee agrees to
pay any increase in the real estate tax assessed against The Building in
excess of the amount assessed for the year 2004, after being properly
notified of such increase, in the following manner:
If the Lessee is notified of such tax increase three months or more
before the first day of the month in which the next one-half year payment on
taxes is due, Lessee shall pay the said tax increase in equal monthly
installments determined by dividing the tax increase by the number of
calendar months remaining before the date said next payment is due.
If the Lessee is notified of such tax increase less than three months
before the first day of the month in which the next one-half year payment on
taxes is due, Lessee shall pay the said tax increase in equal monthly
installments determined by dividing the amount of the tax increase for a full
year by the number of months remaining before the first day of the month in
which the second payment is due on the real estate tax including the
increase.
Thereafter, the increase shall be paid as Additional Rent until such
time as there shall be another tax increase.
(b) Insurance. The annual premium paid by Lessor for fire and extended
coverage on The Building is * * * Dollars ($ * * * *), which premium is
effective until midnight, * * *, 2004. Lessee agrees to pay Lessor as
Additional Rent any increase in the premium for such insurance, after it has
been properly notified of such increase, in equal monthly installments
beginning the first day of the first month after the date on which the policy
with the increased premium becomes effective.
(c) Water and Sewer Charges. Lessee agrees to pay all charges assessed
by King George County or any of its agencies for providing water to The
Premises. In the event that Lessor is required by King George County or any
of its agencies to connect The Building to a public sewer system, Lessee
agrees to pay to Lessor as Additional Rent any connection charges assessed
by the County or any of its agencies in twelve equal monthly installments
beginning on the first day of the first month after It receives notice of such
assessment and to pay all monthly sewer charges for such sewer connection
to The Leased Premises on the first day of each month after it has been
notified of the existence of such a charge.
5. LATE PAYMENT CHARGE.
Notwithstanding any other rights of Lessor set forth herein, should the rent
charges reserved herein remain unpaid on the fifth day after the day when
the same are due, Lessor shall have the right to assess a service charge,
which shall be treated as Additional Rent. Such charges shall be in the
amount of five percent (5%) of the delinquent rent and charges for each

month, or part thereof, during which the Rent and charges remain
delinquent.
6. RETURNED CHECK CHARGE.
Rent paid by a check which is returned to Lessor on account of insufficient
funds in the account of Lessee or for any other reason attributable to Lessee
shall be deemed unpaid until the day Lessor has received as a substitute
therefor either cash or a certified check and Lessor shall have the right to
assess against Lessee a service charge equal to the charge levied against
Lessor by any bank which handled the returned check. Such service charge
or charges shall be treated as Additional Rent.
7. SECURITY DEPOSIT.
Lessee has deposited with Lessor the sum of* * * Dollars. This deposit shall
be held by Lessor without liability for interest as security for the faithful
performance by Lessee of all the terms and conditions of this Lease required
to be performed by Lessee. This security deposit shall not be used or
applied by Lessee as a substitute for any Rent or other payment due
hereunder. Should Lessee comply with all of said terms and conditions,
including paying all the Rent and other charges due on account of this lease,
said deposit shall be returned in full to Lessee at the end of this lease.
8. USE.
Lessee shall use the leased premises for the purpose of office spase for one
or more of its agencies and no other purpose whatever without the consent
of Lessor.
9. CONDITION OF PREMISES.
Lessee acknowledges and agrees that, except as expressly set forth this
lease, there have been no representations or warranties made by or on
behalf of Lessor with respect to the Leased Premises or the Building or with
respect to the suitability of either for the conduct of Lessee's business. The
taking possession of the Leased Premises by Lessee shall conclusively
establish that the Leased Premises and the Building were at such time in
satisfactory condition and considered by Lessee as satisfactory for Lessee's
intended use.
10. UTILITIES AND JANITORIAL SERVICES.
Lessor agrees to provide the equipment and facilities necessary for the
provider of electric power to the Leased Premises to connect its power lines
to The Building. Since Lessee will be the sole occupant of The Building,
Lessor shall not be responsible for the maintenance and repair of the
heating and cooling equipment located therein. Lessor shall not be
responsible for utility failures and Lessee shall not be entitled to any offset
against or rebate of rent on account of any utility failure. Lessor shall be
responsible for keeping the pavement on its roads and in the parking areas
located on Leased Premises in such condition as may be necessary for the
safe use of the road and parking areas by Lessee and its visitors. Lessor
agrees to remove snow from its road providing access to the Leased

Premises and from the parking areas on Leased Premises in such manner as
to assure satisfactory access to the Leased Premises during normal business
hours.
11. COMMON AREA MAINTENANCE.
All common areas, including spaces provided for the parking of motor
vehicles, and common facilities made available by Lessor on the Leased
Premiums shall be subject to the exclusive control and management of
Lessor who reserves the right, from time to time, to construct, maintain and
operate lighting and other facilities, equipment and signs for said common
areas; to police the same; to change the area, location and arrangement of
parking areas and other facilities forming part of the common areas; and to
close temporarily all or any portion of any common area as may be necessary
for the repair and maintenance thereof.
12.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS.
(a) Lessor shall keep all of the exterior of the Building, including the
roof, gutters, down spouts, exterior walls, foundations, and plumbing, in
good order and repair during the term hereof. Lessor shall also keep the
common areas mentioned herein in good repair and order during the term
hereof.
(b) Lessor reserves to itself the exclusive right to the use of the roof and
exterior walls of the Building in which the Leased Premises are located and
to use the walls and other exterior portions thereof as a portion of any
additional improvements which Lessor shall decide to make or construct.
13.

INSURANCE AND INDEMNITY.
(a) Lessee agrees to indemnify and save Lessor harmless against and
from any and all claims, damages, costs and expenses, including reasonable
attorneys' fees, arising from the activities or conduct of Lessee; or from the
management of the business conducted by Lessee on the leased premises; or
from any breach or default on the part of Lessee in the performance of any
covenant or agreement of Lessee required to be perform by the terms of this
lease; or from any act of Lessee or its agents, contractors, servants,
employees, sublessees, customers, invitees or licensees in or about the
leased premises. In case any action or proceeding be brought against Lessor
by reason of any such claim, Lessee, upon notice thereof by Lessor,
covenants to defend such action or proceeding by counsel satisfactory to
Lessor. It is further understood and agreed that Lessor shall not be liable
and Lessee waives all claims for or arising out of injury or damage to persons
or property sustained by Lessee or Lessee's invitees or licensees resulting
from the condition of the Building or the Leased Premises, or any
equipment or appurtenances thereto becoming out of repair, or resulti
from any accident in or about the building or the Leased Premises, or
resulting directly or indirectly from any act or neglect of any other Less
(b) Lessee agrees to procure and maintain a comprehensive general
policy or policies of insurance, at its own cost and expense, insuring Le
Lessee and such other parties as Lessor may reasonably require from all
claims.demands or actions for inirvf tor dent1

of anV one person in1:T

amount of not less than$500,000.00 to the limit of $1,000,000.00 made by
or on behalf of any person, firm or corporation arising from, relating to or
connected with the conduct, use and operation of the Leased Premises by
Lessee. Said insurance shall not be subject to cancellation except after ten
days prior written notice to Lessor. The policy or policies or duly executed
certificate or certificates for the same, together with satisfactory evidence of
the payment of the premium thereon, shall be deposited with Lessor at the
commencement of the Term and thirty days prior to the expiration of the
Term or any renewals there of when there is a renewal.
(c) Lessor agrees to maintain at its expense such fire and extended
coverage insurance on the Building in which the Leased Premises are
situated and in such amounts as Lessor shall deem appropriate. Lessee
agrees not to do or permit anything to be done in or about the Leased
Promises that will in any way impair or invalidate the obligation of any policy
of any insurance with respect to the Leased Premises or the Building.
Lessee agrees to pay upon demand as Additional Rent any increase in
insurance premiums resulting from the business carried on in the Leased
Premises even though Lessor has consented to the same.
14. ATTORNEYS'FEES AND COSTS.
Lessee hereby agrees to pay all costs, expenses, fees and charges incurred by
Lessor in enforcing by legal action or otherwise any of the provisions,
covenants and conditions of this lease, including reasonable attorneys' fees,
and Lessee hereby waives the beneflt of any homestead or similar exemption
laws with respect to the obligations of this lease.
15. SIGNS.
Lessor will erect at the entrance to its road leading to the Leased Premises
from Kings Highway, at Lessee's expense. any sign for which Lessee obtains
permission from the appropriate authorities of King George County. Lessee
shall not erect, place, construct or attach on the interior or exterior of the
Building or the Leased Premises any sign or other matters without the prior
written approval of Lessor. Lessee shall be responsible for obtaining all
permits and paying all fees and/or taxes relating to any such signs, including
without limitation any additional taxes imposed against the leased premises
on account of any such sign.
16. ALTERATIONS.
Lessee will not, without Lessor's prior written consent, which shall not be
unreasonably withheld, make any changes, alterations or improvements in
the interior of the Leased Premises or on the interior or exterior of the
Building. Any changes, alterations or improvements approved by Lessor
shall not be made unless and until Lessor has proper surety against possible
mechanics liens. At the end of the term, any improvements made with the
consent of Lessor will become property of Lessor and Lessee shall not be
required to restore the Leased Premises to their original condition, but shall
surrender the same to Lessor at the end of the term of this lease or any
extension thereof in as good condition as when received, normal wear and
tear. damage by fire, explosion or other casualty excepted.

17. LESSOR'S RIGHT OF ENTRY.
Lessor and its agents shall be entitled to enter the Leased Premises at any
reasonable time to inspect the same; to exhibit the same to any existing or
prospective purchaser, tenant or mortgagee; to make any alterations,
improvements or repairs to the Building or the Leased Premises; to remove
anything which does not conform to the lease or to the rules and regulations
of Lessor which govern the use and occupancy of the Building; or for any
other purpose relating to the operation or maintenance of the Building,
provided however, that Lessor shall, unless doing so would be impractical or
unreasonable because of an emergency, give Lessee at least twenty-four
hours prior notice of its intention to enter the Leased Premises, and use
reasonable efforts to avoid interfering unnecessarily with Lessees use and
enjoyment thereof.
18, FIRE AND OTHER CASUALTIES.
(a) If the leased premises are damaged by fire or other casualty during
the term and Lessor, in its sole discretion, determines that the leased
premises can be restored, then the following shall apply:
(1) Lessor shall restore the Leased Premises with reasonable
promptness, taking into account the time required by Lessor to effect a
settlement with and procure any insurance proceeds from any insurer
against such casualty, to substantially their condition immediately prior to
such casualty, and may temporarily enter into and possess any or all of the
Leased Premises for such purpose.
(2) So long as Lessee is deprived of the use of any or all of the Leased
Premises on account of such casualty, rent shall be abated in proportion to
the number of square feet of the Leased Premises rendered substantially
unfit for occupancy by such casualty, unless, because of such damage, the
damaged portion of the Leased Premises are made materially unsuitable for
use by Lessee for the purpose set forth herein, in which case rent shall be
abated entirely during the period of deprivation.
(3) The repair and restoration obligations of Lessor hereunder are in
all events subject to its receipt of the insurance proceeds therefor. Lessor's
obligation therefor shall in no event extend beyond the amount of such
insurance proceeds and, if the damage is caused by a casualty not covered by
Lessor's insurance, Lessor shall have no repair and restoration obligations.
Lessor shall not be obligated to repair, restore or replace any fixture,
improvement, alteration, furniture or other property owned, installed or
made by Lessee.
(b) Anything contained in the preceding paragraph to the contrary
notwithstanding, if the Building is so damaged by fire or other casualty that
either the Leased Premises or the Building are rendered substantially unfit
for occupancy as determined by Lessor in its sole discretion, or the Building
is damaged to the extent that Lessor in its sole discretion elects to demolish
the Building, then Lessor may in either case elect to terminate this lease as
of the date of the occurrence of such damage by giving written notice of
such termination to Lessee within sixty days after such date. In such event,
Lessee shall pay to Lessor any Rent and Additional Rent payable hereunder
and accrued through the date such termination is effective. Lessor shall

refund to Lessee all prepaid rent for periods beyond such termination date
and Lessor may immediately enter and repossess the Leased Premises
without further notice.
(c) If any such damage to the Leased Premises, the Building, or both Is
caused by or results from the negligence or intentional act or omission of
Lessee, those claiming under Lessee or any of their respective officers,
agents employees, or invitees, Rent shall not be suspended or apportioned
as aforesaid and Lessee shall pay to Lessor as Additional Rent the costs of any
repairs and restoration made or to be made to remedy such damage or any
damage or loss which Lessor incurs as a result of such damage.
(d) In the event of any such damage to the Leased Premises or the
Building, Lessor shall not be liable to Lessee for loss of profits, expenses, or
any other type of injury or damage resulting from the repair of any such
damage or for the termination of the Lease as provided herein. Lessee
assumes all the risk of damage to its personal property in the Leased
Premises as a result of any casualty.
19.

CONDEMNATION.
(a) If the Leased Premises or any part thereof are taken by the exercise
of the power of eminent domain or is conveyed under threat of such taking
(each of which is hereinafter referred to as a "Condemnation"), Lessor shall
be entitled to collect from the condemning authority the entire amount of
any award made in any such proceeding or the consideration paid for such
conveyance without deduction for any leasehold estate held by Lessee under
the Lease.
(b) Lessee assigns to Lessor all of Lessee's right, title, and interest, if
any, in any such award or consideration; waives any right that it may
otherwise have in connection with such Condemnation against Lessor or the
condemning authority to any payment for the value of the then unexpired
portion of the Term, leasehold damages, and any damage to or diminution of
the value of Lessee's leasehold estate hereunder: and agrees to execute all
further documents which may be required to facilitate Lessor's collection of
such award or compensation.
(c) Subject to the foregoing, Lessee may seek in any separate proceeding
a separate award on account of any damage or costs incurred by Lessee as a
result of such Condemnation, so long as such separate award in no way
diminishes any award or consideration which Lessor would otherwise
receive as a result of such Condemnation.
(d) If all of the Leased Premises are taken by a Condemnation or if any
part of the Leased Premises are taken by a Condemnation and the remainder
thereof is insufficient for the reasonable operation of Lessee's business as
determined by Lessor in its sole discretion, or if any of the Building is taken
by Condemnation and, in the sole discretion of Lessor, it would be
impractical to restore the remaining part thereof, then in such event, the
Term of this Lease shall terminate on the date upon which possession of the
Leased Premises or the Building is taken by the condemning authority
thereunder and Rent and other charges payable hereunder shall be
apportioned and paid as of such date.

20.

ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING.

Lessee acknowledges that Lessor has entered into this lease because of
Lessee's financial strength, ability, and expertise, and accordingly, this lease
is personal to Lessee. Lessee agrees that it will not assign its rights under
this lease or make or permit any total or partial alienation or encumbrance
of its rights hereunder or the occupation and use of the Leased Premises by
any person or legal entity other than Lessee without the written consent of
Lessor. For the purposes of this section an alienation or encumbrance shall
be defined as any one or series of transactions by any person or persons
owning at least ten percent of the equity, whether in capital stock,
partnership interest or other form, of Lessee transferring his, her or its
interest in Lessee to any person or legal entity which has no interest in
Lessee as of the date of execution of this lease.
21. SUBORDINATION AND ATTORNMENT.
Lessee agrees that this lease shall be subject and subordinate to any deed of
trust lien, ground lease, or other similar instrument of encumbrance
heretofore or hereafter affecting title to the Building and any renewal or
modification thereof. This subordination is automatic and Lessor is not
obligated to notify Lessee of any changes in the existing encumbrances or
the imposition of any new encumbrances. Lessee agrees that it will
promptly execute such documents as Lessor or the holder or beneficiary of
any encumbrance shall require to implement the intent of this section.
Lessee further agrees to attorn to the holder of any lien or encumbrance in
the event of the enforcement thereof results in the transfer of Lessor's
interest in this Lease.
22. RULES AND REGULATIONS.
Lessor shall have the right to prescribe from time to time rules and
regulations having nondiscriminatory application to all Lessees of the
Building and any other buildings situated on the same tract of land as the
Building and governing the use and occupancy of such Building or Buildings.
Said right of Lessor shall not be exercised in such manner as to adversely
interfere with Lessee's use and enjoyment of the Leased Premises as
contemplated by the parties when this Lease was executed. Lessee agrees
for itself and its agents, employees, invitees, and other persons in similar
relationships the it and such persons will abide by such rules and regulation.
23. TYPEWRITTEN OR HANDWRITTEN PROVISIONS.
Typewritten or handwritten provisions included in or attached to this lease
which have been properly authenticated shall control and take precedence
over all printed provisions hereof in the event of any ambiguity or conflict in
the terms hereof.
24. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS.
The following described addenda which bear the signatures of all parties to
this Lease are made parts hereof. None.

25. MODIFICATION.
This Lease and the attached addenda, if any, constitute the entire agreement
between and among the parties. It may not be modified or changed except
by written instrument executed by all parties hereto. The invalidity of any
particular clause or provision of this lease by order of court or decision of
anyjudicial or regulatory authority having jurisdiction over the same shall
not be construed to void or invalidate this lease in its entirety.
26. NOTICES.
Any notices or demands which are required to be given or made to any party
to this lease, whether required by the terms hereof or by law, may be given
by personal delivery or by certified mail, return receipt requested, sent to
the addresses set out next to the names of the parties listed below, or to
such other place as any party listed below may designate in writing to the
other parties listed. Any such notice shall be deemed effective upon the
date of personal delivery or upon the the fourth business day following the
mailing thereof.
Party

Address

The Journal Properties, LLC

Post Office Box 409
King George, Virginia 22485

King George County

* * * * Kings Higway
King George, Virginia 22485

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this lease on the date set
forth at the beginning hereof.
The Journal Properties, LLC
by
King George County
by____

UNION BANK &

TRUST COMPANY
liukingithz

December 20.

1

Personal Thul

2

Ruth J. Herrink
P. 0. Box 409
King Georee. VA 245
Dear Ruth:
Thank you for the opportunity to meet to discuss your loan request. I am very interested in
pursuing your request to construct a new office building on your existing property. With the loan
amount and possible tenants that we discussed. I feel Union Bank & Trust will be willing to
finance your borrowing needs.
I look forward to hearing from you once you have tinalized the site plan, building dimensions,
tenants and cost estimates.
Thank you for considering Union Bank & Trust and I look forward to continue our banking
relationship. If you have any questions, please call me at 775-9300, ext. 1

&

I aldF C
ar
Vice President

(804) 633-5031

Post Office Box 446

Howhlin

Green,\Virginia 22427-0446
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KING GEORGE COUNTY
PROPOSAL FOR SALE
KING GEORGE VILLAGE CENTER

PRICE:

$750,000

SIZE:

12,000 Square Feet

PRICE PER SQUARE FOOT:

$

LEASE PURCHASE:

$ 6,250.00/month
($750,000 @ 9% 25 year amortization)

EXISTING INCOME:

$

2,041.00

INSURANCE PREMIUM:

$

1,018.00

EXTRA AVAILABLE SPACE:

3,000 Square Feet

COST TO COUNTY:
LESS HEALTH DEPARTMENT RENT
NET COST

$
$

62.50

6,250
2QQ
4,250

PLUS EXTRA 3000 SQUARE FEET FOR COUNTY USE

Health Department

VS

$4,750 RENT

WILLIAM R. JOHNSON, MAI
APPRAISAL
April18,1992

Appraisal was for three buildings at The Village Center. The 12,000 square foot main
building represents 60% of total property. Therefore, site work, profit and land value were
shown as 60% of those values.

Site Improvements

$ 40,863

Entrepreneurial Profit
Land

Value of Building

149,194
125.000
315,057
x 60%
$189,034
662,880

Less Depreciation
APPRAISAL VALUE

(92.80
$759,111

APPRAISAL:
THE VILLAGE CENTER
ROUTE 3
KING GEORGE COUNTY, VIRGINIA
JRES FILE #6712-92

REPORT DATE:
18 APRIL 1992

VALUATION DATE:
12 APRIL 1992

PREPARED FOR:
UNION BANK AND TRUST
700 KENMORE AVENUE
FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22401

PREPARED BY:
WIWAM R. JOHNSON
JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES, INC.
401 CHATHAM SQUARE OFFICE PARK
FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22405

JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES, INC.

Real EstateEvaluation

401 CHATHAM SQUARE OFFICE PARK
FREDERICKSBURG. VIRGINIA 22405
TELEPHONE (703) 371-8976

ORRICK F. JOHNSON. SR.. ASA. SRA
WILLIAM R JOHNSON. SCV

6 May 1992

Mr. John Neal
Union Bank and Trust
700 Kenmore Avenue
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401
RE:

Appraisal - The Village Center
U.S. Route 3
King George County, Virginia
JRES File #6712-92

Dear Mr. Neal:
At your request, we have inspected the above-referenced property more fully described in the body of
this report and reviewed current available market data for the purpose of estimating its market value. The
rights appraised are leased fee. The accompanying report, containing all of the pertinent data, and analyses,
and conclusions. is submitted herewith.
The report has been prepared in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice and to the Code of Ethics of the Appraisal Institute.
As a result of the investigation and analysis, it is our opinion that the subject property has a market
value, as defined, and subject to the Contingent and Limiting Conditions herein, 12 April 1992, of
approximately:

ONE MILLION IWO HUNDRED SEVENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOL4RS
($1,275,000)
Of which $125,000 is attributed to land.
Thank you for this opportunity to serve you. If we may be of further assistance, please advise.
Respectfully submitted,

Wit a

.O*

SO

SNo. 4001-000303>1
CERTIFIED
SENERAL
REAL ESTATE
APPRAISER
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THE VILLAGE CENTER
ROUTE3
KING GEORGE COUNTY, VIRGINIA
COST ESTIMATE
BuildingA*
The cost estimate is based on Section 13, Pages 20 through 21 (shopping centers) of the Marshall
Valuation Service. The property falls in the Class S category, low cost neighborhood construction. Note that
this classification (Class S) does not refer to functional design with the market's perception of the architectural
or the aesthetic appeal of the building. This classification is based on construction materials and fire-resisting
rating. This category has the following characteristics:
Exterior Walls:

Metal siding, finished, small fronts.

Interior Finish:

Drywall, low cost tile, new partitions.

Lighting, Plumbing & Mechanical:

Minimum per unit

Heat/HVAC:

Forced air (this has been upgraded in the cost
approach to heat pump systems).

Low Cost Neighborhood Shopping Center - Class S
$29.09
Base Rate Per Sq.Ft.
+ 2.95
Heat Pump
$32.04
Adjustment Multipliers:
Perimeter
Locality
Current

1.011
.990
1.030

Composite Multiplier

x 1.0309

Adjusted Base Rate Per Sq.Ft.

$33.03

Base Cost of Building A
5,400 sq.ft. x $33.03/SF
Depreciation
Chronological Age:
Total Economic Life:
Remaining Economic Life:
Effective Age:

$178,362

4 years
35 years
32 years
3 years

Rate applied to current cost 3/35 = 8.57%
$178,362 x .0857 =

($15,856)
$162,506

Depreciated Cost of Building A
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THE VILLAGE CENTER
ROUTE 3
KING GEORGE COUNTY, VIRGINIA
CostEstimate.
continued:

BuildiM

B

and
The cost estimate for building Buildings B and C Is based on Section 50, Pages 17-19 (Office
category,
C
Class
the
in
falls
property
The
Medical Offie Buildings) of the Marshall Valuation Service.
average office construction. This classification is based on construction materials and fire resistant rating.
The category has the following characteristics:
Exterior Wall:

Masonry bearing walls, concrete frame, some trim.

Interior Finish:

Paint, drywall partitions, acoustical tile, vinyl
composition.

Lighting, Plumbing, and Mechanical:

Fluorescent
plumbing.

Heat/HVAC

Forced air; note this has been upgraded in the cost
analysis to heat pump systems.

Average/Office Class C
Base Rate Per Sq.Ft.
Heat Pump Systems

Adjustment Multipliers:
Perimeter
Locality
Current

$48.64
+ 3.95
$52.59

1.00
1.01
1.04
x 1.0504

Composite Multiplier

$55.24

Adjusted Base Rate Per Sq.FL
Base Cost of Building B
12,000 sq.ft. x $55.24/SF =
Depredation
10 years
Chronological Age:
Total Economic Life:
50 years
43 years
Remaining Economic Life:
7 years
Effective Age:
Ratio Applied to Current Cost 7/50 = 14%
$662,880 x .14 =

($92,803)
$570,077

Depreciated Cost of Building B
68_
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$662,880

lighting,

adequate

outlets

and

THE VILIAGE CENTER
ROUTE3
KING GEORGE COUNTY, VIRGINIA
cost Estiae

continued-

Average/Offie Class C
Base Rate Per Sq.Ft.
Heat Pump Systems

U

Adjustment Multipliers:
Perimeter
Locality
Current

$48.64
+ 3.95
S 52.59

1.046
1.01
1.04
x 1.0987

Composite Multiplier

$57.78

Adjusted Base Rate Per Sq.Ft.
Base Cost of Building C
4350 sq.ft. x $57.78/SF =

$251,343

Depreciation
10 years
Chronological Age
50 years
Total Economic Life
44 years
Remaining Economic Life
Effective Age
6 years
Ratio Applied to Current Cost 6/50 = 12%
$251,343 x .12 =

($30,161)
$221,182

Depreciated Cost of Building C

6

d
d
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THE VILAGE CENTER
ROUTE3
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costEsiae

continued:

Site Improvements
Septic
Grading
Curbing & Sidewalks
Paving
Total Site Improvements

Depreciation:
Chronological Age
Total Economic Life
Remaining Economic Lire
Effective Age

$10,000
15,000
15,000

$77,100

10 years
15 years
8 years
7 years

Ratio Applied to Current Cost 7/15 = .47
$77,100 x .47 =
Depreciated Cost of Site Improvements

($36,237)
$40,863

Summary of Depreciated Costs:
Building A
Building B
Building C
Site Improvements
Depreciated Costs of Improvements
Add Entrepreneurial Profit
Add Land Value
Cost Approach to Value
Rounded:

$162,506
570,077
221,182
40,863
994,628
149,194
125.000
$1,268,822
$1,270,000

VALUE BY COST APPROACH

$1,270,M00
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RESTRICTED APPRAISAL REPORT
Office Building "C"
The Village Center
King George County, Virginia

JRES File #9416-98

PREPARED FOR
Mr. Chris Hallberg
608 William Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401

DATE OF VALUE ESTIMATE
25 August 1998

DATE REPORT ISSUED
15 September 1998

PREPARED BY
William R. Johnson, MAI
Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc.
401 Chatham Square Office Park

JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES, INC.
Real Estate Evaluation
401 CHATHAM SQUARE OFFICE PARK
FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22405

WILLIAM R. JOHNSON, MAI

TELEPHONE (540) 371-8976

15 September 1998

FAX (540) 37-565

Mr. Chris Hallberg
608 William Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
Re:

Complete Appraisal - Summary Report
Office Building "C"
The Village Center
King George County, Virginia
JRES File #9416-98

Dear Mr. Hallberg:
Per your request, I have inspected the above referenced property more fully described in this complete
appraisal-restricted report and assembled data indicative of the "as is" market value of the fee simple
interest.
This is a Restricted Appraisal Report which is intended to comply with the reporting requirements set
forth under Standards Rule 2-2(c) of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice for a
Restricted Appraisal Report. As such, it does not present discussions of the data, reasoning, and analyses
that were used in the appraisal process to develop the appraiser's opinion of value. Supporting
documentation concerning the data, reasoning, and analyses is retained in the appraiser's file.
The depth of discussion contained in this report is specific to the needs of the client and for the intended
use stated below. The appraiser is not responsible for unauthorized use of this report.
Based on my analysis of the data, subject to the assumptions, limiting conditions and definitions set forth
in this restricted report, it is my opinion that the "as is" market value of the fee simple interest in the
subject property as of 25 August 1998, was:
TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
($200,000)

I thank you for this opportunity to be of service. If I can be of any further assistance, please advise.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES, INC.

William R. Jo4 , MAI
President
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No.400-000303

REAL ESTATE

View of Building "C" from parking lot.

PLRPOSE OF THE APPRAISAL: To estimate market value as defined by the office of the Controller
of the Currency under 12 CFR, Part 34, Subpart C.

INTENDED USE OF THE REPORT: For the sole purpose of assisting the client, Mr. Chris Hallberg,
in marketing the subject property.

INTEREST VALUED: Fee Simple

EFFECTIVE DATE OF VALUE:

25 August 1998

DATE OF REPORT: 15 September 1998

APPRAISAL DEVELOPMENT AND REPORTING PROCESS: The scope of this assignment is to
conduct the investigations necessaryto gather sufficient data from which an opinion of value can be
derived.
An inspection of the subject property and its neighborhood was conducted to determine the physical
features and condition of the subject and the environment in which it is located. A search of municipal
records was then done to ascertain the current and historical assessments and ownership data regarding
the property. Contacts were made with other municipal authorities (public works and utilities, zoning
administration, planning, etc.) to determine compliance or noncompliance of local, state, and federal
regulations.
Properties similar to the subject were explored throughout the area to determine existing and proposed
inventory, supply and demand and marketability of properties within the subject classification. A
thorough research effort was conducted to extract market data to be used in the application of the
traditional approaches to value.
The most pertinent of this data has been reported and every effort was made to verify the authenticity of
this information from public records and personal interviews. To the best of our ability, the research,
analysis and interpretation of the information in the marketplace was completed in accordance with sound
appraisal principles and the opinions and conclusions of value are considered to be reasonable and
reliable.
Valuation of the subject property in this instance includes consideration of the three traditional approaches
to value, Cost Approach, Sales Comparison Approach, and Income Capitalization Approach. These
separate value estimates were reconciled to arrive at a final value estimate for subject property.
To develop the opinion of value, the appraiser performed a complete appraisal process, as defined by the
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal practice. This means no departures from Standard I were
invoked.
This restricted appraisal report sets forth only the appraiser's conclusions. Supporting documentation is
retained in the appraiser's file.

Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc. (9416-98)

REAL ESTATE APPRAISED: Subject is identifiedasBuilding-C" ofThelileenmtr cmpLei
King George, Virginia. ItisaportionofTaxMap24 Parcel 161. The improvements area one stor\
office building with aross building area of 4.350 SF. It is estimated to be on 36.500 SF of comrnercialk\
IiiZied lan)1d.
IllGHE1ST ANM) HESTI [SF:
Highest and Best Use "As Vacant". Based on the physically possible, legally permissible, and
financially feasible uses for the subject site, the maximally productive use and highest and bestu
vacant" is for commercial development. The most likely use is for office or secondar\ JetiIItin
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ANlDl I 1IIN ("()ON)1IONS:

This is a Restricted Appraisal Report which is intended to compl\ with the reporting requirement
set forth under Standard Rule 2-2(c) of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
for a Restricted Appraisal Report. As such, it does not include discussions of the data, reasonin..
and analyses that were used in the appraisal process to develop the appraiser's opinion of valu.
Supporting documentation concerning the data, reasoning, and analyses is retained in1h
appraiser's file. The information contained in this report is specific to the needs of the client and
for the intended use stated in this report. The appraiser is not responsible for unauthori7ed use of

No rcsponsibilit\

-

is amLitd frletal or title

cosiderations, Titl to the propertY

is I MJ to

be good and marketable unless otherwise stated in this report.
3.

The property is appraised free and clear of an- or all lienandnumbrances unle otherwise
stated in this report

4.

Responsible ownership and competent property manaemtenIt are assuimed unless otherwise stated
in this report.

5.

The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable.
for its accuracy.

6.

All engineering is assumed to be correct. Ani plot plans and illustrative material in this report
are included only to assist the reader in visualizing the property.

7.

It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property. subsoil, or
structures that render it more or less valuable. No responsibility is assumed for such conditions
or for arranging for engineering studies that may be required to discover them.

8.

It is assumed that there is full compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local
enviromnental regulations and laws unless otherwise stated in this report.

9.

It is assumed that all applicable zoning and use regulations and restrictions have been complied
with, unless a non-conformity has been stated, defined, and considered in this appraisal report.

10.

It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy or other legislative or
administrative authority from any local, state, or national governmental or private entity or
organization have been or can be obtained or renewed for any use on which the value estimates
contained in this report are based.

11.

The appraiser is not required to give testimony or appear in court because of having made this
appraisal with reference to the property in question, unless arrangements have been previously
made therefore. The fee charged for this appraisal does not include payment for court testimony
or for further consultation.

3

lowever, no warranty is given
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12.

Any sketch in this report m1a\ how approximate dimensons and is incuded to assist the reader
in visualizing the property. Maps and exhibits found in this report are provided for reader
reference purposes only. No guarantee as to accuracy is expressed or implied unless otherwise
stated in this report. No survey has been made for the purpose of this report.

13.

It is assumed that the utilization of the land and improvements is within the boundaries or
property lines of the property described and that there is no encroachment or trespass unless
otherwise stated in this report.

14.

The appraiser is not qualified to detect hazardous waste and/or toxic materials. Any such
comment by the appraiser that might suggest the possibility of the presence of such substances
should not be taken as confirmation of the presence of hazardous waste and/or toxic materials.
Such determination would require investigation by a qualified expert in the field of environmental
assessment. The presence of substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, or
other potentially hazardous materials may affect the value of the property. The appraiser's value
estimate is predicted on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the property that
would cause a loss in value unless otherwise stated in this report. No responsibility is assumed
for any environmental conditions, or for any expertise or engineering knowledge required to
discover them. The appraiser's descriptions and resulting comments are the result of the routine
observations made during the appraisal process.

15.

Unless otherwise stated in this report. the subject property is appraised without a specific
compliance survey having been conducted to determine if the property is or is not in conformance
with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act. The presence of architectural and
communications barriers that are structural in nature that would restrict access by disabled
individuals may adversely affect the property's value, marketability, or utility.

16.

Any proposed improvements are assumed to be completed in a good workmanlike manner in
accordance with the submitted plans and specifications.

17.

The distribution, if any, of the total valuation in this report between land and improvements
applies only under the stated program of utilization. The separate allocations for land and
buildings must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if so used.

18.

Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of publication. It
may not be used for any purpose by any person other than the party to whom it is addressed
without the written consent of the appraiser, and in any event, only with proper written
qualification and only in its entirety.

19.

Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to value, the
identity of the appraiser, or the firm with which the appraiser is connected) shall be disseminated
to the public through advertising, public relations, news sales, or other media without prior
written consent and approval of the appraiser.
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APPRAISERS CERTIFICATION:
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
1.

The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

2.

The reported analyses, opinions and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and
limiting conditions, and are my personal, unbiased professional analyses, opinions and
conclusions.

3.

I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and I
have no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved.

4.

My compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined value or direction in
value that favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value estimate, the attainment of a
stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event.

5.

This appraisal was not based on a requested minimum valuation, a specific valuation, or the
approval of a loan.

6.

My reported analyses, opinions and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

7.

William R. Johnson, MAI has made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of
this report.

8.

No one provided significant professional assistance to the person signing this report.

9.

The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared, in conformity with the requirements of the Code of Professional Ethics and the
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute.

10.

The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to review
by its duly authorized representatives.

11.

As of the date of this report, William R. Johnson, MAI has completed the requirements of the
continuing education program of the Appraisal Institute.

Based on my analysis of the data, subject to the assumptions, limiting conditions, and definitions set forth
in this restricted report, it is my opinion that the "as is" market value of the fee simple interest in the
subject property as of 25 August 1998, was:
TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
($200,000)

William R. Johnson

-AI
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ADDENDA

WILLIAM R. JOHNSON, MAI
STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

Business Address:
Business Phone:
Business Fax:
Firm Affiliation:

401 Chatham Square Office Park
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
(540) 371-8976
(540) 371-5651
President - JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES, INC.

EDUCATION
Graduate of James Monroe High School, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Graduate of Ferrum Junior College, 1974, Ferrum, Virginia
(Associate Science Degree - Business Administration)
Graduate of University of Richmond School of Business, 1976,
Richmond, Virginia (Bachelor of Science Degree - Business Administration) (Marketing)
Attended and successfully completed the following courses:
Principles of Real Estate, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Course I of Realtors Institute (University of Virginia)
Course 101 Appraising, Society of Real Estate Appraisers, Virginia Commonwealth University,
Richmond, Virginia
Course 102 Applied Appraising, Society of Real Estate Appraisers, Virginia Commonwealth
University, Richmond, Virginia
Advanced Real Estate Appraising - 1988
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia
Capitalization Exam A & B of The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 3/10/88
Standards of Professional Practice of The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 2/23/89
Market Analysis Seminar - The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 9/8/89
The Appraiser as Expert Witness Seminar - Society of Real Estate Appraisers - 11/6/89
The Narrative Report Writing Seminar - Society of Real Estate Appraisers - 1/15/90, 1/16/90
Case Studies in Real Estate Valuation - American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 3/3/90
Report Writing and Valuation Analysis - 2/23/91
Discounted Cash Flow Analysis; Rates - 11/4/92
Clifford E. Fisher, Jr., MAI, CRE
Ratios and Reasonableness - 11/5/92
Clifford E. Fisher, Jr., MAI, CRE
Comprehensive Appraisal Workshop - 8/13/93
Ted R. Whitmer, MAI
Understanding Limited Appraisals & Appraisal Reporting Options-General - 10/21/94
Stephanie Coleman, MAI, SRA
Dynamics of Office Building Valuation - 10/20/95
Le H. Waronker, MAI
Easement Valuation Course 403 - 10/25/95
C. Jeffery Triplette, SR/WA
Standards of Professional Practice, Part B - 11/9-10/95
Appraisal Institute
Virginia Law - 11/10/95

Joseph S. Durrer, Jr., MAI
Special Purpose Properties: The Challenges of Real Estate Appraising of Limited Market Properties
9/19/96, Felice Rocca, MAI
Standards of Professional Practice, Part C - 9/25-26/97
Appraisal Institute
Board Mandated 4 Hour Continuing Education Course - 11'23/97

WILLIAM R. JOHNSON,MAI
QUALIFICATIONS, CONTINUED...

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Member Appraisal Institute - MAI
State of Virginia Certified General Real Estate Appraiser - License #4001000303
Fredericksburg Board of Realtors
International Institute of Valuers - Designation SCV
EXPERIENCE
Appraising for Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc. since 1976.
Experienced in all types of appraisals, both narrative and short form.
Experienced in sales, management, and listing of real estate.
Licensed real estate agent.

CLIENTS FOR WHOM APPRAISALS HAVE BEEN PREPARED
Ameribanc Savings Bank, Fredericksburg and Northern Virginia
Bank of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia
B. F. Saul Mortgage, Chevy Chase, Maryland
Central Fidelity Bank, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Commonwealth United, Fairfax, Virginia
CorEast Savings Bank, Annandale, VA
Counties of Stafford and Spotsylvania, Virginia
City of Fredericksburg, Virginia
Chase Home Mortgage, Annandale, Virginia
Commonwealth of Virginia, Division of Parks
Department of Interior, National Park Service, Mid-Atlantic
Region, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dominion Bankshares Mortgage, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Dominion Federal, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Employee Transfer Corporation, Dallas, Texas
FMC Corporation, Chicago, Illinois
Travelers Relocation, Stamford, Connecticut
Equitable Relocation, Arlington, Virginia
Equi-Data, Columbus, South Carolina
First Savings Bank of Virginia, Fredericksburg, Virginia
First Virginia Bank, Fredericksburg, VA
Fredericksburg Savings and Loan, Fredericksburg, Virginia
F.D.I.C.. Atlanta, Georgia
Homequity, Wilton, Connecticut
Investors, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Merit Mortgage, Charlottesville, VA
Merrill Lynch Relocation Management, Atlanta, Georgia
National Bank of Fredericksburg, Fredericksburg, VA
Piedmont Federal Savings and Loan, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Small Business Administration, Richmond, Virginia
Southern Atlantic Mortgage, Woodbridge, Virginia
United Virginia Bank, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Virginia First Savings, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Virginia Mortgage Investment, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Numerous Attorneys
Expert witness in Stafford, Spotsylvania, Fredericksburg and Alexandria Bankruptcy Court
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COMPLETE APPRAISAL - SUMMARY REPORT
Office Building "B"
The Village Center
King George County, Virginia

JRES File #9416-98

1Ir. Ciri IMIbr
608 William Strect
Frcdcricksbur2. VA 22401

DAIE OFXALUE ESTHIII.
25 August 1998

DATE REPORTl ISSUE)
15 September 1998

PREPARED BY

William R. Johnson, MAI
Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc.
401 Chatham Square Office Park
Fredericksburg, VA 22405

JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES, INC.
Real Estate Evaluation
401 CHATHAM SQUARE OFFICE PARK
FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22405

WILLIAMR.JOHNSON.MAI

TELEPHONE (540) 371-8976
FAX (540) 371-5651

15 September 1998

Mr. Chris Hallberg
608 William Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
Re:

Complete Appraisal - Summary Report
Office Building "B"
The Village Center
King George County, Virginia
JRES File #9416-98

Dear Mr. Hallberg:
At your request, I have inspected the above referenced property more fully described in the body of this
summary report and assembled data indicative of the "as is" market value of the leased fee interest.
I submit this summary appraisal report which is intended to comply with the reporting requirements set
forth under Standards Rule 2-2(b) of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP)
for a summary appraisal report. As such, it presents only summary discussions of the data, reasoning,
and analyses that were used in the appraisal process to develop the appraiser's opinion of value.
Supporting documentation concerning the data, reasoning, and analysis is retained in the appraiser's file.
The depth of discussion contained in this report is specific to the needs of the client and for the intended
use stated in this report. The appraiser is not responsible for unauthorized use of the report.
Based on my analysis of the data, subject to the assumptions, limiting conditions, and definitions set forth
in this report, it is my opinion that the "as is" market value of the leased fee interest of the subject
property as of 25 August 1998, was:
SIX HUNDRED TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
($620,000)
Thank you for this opportunity to be of service. If I can be of any further assistance, please advise.
Respectfully submitted.
JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES,

William R. Johnson
President
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS:
General Assumptions
1.

This is a Summary Appraisal Report which is intended to comply with the reporting requirements
set forth under Standard Rule 2-2(b) of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
for a Summary Appraisal Report. As such, it might not include full discussions of the data,
reasoning, and analyses that were used in the appraisal process to develop the appraiser's opinion
of value. Supporting documentation concerning the data, reasoning, and analyses is retained in
the appraiser's file. The information contained in this report is specific to the needs of the client
and for the intended use stated in this report. The appraiser is not responsible for unauthorized
use of this report.

2.

The owner of record is assumed to have a marketable Leased Fee Interest with no encumbrances
that cannot be cleared through normal channels.

3.

The information on which this appraisal is based has been obtained from sources normally used
by Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc. and is considered to be reliable, but is in no sense
guaranteed.

4.

The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable. However, no warranty is given for
its accuracy.

5.

Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc. reserves the right to alter its opinion of value on the basis of
information withheld or not discovered in the normal course of a diligent investigation.

6.

The appraiser assumes no responsibility for the legal description or matters of a legal nature
affecting the property or the title thereto. The appraiser does not render any opinion as to title,
which is assumed to be good and marketable.

7.

Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed.

8.

It is assumed that there is full compliance with all applicable federal, state and local
environmental regulations and laws unless noncompliance is stated, defined and considered in the
appraisal report.

9.

It is assumed that all applicable zoning and use regulations and restrictions have been complied
with, unless a nonconformity has been stated, defined and considered in the appraisal report.

10.

It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy, consents or other legislative or
administrative authority from any local, state or national government or private entity or
organization have been or can be obtained or renewed for any use on which the value estimate
contained in this report is based.
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11.

The appraiser i, nn
appraisal with reference to the property in question, unless arrangements have been previousl
made therefore. The fee charged for this appraisal does not include payment for court testimon\
or for further consultation

12.

No opinion of an engineering n i re

l umn lb expr ed ,r mplcd 1:nd nVIi0

assumed for matters of this nature
13.

No survey was made especially for this appraisal.

Prpert\

line\. area, etc

record or

otherwise provided, are assumed to be correct.
14.

No engineering survey has been made by the ipprniser

Except as specifically stated. ,ile and

area were taken from sources considered reliable and no encroachment of real properi\
improvements is assumed to exist.
15.

Maps, plats and exhibits are for illustration only as an aid in visualizing matters discussed within
the report. They should not be considered as surveys or relied upon for any other purpose.

16.

It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property. subsoil or
structures that render it more or less valuable. No responsibility is assumed for such conditions
or for arranging for engineering studies that may be required to discover them.

17.

No opinion is expressed as to the value of subsurface oil, gas or mineral rights. The property is
not subject to surface entry for the exploration or removal of such materials except as is expressly
stated.

18.

Disclosure of the contents of the appraisal is governed by the Bylaws and Regulations of the
professional organizations with which Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc. is affiliated.

19.

Acceptance of and/or use of this report constitutes acceptance of these assumptions and limiting
conditions.

20.

This report is intended to comply with the Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice of the Appraisal Institute. It is further intended to comply with the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) and the guidelines set forth by the Financial Institution's
Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA).

Limiting Conditions
1.

Possession of this report, or a copy, does not carry with it the right of publication.

2.

Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to value.
identity of the appraiser or firm with which he is connected or any reference to the Appraisal
Institute or the MAI or SRA designations) shall be disseminated to the public through the
advertising media or any other public means of communication without the prior written consent
and approval of Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc. and the signatories of the report. Acceptance
of and/or use of this report constitutes acceptance of these restrictions.
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3.

The distribution, if any, of the total valuation in this report between land and improvements
applies only under the stated program of utilization. The separate allocations for land and
buildings must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if so used.

4.

The forecasts, projections or operating estimates contained herein are based upon current market
conditions, anticipated short term supply and demand factors and a continued stable economy.
These forecasts are, therefore. subject to changes in future conditions.

5.

Load bearing capacity of subsoil is assumed to be adequate for the present and proposed
utilizations, but no borings or engineering studies have been made especially for this appraisal and
the value conclusion could be affected by such information.

6.

The appraiser has not been supplied with building plans and specifications, site plans, surveys or
occupancy permits. No responsibility or representation is assumed or made for any costs
associated with obtaining same or for any deficiencies discovered before or after they are
obtained.

7.

William R. Johnson has personally inspected the subject property and found no obvious evidence
of structural deficiencies except as stated in this report; however, no responsibility for hidden
defects or conformity to specific governmental requirements, such as fire, building and safety or
occupancy codes, can be assumed without provision of specific professional or governmental
inspections.

8.

No termite inspection report was made available. William R. Johnson personally inspected the
subject property and found no significant evidence of termite damage or infestation.

9.

Unless otherwise stated in this report, the appraiser makes no representation or warranties as to
the adequacy or conditions of appliances, electrical systems, plumbing and heating, air
conditioning,
presence of insulation, adequacy or condition of structural systems or any other
subsystem within the property. The appraiser assumes no responsibility for any cost incurred to
discover or correct any deficiencies present in the property.

10.

Unless otherwise stated, no consideration in the valuation process has been given to mineral
deposits (oil, gas, coal, gravel, etc.) or timber, if any, that may be found on the subject.

11.

Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous material, which may or may not
be present on the property, was not observed by the appraiser. The appraiser has no knowledge
of the existence of such materials on or in the property. The appraiser, however, is not qualified
to detect such substances. The presence of substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam
insulation or other potentially hazardous materials may affect the value of the property. The
value estimate is predicated on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the property
that would cause a loss in value. No responsibility is assumed for any such conditions or for any
expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover them. The client is urged to retain an
expert in this field, if desired.
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12.

On January 26, 1992, the American With Disabilities Act (ADA) took effect. Thi, Iport 1a no
considered this act and the impact it may have on the subject with respect to general compliance
and renovation costs. Should a report be provided which indicates a required renovation, I
reserve the right to amend this report.

13.

The appraiser has prepared this report in compliance with the Competenci Proision explicitl\
detailed in the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP). The appraiser is
fully experienced in the appraisal of this product type.

APPRAISERS CERTIFICATION:
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
1.

The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

2.

The reported analysis, opinions and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and
limiting conditions, and are my personal, unbiased professional analyses, opinions and
conclusions.

3.

1 have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and I
have no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved.

4.

My compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined value or direction in
value that favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value estimate, the attainment of a
stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event.

5.

My reported analysis, opinions and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

6.

William R. Johnson. MAI has made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of
this report.

7.

No one provided significant professional assistance to the person signing this report.

8.

The appraiser has performed within the context of the competency provision of the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

9.

This report was not based on a requested minimum valuation, a specific valuation, or the approval

of a loan.
10.

I currently hold an appropriate state certification allowing the performance of real estate
appraisals in connection with federally related transactions in the state in which the subject
property is located.
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11.

As of the date of this report, William R. Johnson, MAI has completed the requirements of the
continuing education program of the Appraisal Institute.

Based on my analysis of the data, subject to the assumptions, limiting conditions, and definitions set forth
in this report, it is my opinion that the "as is" market value of the leased fee interest of the subject
property as of 25 August 1998, was:
SIX HUNDRED TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS

($620,000)

JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES, INC.
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PURPOSE OF THE APPRAISAL:
The purpose of this appraisal is to estimate the "as is" market value of the leased fee interest in the subject

property as of the 25 August 1998.
Market Value is defined by the federal financial institutions regulatory agencies as follow
Market Value means "the most probable price which a property should bring in acompetitive and
open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently
and knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this
definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from seller
to buyer under conditions wherel
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Buyer and seller are typi.
Both parties are well informed or we I
own best interests;
A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open markit
Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms o financial arrangemern
comparable thereto; and
The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by spe

This appraisal is intendedt
INTENDED USE OF THE REPORT:
Hallherg in connection with possible sale of subject property.

INTEREST VALUED:

assist the client. Mr. Chris

Leased Fee

DATE OF VALUE ESTIMATE: 25 August 1998

DATE OF REPORT:

15 September 1998

APPRAISAL DEVELOPMENT AND REPORTING PROCESS:
The scope of this assignment is to conduct the investigations necessary to gather sufficient data from
which an opinion of value can be derived.
An inspection of the subject property and its neighborhood was conducted to determine the physical
features and condition of the subject and the environment in which it is located. A search of municipal
records was then done to ascertain the current and historical assessments and ownership data regarding the
property. Contacts were made with other municipal authorities (public works and utilities, zoning
administration, planning, etc.) to determine compliance or non-compliance of local, state and federal
regulations.
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Properties similar to the subject were explored throughout the area to determine existing and proposed
A
inventory, supply and demand and marketability of properties within the subject classification.
thorough research effort was conducted to extract market data to be used in the application of the
traditional approaches to value.
The most pertinent of this data has been reported and every effort was made to verify the authenticity of
this information from public records and personal interviews. To the best of my ability, the research.
analysis, and interpretation of the information in the market place was completed in accordance with
sound appraisal principles and the opinions and conclusions of value are considered to be reasonable and
reliable.
To develop the opinion of value, the appraiser performed a complete appraisal process as defined by the
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. This means that no departures from Standard I
were invoked.
Valuation of the subject property in this instance includes consideration of the three traditional approaches
to value, Cost Approach, Sales Comparison Approach, and Income Capitalization Approach. These
separate value estimates were reconciled to arrive at a final value estimate for subject property.
To develop the opinion of value, the appraiser performed a complete appraisal process as defined by the
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. This means that no departures from Standard I
wereinvoked.
This summary appraisal report is a brief recapitulation of the appraiser's data, analysis, and conclusions.
Supporting documentation is retained in the appraisers file.

DESCRIPTION OF REAL ESTATE APPRAISED:
Location Description
King George County was named after King George I of England. It has been home to many prominent
old Virginia families and is the birthplace of James Madison, fourth president of the United States. The
county served as the principle home of many prominent families and many remarkable individuals that
helped settle the once vast wilderness.
King George played varied roles in the Civil War. The Potomac and Rappahannock Rivers were utilized
by Union and Confederate gun boats. The Union army used many of the old homes and churches in the
county as shelters, stables, headquarters and hospitals. Rokeby, one of the large plantation houses of the
county, was used as headquarters by General A. E. Burnside during the Battle of Fredericksburg.
King George is a beautiful, rural county steeped in history. It is a quaint county that strives to maintain a
high quality of life for its citizens and has much potential for the future. The maintenance of this historic
heritage serves to benefit the quality of life by acquainting residence with King George's rich past.
Although growth has occurred over the past several years, King George County remains a rural entity and
a "bedroom" community to Northern Virginia as are the other cities and counties in the RADCO District.
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This is the result of the county's road network presently serving two major highways. State Route 3 is the
main east/west connector of traffic to the county from interstate 95 in the Fredericksburg area to the
Northern Neck. U. S. Route 301 is the only existing four-lane roadway within the county. It serves as
the principle north/south interstate connector from Richmond to the Washington-Baltimore area. As
interstate-95 has become congested, U.S. Route 301 in King George has become an alternate route for
interstate travelers which want to by-pass the Washington, DC, area.
The main deterrent to growth in the county has been lack of central utilities. Only those areas within the
Dahlgren Sanitary District have central utilities available to it. Both the water and sewage systems
accommodate existing demand but this will expire if present growth trends continue. It is evident from
the previous statistics that King George county and the RADCO Planning District have enjoyed several
years of expansion.
As utilities expand or become available, those areas most likely to experience development and growth are
the eastern and western portions of the county. These areas are closest to high-growth counties and
served by good road systems.
Neighborhood Description
Subject is physically located on the north side of U.S. Route 3 between State Route 205 and 206 which
connect the neighborhood with U.S. Route 301, a main arterial highway connecting Baltimore, Maryland
The area is a mixture of commercial, residential, and public uses.
and Richmond, Virginia.
Approximately M mile west of the subject lies the county seat with the courthouse, sheriffs department,
and the King George public library.
Continuing west toward Route 612 are a number of small car dealerships, parts and service establishments
for autos and plumbing, the U.S. Post Office, the First Virginia Bank, and the King George State Bank.
The newest commercial development is a proposed Food Lion Shopping Center located on the north side
of Route 3 approximately 0.25 miles west of Route 206. It is scheduled for completion in June 1999.
Going east from subject on the south side of Route 3 is a retail/office center known as Fox Town Square.
It is 100% leased to six tenants with rents ranging from $9.00 to $12.00 per SF. Adjacent to Fox Town
Square is a small frame building housing the King George Farm Bureau. Further east is a new complex
the newspaper and office uses with rents ranging from $10.00 to $12.00 per SF.
The subject neighborhood appears to be in a stable life cycle with some development of commercial land
along U.S. Route 3. Within the last five years a number of convenience and service buildings with
vacancies running from 0-10%. Future growth within subject neighborhood should be gradual as the
county seat expands and economic conditions continue to improve resulting in increased population and
commercial services.
Property Description
Subject is a portion of a three building development situated on 4.1756 acres of commercially zoned land
known as "The Village Center". At the client's request, the appraiser abstracted Building "B" for
valuation purposes. As such, this report is of Office Building "B" which contains 12,000 SF of gross
building area and 2.30 acres of commercially zoned land which is the proportionate area attributable to
subject on a per SF of gross building. Following is a brief description of the improvements.
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Design:

One story brick structure with 6,000 SF of gross building area
on the first floor with full finished walk-out basement
containing 6,000 SF for a total of 12,000 SF of gross building
area. Currently two tenants occupy the building as follows:
1s Floor

Floor
Lower Level
1s'

Vacant
VA State Dept of Health
King George County

3,000 SF
3,000 SF
6.000 SF

Age:

16 Years

Building Footprint:

Improvements measure 100 feet in width by 60 feet in depth
with building height of approximately 12 feet (from slab
flooring to roof).

Exterior Construction:

Concrete slab structure, brick on all four sides, exterior walls
brick, tar and gravel flat roof with metal gutters and
downspouts on the north side of the building.

Windows/Doors:

Standard entrance doors with wood double hung windows.

Interior Features:
Walls and Partitions -

One half inch painted plasterboard walls on 2" x 4" studs.

Ceiling -

Suspended acoustical tile ceiling with 8' height.

Floors -

Standard builder grade carpeting or vinyl over cement.

Lighting -

Recessed fluorescent lighting.

Electrical -

Separately metered to accommodate up to eight tenants with
200 amp electrical service each.

Heating/Cooling -

Eight 2-ton electric heat pumps mounted on the roof.

Water/Sewer -

Sewage handled by the same septic system as the other two
office buildings within the Center and served by public water.

Bathrooms -

Each 3,000 SF tenant on the first floor has two half baths with
stock fixtures. The 6,000 SF leased by King George County in
the lower level has two half baths with stock fixtures and two
larger half baths with two stalls and single sink.

The improvements are of average plus construction and in average condition.
They suffer from
deferred maintenance typical of buildings subject's age. The functional utility of the improvements is
good and due to its location on U.S. Route 3 and convenience to King George Courthouse, makes it a
convenient office location. No functional or external obsolescence was noted.
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ASSESSMENT:
Subject is identified by King George County Commissioner of Revenue as a portion of Tax Map 24161. The buildings are assessed separately and land value attributed proportionately. Following is the
most current assessment which purports to represent 100c ofmarket value:
Land (2.3 acres)

$ 91.987

Building

$405,000

Total

$496,987

The current real estate tax rate is $0.75 per $100 of assessed valuation indicating a 1998 tax liability
for subject of S3,727.

HIGHEST AND BEST USE:
Based on the physically possible, legally permissible, and
Highest and Best Use "As Vacant".
financially feasible uses for the subject site, the maximally productive use and highest and best use "as
vacant" is for commercial development. The most likely use is for office or secondary destination
oriented retail or service related development.
Highest and Best Use "As Improved". The highest and best use of the subject property "as improved"
is for use as an office building.

MARKETING PERIOD ANALYSIS:
It is estimated that a sale of the subject propert at the market value estimated herein can he consummated
within a 6-12 month timeframe.

HISTORY OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY:
Title to the subject is in the name of King George Village Office Center Associates. The last transfer
was 1 January 1984 when a Deed transferred the property from Frederick G. Davis and Barbara S.
Davis to the current owners. There has been no transfer of ownership interest for at least the past five
years. To the appraiser's knowledge. no sales contracts are pending.
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COST APPROACH:
Site Valuation
Approximately seven sales were researched spanning a time period from August 1990 to present.
Based on these sales which have been retained in the appraisers file, a correlated market value for
subject of S1.00 per SF or $100,000 is estimated for subject site calculated as follows:

$1.00/SF x 100,188 SF = $100,188
Rounded:

$100,000

Improvement Valuation
MARSHALL VALUATION SERVICE
Office/Average Class "D"
Section 15, Page 17
Base Cost
Base Cost
Elevator Adjustment
H.V.A.C. Adjusment

$53.57
$0.00
$6.40
$59.97

Adjusted Base Cost
Multipliers
Perimeter (320')
Ceiling Height (10')
Current Cost Regional
Current Cost Local

0.9100
x 0.9530
x 1.0400
x 1.0100
x

Composite Multiplier

0.910938

Adjusted Base Cost Per SF

$54.63

Gross Building Area (SF)

12,000

$655,560

Base Cost-Main Improvements
Site Improvements
Parking Lot & Site Work
Septic System
Water Line
Total Site Improvements

SF

$100,000
$7,500
$1,500
$109,000

Johnson Real Estate Serices, Inc. (9416-98)

Soft Costs
Financing
Hook-up Fees
Legal
Brokerage/Leasing
Total Soft Costs

$10,000
$5,000
$5,000
$7,200
$27200

Total Replacement Cost New Building Improvements
Entrepreneurial Profit

$791,760
0%

N0

Replacement Cost New Including Profit

$791,760

Accrued Depreciation
Physical Deterioration
Curable
Incurable
Total Physical Deterioration

$25,000
$221,692
$246,692

Functional Deterioration

SC

External Obsolescence

$C
$246,69

Total Accrued Depreciation
Depreciated Value of Improvements

$545,06E

Add Estimated Land Value

$100000

Value Indication via Cost Approach

$645,068
Rounded:
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH:
The Sales Comparison Approach is the process in which market value is estimated by analyzing the sale
of similar properties and comparing these properties to the subject. The comparative techniques of
analysis used in the Sale Comparison Approach are fundamental to the valuation process. A major
premise of this approach is that the market value of a property is directly related to the prices of
comparable, competitive properties. It also is based on the principle of substitution, which states that
market value is a function of the availability of substitute properties which offer similar utility and
desirability.
The appraiser's research uncovered no office sales in the King George County market, therefore, the
market was expanded to include the Fredericksburg area. This search uncovered four sales deemed
The sales all required significant adjusting but were the best comparables
comparable to subject.
available. Following is a summary of the four sales.

#
1

ADDRESS
512 Lafayette Blvd

2

City of Fredericksburg
Burke Hudson Bldg

IMPROVES SALES SUMMARY
SIZE/NRA
DEED DATE
3,542
7/10/97

SALE PRICE
$300,000

PRICE/SF
$84.70

6/19/92

14,634

$785,000

$53.64

5/28/96

2,025

$191,300

$94.47

6/4/97

6,200

$600,000

$96.77

500 Lafayette Blvd
City of Fredericksburg

3

4

F'burg Baptist Assoc
400 Chatham Square
Stafford County
Amer Traffic Safety
5440 Jeff Davis Hwy
Spotsylvania County

I

Conclusion - Sales Comparison Approach
The above sales have been adjusted to the subject property with an indicated per SF value estimate of
S50.00 per SF indicating market value via Sales Comparison Approach of $600,000.

12,000 SF x $50 = $600,000
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IMPROVED SALE #1

PROJECT NAME:
LOCATION/ADDRESS:
CITY/COUNTY/STATE:
TAX MAP NO.:
GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:
DEED DATE:
DATE RECORDED:
DEED BOOK/PAGE:
PROPERTY RIGHTS CONVEYED:
LAND AREA (AC):
GROSS BUILDING AREA:
NET RENTABLE AREA:
CORE FACTOR:
LAND TO BUILDING RATIO:
FLOOR AREA RATIO:
UTILITIES:
ZONING:
SALE PRICE:
PRICE PER SF (NRA):
NET OPERATING INCOME:
EXPENSE RATIO:
EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME
MULTIPLIER (EGIM):
OVERALL RATE:
EQUITY RATE:
FINANCING:
USE AT TIME OF SALE:
VERIFIED BY:
VERIFICATION DATE:
JRES USE CODE:

Multi-Tenant Office Building
512 Lafayette Boulevard
Fredericksburg, Virginia
94-1-512
Old Station Park Partnership
N. Brent Higginbotham and Doris Higginbotham
10 July 1997
25 July 1997
302/114
LeaseLd
0.468,
3,782
3,542
6.7%
5.4:1
18.5%
Electricity, telephone, water, sewer and natural gas
1-1
$300,01
$84 -a
N/A
N/A

COMMENTS:

A ten Ncar old Moive tory brick IIuIlti-enantolic buildin'

N/A
N/A
N/A
Ca.,
Ofti.
DeedRe.ap:s.\Ayi.
6/30/9c
310

1

0i

111h

3,782 SF of gross building area. Suites on the first floor
contain a kitchenette and half bath in addition to office area.
Suites on the second floor contain a half bath. Floor covering
includes commercial grade wall-to-wall carpet throughout the
offices and hallways with vinyl flooring in the bath. The
bathrooms have standard ceramic fixtures.
Condition of
improvements is rated average.
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IMPROVED SALE #2

PROJECT NAME:

Burke Hudson Office Building

LOCATION/ADDRESS:

500 Lafayette Boulevard

CITY/COUNTY/STATE:

Fredericksburg, Virginia

TAX MAP NO.:

94-1-500

CENSUS TRACT NO.:

1

GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:
DEED DATE:
DATE RECORDED:
DEED BOOK/PAGE:
PROPERTY RIGHTS CONVEYED:
LAND AREA (AC):

Cross Electric Company, formerly E. C. Electric Company
The 500 Lafayette Boulevard Partnership
19 June 1992
7 July 1992
252/148
Leased Fee
0.581

GROSS BUILDING AREA:
NET RENTABLE AREA:
CORE FACTOR:

15,456 SF
14,634 SF
5.3%

LAND TO BUILDING RATIO:
FLOOR AREA RATIO:

1.43:1
61%

UTILITIES:

All

ZONING:

Industrial-I

SALE PRICE:
PRICE PER SF (NRA):

$785,000
$53.64

FINANCING:

USE AT TIME OF SALE:
VERIFIED BY:
VERIFICATION DATE:

Assumed $532,726 due to Fredericksburg Savings and Loan,
second Deed of Trust for $42,000 payable to Grantor, and third
Deed of Trust for $100,000 payable to John M. Albertine.
Multi-tenant office building
Hunter Greenlaw, Partner
6/20/94

JRES USE CODE:

310

COMMENTS:

A two-story, brick, walk-up, multi-tenant office building. It was
originally an automobile dealership constructed in 1964 and
totally renovated in 1988. Quality of construction and condition
at time of sale was rated average plus. There is a 24 car parking
lot to the rear of the improvements indicating one parking space
per 644 square feet of building area. No income and expense
information could be obtained, but according to the purchaser,
the property was approximately 85% leased at time of sale for
between Sl1.50 to S12.50 per square foot on full service terms.
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PROJLC INAME:

Fredericksburg BaptistA<

i:

LOCATION/ADDRESS:

400 Chatham Square Oftic:

P'.Lt

CITY/COUNTY/STATE:

Stafford Count\

TAX MAP NO.:

54F-(13)-1-1A

GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:

F. Raymond litil
Trustees for thc1FrederickshureIBaptit

DEED DATE:
DATE RECORDED:

28 May 1996
28 May 1996

REFERENCE:

Instrument #960007249

PROPERTY RIGHTS CONVEYED:
LAND AREA (AC):
GROSS BUILDING AREA:
NET RENTABLE AREA:
CORE FACTOR:
LAND TO BUILDING RATIO:

Fee Simple
0.2797
2,025
2,025
N/A
6.02:1

FLOOR AREA RATIO:
UTILITIES:

16.6%
Electricity, telephone, water, sewer and natural gas

ZONING:
SALE PRICE:
PRICE PER SF (GBA):

B-2
$191,300
$94.47

\.>Sm:

Virii

A\>ciation

NET OPERATING INCOME:

N/A

EXPENSE RATIO:
EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME
MULTIPLIER (EGIM):
OVERALL RATE:
EQUITY RATE:

N/A

FINANCING:

Deed of Trust in amount of$161300
Savings and Loan.

USE AT TIME OF SALE:
VERIFIED BY:
VERIFICATION DATE:
JRES USE CODE:
COMMENTS:

Office
Buddy Fredette, Selling Agent
4/15/96
310
A seven year old single story brick office building with cedar
shake roof. Improvements contain 2,025 SF of gross building

N/A
N/A
N/A
held by Fredericksburg

area with construction features of brick walls, cedar shake
All ceilings are
roofs, and average plus interior finish.
Floor
suspended acoustical tile with florescent lighting.

covering

includes

commercial

grade

wall-to-wall

carpet

throughout the offices and hallways with vinyl flooring in the
bath. The bath has standard ceramic fixtures. Condition of
improvements is rated average plus.
Purchased by an
owner/user to occupy as an office.
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IMPROVED SALE #4

PROJECT NAME:

Southpoint Business Park

LOCATION/ADDRESS:

5440 Jefferson Davis Highway, Southpoint Business Park

CITY/COUNTY/STATE:
TAX MAP NO.:
GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:
DEED DATE:
DATE RECORDED:
DEED BOOK/PAGE:
PROPERTY RIGHTS CONVEYED:
LAND AREA (AC):
GROSS BUILDING AREA:

Spotsylvania County, Virginia
35-7-D
American Traffic Safety Services Association
Brent and Doris Higgenbotham
4 June 1997
10 June 1997
1465/334
Leased Fee
0.503 (21,920 SF)
6,200 SF

NET RENTABLE AREA:
CORE FACTOR:
LAND TO BUILDING RATIO:
FLOOR AREA RATIO:

6,200 SF
N/A
3.54:1
28.28%

UTILITIES:
ZONING:

All available
Commercial-3

SALE PRICE:
PRICE PER SF (GBA):
NET OPERATING INCOME:

$600,000
$96.77
$58,200

EXPENSE RATIO:
EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME

3%

MULTIPLIER (EGIM):
OVERALL RATE:

10.0
9.7%

EQUITY RATE:
FINANCING:
USE AT TIME OF SALE:
VERIFIED BY:
VERIFICATION DATE:

N/A
Cash - tax free exchange
Office
Fitz Johnson, Agent
10 June 1997

JRES USE CODE:

310

COMMENTS:

Two story brick walk-up office building four years of age.
Quality of construction is rated good and location average plus.
Grantor leased back the property for a 24 month period at
S60.000 annually on triple net terms.
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INCOME CAPITALIZATION APPROACH:
Income producing real estate is typically purchased as an investment, and as such, earning power is the
critical element affecting property value. An investor who purchases income-producing real estate is
essentially trading present dollars for the right to receive future rental payments and reversion upon sale
of the property. The Income Capitalization Approach consists of methods, techniques, and mathematical
procedures used to analyze a property's capacity to generate benefits (i.e., income and reversion) and
convert those benefits into an indication of present value.
Potential Gross Income
Potential gross income is the income attributable to a property at 100% occupancy before vacancies and
operating expenses are deducted. Subject is 75% occupied and leased to two tenants. Just recently two
other tenants vacated. No historical information is available as the income and expenses for subject have
been grouped with the remaining two buildings.
Subject is currently under short term lease to King George County and Virginia State Department of
Health as follows:
Tenant:
Beginning Date:
Annual Rent:
Leased Space:

King George County
August 1998
$54,000 (S9.00/SF)
6,000 SF

Tenant:
Beginning Date:
Annual Rent:
Leased Space:

Virginia State Department of Health
January 1998
$24,497 (S8.17/SF)
3.000 SF

As 3,000 SF is vacant, the market rent for this space must be estimated. Market rent is defined as the
rental income a property would most likely command in the open market at the time of valuation. In
order to estimate the market rent, rental data was analyzed on similar type properties in the area.
Following is a summary of the three rentals analyzed.

#

Project

SUMMARY OF COMPARABLE RENTALS
Escalators
Bldg
Term
Annual

Terms

Rent/SF

Size/SF

1
2

King George Food Lion
Fox Town Square

54,000
5,500

3-5 yrs
3-5 yrs

3

Journal Building

9,800

3-5 yrs

$12.00
$10.00$12.00
$10.00

3% per year
3% per year

Triple Net
Net

3% per year

Net

Based on the above contract and market rentals, market rent for the vacant space within subject is
estimated at $8.00 per SF on net terms. Potential gross income for Year I is based on current contract
rentals and projected market rent of $8.00 per SF.
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Vacancy and Collection Loss
A review of office properties throughout Dahlgren and the King George Courthouse area indicate
vacancies ranging from 0-10%. A subject is an older project with new competition coning on-line, the
upper range of 10% has been estimated for subject's vacancy.
Annual Operating Expenses
The annual operating expenses for subject have been based on the historical expenses and historical
operating statements of other properties deemed similar. Estimated annual operating expenses for Year I
is $21,162.
Summary - Income and Expense
Following is the estimated income and expense for Year 1.
Potential Gross Income
King George County
6,000 SF x $9.00/SF

S54,000

VA Health Dept
3,000 SF x $8.17/SF

24.497

Vacant
3,000 SF x$8.00/SF

24.000

Total Potential Gross Income

$102,497

Vacancy and Collection Loss (10%)

($10,250)
$92,247

Effective Gross Income
Expenses
$5,535
3,727
1,200
3,000
3,000
1,200
500

Management/Leasing (6%)
Real Estate Taxes
Insurance ($0.10/SF)
C.A.M. ($0.25/SF)
Repair/Maintenance ($0.25/SF)
Administrative ($0.10/SF)
Miscellaneous
Reserves
Total Expenses

($21.162)

Net Operating Income

(22.9%)

S71,085
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Direct Capitalization
In direct capitalization, a single year's projected income is converted into a value indication in a single
step by dividing the income estimate by an appropriate, market derived, income capitalization rate. This
overall capitalization rate (OAR) reflects the relationship between anticipated income (future benefits) and
market value (present worth) as evidenced by market participants.
Direct capitalization is most
appropriate when income and expense characteristics and relationships do not vary significantly over a
typical holding period.
Following is a summary of the three market sales used in extracting a capitalization rate for subject:

LOCATION
Fredericksburg Health Dept
608 Jackson Street
Fredericksburg
DMV Building
5700 Southpoint Ctr Blvd

SALE
DATE

BLDG
SIZE

SALE
PRICE

NOI

CAP
RATE

6/6/97

21,900 SF

$2,400,000

$260,000

10.8%

5/3/96

10,430 SF

$1,350,000

$133,989

9.925%

6/4/97

6,200 SF

$600,000

$58,200

9.7%

Spotsylvania County

American Traffic Bldg
5440 Jeff Davis Highway
Spotsylvania County

Based on the above market sales, a market capitalization rate for subject of 11% has been adopted
indicating value via Income Capitalization Approach of $710,000, calculated as follows:
Net Operating Income
Capitalization Rate

$71,086
11%

=

Minus Deferred Maintenance

$646,236

$ 25,000
S621.236

Rounded: $620.0W)

RECONCILIATION AND FINAL VALUE ESTIMATE:
The final step in the valuation process is the reconciliation of the various value conclusions derived
from the three alternative approaches to value in order to arrive at a final estimate or range of values
for the subject property.
The appraisal has relied on three traditional approaches to value.
following value indications:

These approaches produced the

C ost A pproach .....................................................................

S645 .000

Sales Comparison Approach ....................................................

$600,000

Income Capitalization Approach ...............................................

$620,000

The Cost Approach is given less weight in final correlation due to the amount of depreciation present
and difficulty in estimating it accurately.
The Sales Comparison is given some weight but minimal due to differences in physical and locational
characteristics.
The Income Capitalization Approach is the most appropriate in an analysis of an investor-owned
property like the subject. A major portion of this report is centered around this approach as this is the
methodology which is applied by investors when considering development, purchase, or disposition of a
given investment property. Therefore, in terms of accuracy, quantity, and appropriateness of the data
available, the Income Capitalization Approach is given considerable weight in the final analysis.
After analysis of the various property and market factors effecting value, and weighing the relative
strengths and weaknesses of each, it is my opinion that the "as is" market value of the leased fee
interest in the subject property as of 25 August 1998, was:

SIX HUNDRED TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
($620,000)

.
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WILLIAM R. JOHNSON, MAI
QUALIFICATIONS, CONTINUED...

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Member Appraisal Institute - MAI
State of Virginia Certified General Real Estate Appraiser - License #4001 000303
Fredericksburg Board of Realtors
International Institute of Valuers - Designation SCV
EXPERIENCE
Appraising for Johnson Real Estate Services. Inc. since 1976.
Experienced in all types of appraisals, both narrative and short form.
Experienced in sales, management, and listing of real estate.
Licensed real estate agent.
CLIENTS FOR WHOM APPRAISALS HAVE BEEN PREPARED
Ameribanc Savings Bank, Fredericksburg and Northern Virginia
Bank of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia
B. F. Saul Mortgage, Chevy Chase, Maryland
Central Fidelity Bank, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Commonwealth United, Fairfax, Virginia
CorEast Savings Bank, Annandale, VA
Counties of Stafford and Spotsylvania, Virginia
City of Fredericksburg, Virginia
Chase Home Mortgage, Annandale, Virginia
Commonwealth of Virginia, Division of Parks
Department of Interior, National Park Service, Mid-Atlantic
Region, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dominion Bankshares Mortgage, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Dominion Federal, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Employee Transfer Corporation, Dallas, Texas
FMC Corporation, Chicago, Illinois
Travelers Relocation, Stamford, Connecticut
Equitable Relocation, Arlington, Virginia
Equi-Data, Columbus, South Carolina
First Savings Bank of Virginia, Fredericksburg, Virginia
First Virginia Bank, Fredericksburg, VA
Fredericksburg Savings and Loan, Fredericksburg, Virginia
F.D.I.C.. Atlanta, Georgia
Homequity, Wilton, Connecticut
Investors, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Merit Mortgage, Charlottesville, VA
Merrill Lynch Relocation Management, Atlanta, Georgia
National Bank of Fredericksburg, Fredericksburg, VA
Piedmont Federal Savings and Loan, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Small Business Administration, Richmond, Virginia
Southern Atlantic Mortgage, Woodbridge, Virginia
United Virginia Bank, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Virginia First Savings, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Virginia Mortgage Investment, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Numerous Attorneys
Expert witness in Stafford, Spotsylvania, Fredericksburg and Alexandria Bankruptcy Court

WILLIAM R. JOHNSON, MAI
STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

Business Address:
Business Phone:
Business Fax:
Firm Affiliation:

401 Chatham Square Office Park
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
(540) 371-8976
(540) 371-5651
President - JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES, INC.

EDUCATION
Graduate of James Monroe High School, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Graduate of Ferrum Junior College, 1974, Ferrum, Virginia
(Associate Science Degree - Business Administration)
Graduate of University of Richmond School of Business, 1976,
Richmond, Virginia (Bachelor of Science Degree - Business Administration) (Marketing)
Attended and successfully completed the following courses:
Principles of Real Estate, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Course I of Realtors Institute (University of Virginia)
Course 101 Appraising, Society of Real Estate Appraisers, Virginia Commonwealth University,
Richmond, Virginia
Course 102 Applied Appraising, Society of Real Estate Appraisers, Virginia Commonwealth
University, Richmond, Virginia
Advanced Real Estate Appraising - 1988
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia
Capitalization Exam A & B of The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 3/10/88
Standards of Professional Practice of The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 2/23/89
Market Analysis Seminar - The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 9/8/89
The Appraiser as Expert Witness Seminar - Society of Real Estate Appraisers - 11/6/89
The Narrative Report Writing Seminar - Society of Real Estate Appraisers - 1/15/90, 1/16/90
Case Studies in Real Estate Valuation - American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 3/3/90
Report Writing and Valuation Analysis - 2/23/91
Discounted Cash Flow Analysis; Rates - 11/4/92
Clifford E. Fisher, Jr., MAI, CRE
Ratios and Reasonableness - 11/5/92
Clifford E. Fisher, Jr., MAI, CRE
Comprehensive Appraisal Workshop - 8/13/93
Ted R. Whitmer, MAI
Understanding Limited Appraisals & Appraisal Reporting Options-General - 10/21/94
Stephanie Coleman, MAI, SRA
Dynamics of Office Building Valuation - 10/20/95
Lee H. Waronker, MAI
Easement Valuation Course 403 - 10/25/95
C. Jeffery Triplette, SR/WA
Standards of Professional Practice, Part B - 11/9-10/95
Appraisal Institute
Virginia Law - 11/10/95

Joseph S. Durrer, Jr., MAI
Special Purpose Properties: The Challenges of Real Estate Appraising of Limited Market Properties
9/19/96, Felice Rocca, MAI
Standards of Professional Practice, Part C - 9/25-26/97
Appraisal Institute
Board Mandated 4 Hour Continuing Education Course - 11/23/97
William C. Harvey, II, MAI
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James Monroe Election District
CEDELL BROOKS, JR.
Shiloh Election District
MARILYN J. EICHELBERGER
Dahlgren Election District
ROBERT P. FUSCALDO

ACTING COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
LISA M. BAXTER
Post Office Box 169
King George, VA 22485
Telephone: (540)775-9181
FAX: (540)775-5248

At-Large Election District

JOSEPH W. GRZEIKA
James Madison Election District

Date:

October 8. 1998

To:

Board of Supervisors

From:

Lisa M. Baxter, Acting County Administrator

Subject: Appraisals for The Village Center Office Buildings

Mr. Chris Hallberg, owner ofThe Village Center office building, requested a meeting
with me last week. During the meeting he presented to me recently completed
appraisals for "Office Building B" and "Office Building C". As you are aware, "Office
Building B" currently houses the King George Department of Social Services (DSS),
the VPI Extension Office and the King George Health Department.
Mr. Hallberg specifically requested that each Board member receive a copy ofthe
appraisals for information purposes only. He is aware that the Board has hired a
consultant to study the space needs ofthe DSS/VPI Extension office and that the Board
is considering several options with regard to office space for these agencies. He felt that
this information could be helpful to the Board as you move through the evaluation
process.

RESTRICTED APPRAISAL REPORT
Office Building "C"
The Village Center
King George County, Virginia
JRES File #9416-98

(

PREPARED FO
Mr. Chris HallbIre
608 William Street
Fredericksburg. V.A 22401

1)1TE OV \l L-- I
25;

Auguwt

IMATE II,

199N

DATEREPORTIlSNEil)
15 September 1998

W~illiam IR.Johnson,N1AI
Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc.
401 Chatham Square Office Park
Fredericksburg, VA 22405

JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES, INC.
Real Estate Evaluation
401 CHATHAM SQUARE OFFICE PARK
FREDERICKSBURG. VIRGINIA 22405

WILLIAM R. JOHNSON, MAI

15 September 1998

TELEPHONE (540) 371-8976
FAX (540) 371-5651

Mr. Chris Hallberg
608 William Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
Re:

Complete Appraisal - Summary Report
Office Building "C"
The Village Center
King George County, Virginia
JRES File #9416-98

Dear Mr. Hallberg:
Per your request. I have inspected the above referenced property more fully described in this complete
appraisal-restricted report and assembled data indicative of the "as is" market value of the fee simple
interest.
This is a Restricted Appraisal Report which is intended to comply with the reporting requirements set
forth under Standards Rule 2-2(c) of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice for a
Restricted Appraisal Report. As such, it does not present discussions of the data, reasoning, and analyses
that were used in the appraisal process to develop the appraiser's opinion of value. Supporting
documentation concerning the data, reasoning, and analyses is retained in the appraiser's file.
The depth of discussion contained in this report is specific to the needs of the client and for the intended
use stated below. The appraiser is not responsible for unauthorized use of this report.
Based on my analysis of the data, subject to the assumptions, limiting conditions and definitions set forth
in this restricted report, it is my opinion that the "as is" market value of the fee simple interest in the
subject property as of 25 August 1998, was:
TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
($200,000)

I thank you for this opportunity to be of service. If I can be of any further assistance, please advise.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHNSON REAL ESTATE ER

President
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View of Building "C" from parking lot.

PURPOSE OF THE APPRAISAL: To estimate market value as defined by the Office of the Controller
of the Currency under 12 CFR. Part 34. Subpart C.

INTENDED USE OF THE REPORT: For the sole purpose of assisting the client, Mr. Chris Hallberg
in marketing the subject property.

INTEREST VALUED: Fee Simple

EFFECTIVE DATE OF VALUE:

25 August 1998

DATE OF REPORT: 15 September 1998

APPRAISAL DEVELOPMENT AND REPORTING PROCESS: The scope of this assignment is to
conduct the investigations necessary to gather sufficient data from which an opinion of value can be
derived.
An inspection of the subject property and its neighborhood was conducted to determine the physical
features and condition of the subject and the environment in which it is located. A search of municipal
records was then done to ascertain the current and historical assessments and ownership data regarding
the property. Contacts were made with other municipal authorities (public works and utilities, zoning
administration, planning, etc.) to determine compliance or noncompliance of local, state, and federal
regulations.
Properties similar to the subject were explored throughout the area to determine existing and proposed
inventory, supply and demand and marketability of properties within the subject classification. A
thorough research effort was conducted to extract market data to be used in the application of the
traditional approaches to value.
The most pertinent of this data has been reported and every effort was made to verify the authenticity of
this information from public records and personal interviews. To the best of our ability, the research,
analysis and interpretation of the information in the marketplace was completed in accordance with sound
appraisal principles and the opinions and conclusions of value are considered to be reasonable and
reliable.
Valuation of the subject property in this instance includes consideration of the three traditional approaches
to value, Cost Approach, Sales Comparison Approach, and Income Capitalization Approach. These
separate value estimates were reconciled to arrive at a final value estimate for subject property.
To develop the opinion of value, the appraiser performed a complete appraisal process, as defined by the
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal practice. This means no departures from Standard I were
invoked.
This restricted appraisal report sets forth only the appraiser's conclusions.
retained in the appraiser's file.

Supporting documentation is

fono
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REAL ESTATE APPRAISED: Subject is identified as Building "C" of The Village Center complex in
King George, Virginia. It is a portion of Tax Map 24 Parcel 161. The improvements are a one story
office building with gross building area of 4,350 SF. It is estimated to be on36,500 SF of commercially
zoned land.
HIGHEST AND BEST USE:
Highest and Best Use "As Vacant". Based on the physically possible, legally permissible, and
financially feasible uses for the subject site, the maximally productive use and highest and best use "as
vacant" is for commercial development. The most likely use is for office or secondary destination
oriented retail or service related development.
Highest and Best Use "As Improved". The highest and best use of the subject property "as improved"
is for use as an office building.

ESTIMATED VALUE:

$200,000

INDICATED EXPOSURE TIME: About 10 months

ESTIMATED MARKETING TIME: 9-12 months

'
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ASSUMPTIONSAND LIMITING CONDITIONS:
1.

This is a Restricted Appraisal Report which is intended to compl ith the reporting requirements
set forth under Standard Rule 2-2(c) of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
for a Restricted Appraisal Report. As such, it does not include discussions of the data, reasonin,.
and analyses that were used in the appraisal process to develop the appraiser's opinion of value.
Supporting documentation concerning the data, reasoning, and analyses is retained in te
appraiser's file. The information contained in this report is specific to the needs of the client and
for the intended use stated in this report. The appraiser is not responsible forunauthori7ed use of
this report.

2

No responsibility is assumed for legal or title considerations. Title to the propert\ iS asumied to
be good and marketable unless otherwise stated in this report.

3.

The property is appraised free and clear of any or allliens andencumbrancenlesotherwise
stated in this report.

4.

Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed unless otherwise stated
in this report.

5.

The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable.
for its accuracy.

6.

All engineering is assumed to be correct. Any plot plans and illustrative material in this report
are included only to assist the reader invisualizing the property.

7.

It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property. subsoil. or
structures that render it more or less valuable. No responsibility is assumed for such conditions
or for arranging for engineering studies that may be required to discover them.

8.

It is assumed that there is full compliance with all applicable federal. state, and local
environmental regulations and laws unless otherwise stated in this report.

9.

It isassumed that all applicable zoning and use regulations and restrictions hale been complied
with, unless a non-conformity has been stated, defined, and considered in this appraisal report.

10.

It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy or other legislative or
administrative authority from any local, state, or national governmental or private entity or
organization have been or can be obtained or renewed for any use on which the value estimates
contained in this report are based.

11.

The appraiser is not required to give testimony or appear in court because of having made this
appraisal with reference to the property in question, unless arrangements have been previously
made therefore. The fee charged for this appraisal does not include payment for court testimony
or for further consultation.

However, no warranty is given
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12.

Any sketch in this report may show approximate dimensions and is included to assist the reader
in visualizing the property. Maps and exhibits found in this report are provided for reader
reference purposes only. No guarantee as to accuracy is expressed or implied unless otherwise
stated in this report. No survey has been made for the purpose of this report.

13.

It is assumed that the utilization of the land and improvements is within the boundaries or
property lines of the property described and that there is no encroachment or trespass unless
otherwise stated in this report.

14.

The appraiser is not qualified to detect hazardous waste and/or toxic materials. Any such
comment by the appraiser that might suggest the possibility of the presence of such substances
should not be taken as confirmation of the presence of hazardous waste and/or toxic materials.
Such determination would require investigation by a qualified expert in the field of environmental
assessment. The presence of substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, or
other potentially hazardous materials may affect the value of the property. The appraiser's value
estimate is predicted on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the property that
would cause a loss in value unless otherwise stated in this report. No responsibility is assumed
for any environmental conditions, or for any expertise or engineering knowledge required to
discover them. The appraiser's descriptions and resulting comments are the result of the routine
observations made during the appraisal process.

15.

Unless otherwise stated in this report. the subject property is appraised without a specitfl
compliance survey having been conducted to determine if the property is or is not in conformance
with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act. The presence of architectural and
communications barriers that are structural in nature that would restrict access by disabled
individuals may adversely affect the property's value, marketability. or utilitN.

16.

Any proposed improvements are assumed to be completed in a good workmanlike manner in
accordance with the submitted plans and specifications.

17.

The distribution, if any, of the total valuation in this report between land and improvements
applies only under the stated program of utilization. The separate allocations for land and
buildings must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if so used.

18.

Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of publication. It
may not be used for any purpose by any person other than the party to whom it is addressed
without the written consent of the appraiser. and in any event, only with proper vritten
qualification and only in its entirety.

19.

Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to value, the
identity of the appraiser, or the firm with which the appraiser is connected) shall be disseminated
to the public through advertising, public relations. news sales, or other media without prior
written consent and approval of the appraiser.
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3.

I have no present or prospective interest in the properi) that Is th.>

have no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involvei
4.

My compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetennie
value that favors the cause of the client, the amount of thL
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stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event
5.

This appraisal was not based on a requested rninimutn
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approval of a loan.
6.

My reported anal\scs. opt1iin1 und cuOnduionsxwereJciopJd. und thi> rclt 1,L" b
prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

7.

William R. Johnson. MAI has made a personal inspection of the property that is the ubjc

of

this report
8.

No one provided signiticant protessional assistance to the person signing this repot.

9.

The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has bccn

prepared, in conformity with the requirements of the Code of Professional Ethics and the
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute.
10.

The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to reiit

by its duly authorized representatives.
11.

As of the date of this report, William R- Johnson. M\l has completed the requirements of the
continuing education program of the Appraisal Institute.

Based on my analysis of the data, subject to the assumptions, limiting conditions, and definitions set forth
in this restricted report, it is my opinion that the "as is" market value of the fee simple interest in the
subject property as of 25 August 1998, was:
TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
($200,000)
IAM R.'William R. John/, MAI
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ADDENDA

WILLIAM R. JOHNSON, MAI
QUALIFICATIONS, CONTINUED...

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Member Appraisal Institute - MAI

State of Virginia Certified General Real Estate Appraiser - License #4001000303
Fredericksburg Board of Realtors
International Institute of Valuers - Designation SCV
EXPERIENCE
Appraising for Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc. since 1976.
Experienced in all types of appraisals, both narrative and short form.
Experienced in sales, management, and listing of real estate.
Licensed real estate agent.
CLIENTS FOR WHOM APPRAISALS HAVE BEEN PREPARED
Ameribanc Savings Bank, Fredericksburg and Northern Virginia
Bank of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia
B. F. Saul Mortgage, Chevy Chase, Maryland
Central Fidelity Bank, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Commonwealth United, Fairfax, Virginia
CorEast Savings Bank, Annandale, VA
Counties of Stafford and Spotsylvania, Virginia
City of Fredericksburg, Virginia
Chase Home Mortgage, Annandale, Virginia
Commonwealth of Virginia, Division of Parks
Department of Interior, National Park Service, Mid-Atlantic
Region, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dominion Bankshares Mortgage, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Dominion Federal, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Employee Transfer Corporation, Dallas, Texas
FMC Corporation, Chicago, Illinois
Travelers Relocation, Stamford, Connecticut
Equitable Relocation, Arlington, Virginia
Equi-Data, Columbus, South Carolina
First Savings Bank of Virginia, Fredericksburg, Virginia
First Virginia Bank, Fredericksburg, VA
Fredericksburg Savings and Loan, Fredericksburg, Virginia
F.D.I.C.. Atlanta, Georgia
Homequity, Wilton, Connecticut
Investors, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Merit Mortgage, Charlottesville, VA
Merrill Lynch Relocation Management, Atlanta, Georgia
National Bank of Fredericksburg, Fredericksburg, VA
Piedmont Federal Savings and Loan, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Small Business Administration, Richmond, Virginia
Southern Atlantic Mortgage, Woodbridge, Virginia
United Virginia Bank, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Virginia First Savings, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Virginia Mortgage Investment, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Numerous Attorneys
Expert witness in Stafford, Spotsylvania, Fredericksburg and Alexandria Bankruptcy Court

WILLIAM R. JOHNSON, MAI
STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

Business Address:
Business Phone:
Business Fax:
Firm Affiliation:

401 Chatham Square Office Park
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
(540) 371-8976
(540) 371-5651
President - JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES, INC.

EDUCATION
Graduate of James Monroe High School, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Graduate of Ferrum Junior College, 1974, Ferrum, Virginia
(Associate Science Degree - Business Administration)
Graduate of University of Richmond School of Business, 1976,
Richmond, Virginia (Bachelor of Science Degree - Business Administration) (Marketing)
Attended and successfully completed the following courses:
Principles of Real Estate, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Course I of Realtors Institute (University of Virginia)
Course 101 Appraising, Society of Real Estate Appraisers, Virginia Commonwealth University,
Richmond, Virginia
Course 102 Applied Appraising, Society of Real Estate Appraisers, Virginia Commonwealth
University, Richmond, Virginia
Advanced Real Estate Appraising - 1988
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia
Capitalization Exam A & B of The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 3/10/88
Standards of Professional Practice of The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 2/23/89
Market Analysis Seminar - The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 9/8/89
The Appraiser as Expert Witness Seminar - Society of Real Estate Appraisers - 11/6/89
The Narrative Report Writing Seminar - Society of Real Estate Appraisers - 1/15/90, 1/16/90
Case Studies in Real Estate Valuation - American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 3/3/90
Report Writing and Valuation Analysis - 2/23/91
Discounted Cash Flow Analysis; Rates - 11/4/92
Clifford E. Fisher, Jr., MAI, CRE
Ratios and Reasonableness - 11/5/92
Clifford E. Fisher, Jr., MAI, CRE
Comprehensive Appraisal Workshop - 8/13/93
Ted R. Whitmer, MAI
Understanding Limited Appraisals & Appraisal Reporting Options-General - 10/21/94
Stephanie Coleman, MAI, SRA
Dynamics of Office Building Valuation - 10/20/95
Lee H. Waronker, MA
Easement Valuation Course 403 - 10/25/95
C. Jeffery Triplette, SR/WA
Standards of Professional Practice, Part B - 11/9-10/95
Appraisal Institute
Virginia Law - 11/10/95
Joseph S. Durrer, Jr., MAI
Special Purpose Properties: The Challenges of Real Estate Appraising of Limited Market Properties
9/19/96, Felice Rocca, MAI
Standards of Professional Practice, Part C - 9/25-26/97
Appraisal Institute
Board Mandated 4 Hour Continuing Education Course - 11/23/97
William C. Harvey. II, MAI
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COMPLETE APPRAISAL - SUMMARYREPORT

Office Building "B"
The Village Center
King George County, Virginia
JRES File #9416-98

PREPARED FOR
Mr. Chris Hallberg
608 William Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401

DATE OF VALUE ESTIMATE

25 August 1998

DATE REPORT ISSLTD
15 September 1998

PREPARED BY

William R. Johnson, MAI
Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc.
401 Chatham Square Office Park
Fredericksburg, VA 22405

JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES, INC.
Real Estate Evaluation
401 CHATHAM SQUARE OFFICE PARK
FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22405

WILLIAMR JOHNSON,MAI

TELEPHONE (540) 371-8976

15 September 1998

FAX (540) ?71-5651

Mr. Chris Hallberg
608 William Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
Re:

Complete Appraisal - Summary Report
Office Building "B"
The Village Center
King George County, Virginia
JRES File #9416-98

Dear Mr. Hallberg:
At your request, I have inspected the above referenced property more fully described in the body of this
summary report and assembled data indicative of the "as is" market value of the leased fee interest.
I submit this summary appraisal report which is intended to comply with the reporting requirements set
forth under Standards Rule 2-2(b) of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP)
for a summary appraisal report. As such, it presents only summary discussions of the data, reasoning,
and analyses that were used in the appraisal process to develop the appraiser's opinion of value.
Supporting documentation concerning the data, reasoning, and analysis is retained in the appraiser's file.
The depth of discussion contained in this report is specific to the needs of the client and for the intended
use stated in this report. The appraiser is not responsible for unauthorized use of the report.
Based on my analysis of the data, subject to the assumptions, limiting conditions, and definitions set forth
in this report, it is my opinion that the "as is" market value of the leased fee interest of the subject
property as of 25 August 1998, was:
SIX HUNDRED TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
($620,000)
Thank you for this opportunity to be of service. If I can be of any further assistance, please advise.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICS,-4NC.

William R. Joh
President
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS:
General Assumptions
1.

This is a Summary Appraisal Report which is intended to comply with the reporting requirements
set forth under Standard Rule 2-2(b) of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
for a Summary Appraisal Report. As such, it might not include full discussions of the data,
reasoning, and analyses that were used in the appraisal process to develop the appraiser's opinion
of value. Supporting documentation concerning the data, reasoning, and analyses is retained in
the appraiser's file. The information contained in this report is specific to the needs of the client
and for the intended use stated in this report. The appraiser is not responsible for unauthorized
use of this report.

2.

The owner of record is assumed to have a marketable Leased Fee Interest with no encumbrances
that cannot be cleared through normal channels.

3.

The information on which this appraisal is based has been obtained from sources normally used
by Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc. and is considered to be reliable, but is in no sense
guaranteed.

4.

The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable. However, no warranty is given for
its accuracy.

5.

Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc. reserves the right to alter its opinion of value on the basis of
information withheld or not discovered in the normal course of a diligent investigation.

6.

The appraiser assumes no responsibility for the legal description or matters of a legal nature
affecting the property or the title thereto. The appraiser does not render any opinion as to title,
which is assumed to be good and marketable.

7.

Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed.

8.

It is assumed that there is full compliance with all applicable federal, state and local
environmental regulations and laws unless noncompliance is stated, defined and considered in the
appraisal report.

9.

It is assumed that all applicable zoning and use regulations and restrictions have been complied
with, unless a nonconformity has been stated, defined and considered in the appraisal report.

10.

It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy, consents or other legislative or
administrative authority from any local, state or national government or private entity or
organization have been or can be obtained or renewed for any use on which the value estimate
contained in this report is based.
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11.

The appraiser is not required to give testimony or appear in court because of having made this
appraisal with reference to the property in question, unless arrangements have been previously
made therefore. The fee charged for this appraisal does not include payment for court testimony
or for further consultation.

12.

No opinion of an engineering nature is intentionally expressed or implied and no responsibilit.
assumed for matters of this nature.

13.

No survey was made especially for this appraisal.
otherwise provided, are assumed to be correct.

14.

No engineering survey has been made by the appraiser. Except as specifically stated, size a
area were taken from sources considered reliable and no encroachment of real prope'

Property lines, area, etc., of record or

I<
the report. They should not be considered as surveys or relied upon for any other purpoe
16.

It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property. uL1bL1 Or
structures that render it more or less valuable. No responsibility is assumed fr suchcoidition
or for arraning forcinineering studies that ma\ be required to discover them.

17.

No opinion is expressed as to the \alue Ofsubsuraceoil. eas or mineral rights. 1he propert\ is
not subject to surface entry for the exploration or removal of such materials except as is expressl\
stated.

18.

Disclosure of the contents of the appraisal is governed by the Bylaws and Regulations of the
professional organizations with which Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc. is affiliated.

19.

Acceptance of and or use of this report constitutes acceptance of these assumptions and liniting
conditions.

20.

This report is intended to comply with the Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice of the Appraisal Institute. It is further intended to comply with the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) and the guidelines set forth by the Financial Institution's
Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA).

Limiting Conditions
1.

Possession of this report, or a copy, does not carry with it the right of publication.

2.

Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to value.
identity of the appraiser or firm with which he is connected or any reference to the Appraisal
Institute or the MAI or SRA designations) shall be disseminated to the public through the
advertising media or any other public means of communication without the prior written consent
and approval of Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc. and the signatories of the report. Acceptance
of and/or use of this report constitutes acceptance of these restrictions.
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3.

The distribution, if any, of the total valuation in this report between land and improvements
applies only under the stated program of utilization. The separate allocations for land and
buildings must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if so used.

4.

The forecasts, projections or operating estimates contained herein are based upon current market
conditions, anticipated short term supply and demand factors and a continued stable economy.
These forecasts are, therefore, subject to changes in future conditions.

5.

Load bearing capacity of subsoil is assumed to be adequate for the present and proposed
utilizations, but no borings or engineering studies have been made especially for this appraisal and
the value conclusion could be affected by such information.

6.

The appraiser has not been supplied with building plans and specifications, site plans, surveys or
No responsibility or representation is assumed or made for any costs
occupancy permits.
associated with obtaining same or for any deficiencies discovered before or after they are
obtained.

7.

William R. Johnson has personally inspected the subject property and found no obvious evidence
of structural deficiencies except as stated in this report; however, no responsibility for hidden
defects or conformity to specific governmental requirements, such as fire, building and safety or
occupancy codes, can be assumed without provision of specific professional or governmental
inspections.

8.

No termite inspection report was made available. William R. Johnson personally inspected the
subject property and found no significant evidence of termite damage or infestation.

9.

Unless otherwise stated in this report, the appraiser makes no representation or warranties as to
the adequacy or conditions of appliances, electrical systems, plumbing and heating, air
presence of insulation, adequacy or condition of structural systems or any other
conditioning,
subsystem within the property. The appraiser assumes no responsibility for any cost incurred to
discover or correct any deficiencies present in the property.

10.

Unless otherwise stated, no consideration in the valuation process has been given to mineral
deposits (oil, gas, coal, gravel, etc.) or timber, if any, that may be found on the subject.

11.

Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous material, which may or may not
be present on the property, was not observed by the appraiser. The appraiser has no knowledge
of the existence of such materials on or in the property. The appraiser, however, is not qualified
to detect such substances. The presence of substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam
insulation or other potentially hazardous materials may affect the value of the property. The
value estimate is predicated on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the property
that would cause a loss in value. No responsibility is assumed for any such conditions or for any
expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover them. The client is urged to retain an
expert in this field, if desired.
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12.

On January 26, 1992, the American With Disabilities Act (ADA took effect. This report has not
considered this act and the impact it may have on the subject with respect to general compliance
and renovation costs. Should a report be provided which indicates a required renovation. I
reserve the right to amend this report.

13.

The appraiser has prepared this report in compliance with the Competency Provision explicitly
detailed in the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP). The appraiser is
fully experienced in the appraisal of this product type.

APPRAISERS CERTIFICATION:
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
I.

The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

2.

The reported analysis, opinions and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and
limiting conditions, and are my personal, unbiased professional analyses, opinions and
conclusions.

3.

1 have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and I
have no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved.

4.

My compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined value or direction in
value that favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value estimate, the attainment of a
stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event.

5.

My reported analysis, opinions and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

6.

William R. Johnson, MAI has made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of
this report.

7.

No one provided significant professional assistance to the person signing this report.

8.

The appraiser has performed within the context of the competency provision of the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

9.

This report was not based on a requested minimum valuation, a specific valuation, or the approval
of a loan.

10.

I currently hold an appropriate state certification allowing the performance of real estate
appraisals in connection with federally related transactions in the state in which the subject
property is located.
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As of the date of this report, William R. Johnson, MAI has completed the requirements of the
continuing education program of the Appraisal Institute.

11.

Based on my analysis of the data, subject to the assumptions, limiting conditions, and definitions set forth
in this report, it is my opinion that the "as is" market value of the leased fee interest of the subject
property as of 25 August 1998, was:
SIX HUNDRED TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
($620,000)

JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES, INC.

William R. Jo
President

n, MAI

-LAM R.
JOHNSON
z:.

No. 40C.1-000303 >
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REAL ESTATE
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PURPOSE OF THE APPRAISAL:
The purpose of this appraisal is to estimate the "as is" market value of the leased fee interest in the subject
property as of the 25 August 1998.

open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale,the buyer and seller each acting prudentl\
and knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this
definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from seller
to buyer under conditions wherehi
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Buyer and seller are typiOl:
Both parties are well informed or wel ail
:
n, i:nJr
own best interests;
A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open marke>
Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial arrangements
comparable thereto; and
The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by spcial
or creative financin
rsaleconcessions granted b\ anione associated with the sale.

INTENDED USE OF THE REPORT:
This appraisal is intended to assist the client, Mr. Chris
Hallberg in connection with possible sale of subject property.

INTEREST VALUED:

Leased Fee

DATE OF VALUE ESTIMATE: 25 August 1998

DATE OF REPORT:

15 September 1998

APPRAISAL DEVELOPMENT AND REPORTING PROCESS:
The scope of this assignment is to conduct the investigations necessary to gather sufficient data from
which an opinion of value can be derived.
An inspection of the subject property and its neighborhood was conducted to determine the physical

features and condition of the subject and the environment in which it is located. A search of municipal
records was then done to ascertain the current and historical assessments and ownership data regarding the
property. Contacts were made with other municipal authorities (public works and utilities, zoning
administration, planning, etc.) to determine compliance or non-compliance of local, state and federal
regulations.
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Properties similar to the subject were explored throughout the area to determine existing and proposed
inventory, supply and demand and marketability of properties within the subject classification.
A
thorough research effort was conducted to extract market data to be used in the application of the
traditional approaches to value.
The most pertinent of this data has been reported and every effort was made to verify the authenticity of
this information from public records and personal interviews. To the best of my ability, the research.
analysis, and interpretation of the information in the market place was completed in accordance with
sound appraisal principles and the opinions and conclusions of value are considered to be reasonable and
reliable.
To develop the opinion of value, the appraiser performed a complete appraisal process as defined by the
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. This means that no departures from Standard I
were invoked.
Valuation of the subject property in this instance includes consideration of the three traditional approaches
to value, Cost Approach, Sales Comparison Approach, and Income Capitalization Approach. These
separate value estimates were reconciled to arrive at a final value estimate for subject property.
To develop the opinion of value, the appraiser performed a complete appraisal process as defined by the
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. This means that no departures from Standard I
were invoked.
This summary appraisal report is a brief recapitulation of the appraisers data, analysis, and conclusions.
Supporting documentation is retained in the appraisers file.

DESCRIPTION OF REAL ESTATE APPRAISED:
Location Description
King George County was named after King George I of England. It has been home to many prominent
old Virginia families and is the birthplace of James Madison, fourth president of the United States. The
county served as the principle home of many prominent families and many remarkable individuals that
helped settle the once vast wilderness.
King George played varied roles in the Civil War. The Potomac and Rappahannock Rivers were utilized
by Union and Confederate gun boats. The Union army used many of the old homes and churches in the
county as shelters, stables, headquarters and hospitals. Rokeby, one of the large plantation houses of the
county, was used as headquarters by General A. E. Burnside during the Battle of Fredericksburg.
King George is a beautiful, rural county steeped in history. It is a quaint county that strives to maintain a
high quality of life for its citizens and has much potential for the future. The maintenance of this historic
heritage serves to benefit the quality of life by acquainting residence with King George's rich past.
Although growth has occurred over the past several years, King George County remains a rural entity and
a "bedroom" community to Northern Virginia as are the other cities and counties in the RADCO District.
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This is the result of the county's roadnetwork presently serving two major hihways. State Route 3 is the
main east/west connector of traffic to the county from interstate 95 in the Fredericksburg area to the
Northern Neck. U. S. Route 301 is the only existing four-lane roadway within the county. It serves as
the principle north/south interstate connector from Richmond to the Washington-Baltimore area. As
interstate-95 has become congested. U.S. Route 301 in King George has become an alternate route for
interstate travelers which want to by-pass the Washington, DC. area.
The main deterrent to growth in the county has been lack of central utilities. Only those areas within the
Dahlgren Sanitary District have central utilities available to it. Both the water and sewage systems
accommodate existing demand but this will expire if present growth trends continue. It is evident from
the previous statistics that King George county and the RADCO Planning District have enjoyed several
years of expansion.
As utilities expand or become available, those areas most likely to experience development and growth are
the eastern and western portions of the county. These areas are closest to high-growth counties and
served by good road systems.

Neighborhood Description
Subject is physically located on the north side of U.S. Route 3 between State Route 205 and 206 which
connect the neighborhood with U.S. Route 301, a main arterial highway connecting Baltimore, Maryland
and Richmond, Virginia.
The area is a mixture of commercial, residential, and public uses.
Approximately V2 mile west of the subject lies the county seat with the courthouse, sheriffs department,

and the King George public library.
Continuing west toward Route 612 are a number of small car dealerships, parts and service establishments
for autos and plumbing, the U.S. Post Office, the First Virginia Bank, and the King George State Bank.
The newest commercial development is a proposed Food Lion Shopping Center located on the north side
of Route 3 approximately 0.25 miles west of Route 206. It is scheduled for completion in June 1999.
Going east from subject on the south side of Route 3 is a retail/office center known as Fox Town Square.
It is 100% leased to six tenants with rents ranging from $9.00 to $12.00 per SF. Adjacent to Fox Town
Square is a small frame building housing the King George Farm Bureau. Further east is a new complex
the newspaper and office uses with rents ranging from $10.00 to $12.00 per SF.
The subject neighborhood appears to be in a stable life cycle with some development of commercial land
along U.S. Route 3. Within the last five years a number of convenience and service buildings with
vacancies running from 0-10%. Future growth within subject neighborhood should be gradual as the
county seat expands and economic conditions continue to improve resulting in increased population and
commercial services.
Property Description
Subject is a portion of a three building development situated on 4.1756 acres of commercially zoned land
known as "The Village Center". At the client's request, the appraiser abstracted Building "B" for

valuation purposes. As such, this report is of Office Building "B" which contains 12,000 SF of gross
building area and 2.30 acres of commercially zoned land which is the proportionate area attributable to
subject on a per SF of gross building. Following is a brief description of the improvements.
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Design:

One story brick structure with 6.000 SF of gross building area
on the first floor with full finished walk-out basement
containing 6,000 SF for a total of 12,000 SF of gross building
area. Currently two tenants occupy the building as follows:
1" Floor
I" Floor
Lower Level

Vacant
VA State Dept of Health
King George County

3,000 SF
3,000 SF
6.000 SF

Age:

16 Years

Building Footprint:

Improvements measure 100 feet in width by 60 feet in depth
with building height of approximately 12 feet (from slab
flooring to roof).

Exterior Construction:

Concrete slab structure, brick on all four sides, exterior walls
brick, tar and gravel flat roof with metal gutters and
downspouts on the north side of the building.

Windows/Doors:

Standard entrance doors with wood double hung windows.

Interior Features:
Walls and Partitions -

One half inch painted plasterboard walls on 2" x 4" studs.

Ceiling -

Suspended acoustical tile ceiling with 8' height.

Floors -

Standard builder grade carpeting or vinyl over cement.

Lighting -

Recessed fluorescent lighting.

Electrical -

Separately metered to accommodate up to eight tenants with
200 amp electrical service each.

Heating/Cooling -

Eight 2-ton electric heat pumps mounted on the roof.

Water/Sewer -

Sewage handled by the same septic system as the other two
office buildings within the Center and served by public water.

Bathrooms -

Each 3,000 SF tenant on the first floor has two half baths with
stock fixtures. The 6,000 SF leased by King George County in
the lower level has two half baths with stock fixtures and two
larger half baths with two stalls and single sink.

The improvements are of average plus construction and in average condition. They suffer from
deferred maintenance typical of buildings subject's age. The functional utility of the improvements is
good and due to its location on U.S. Route 3 and convenience to King George Courthouse, makes it a
convenient office location. No functional or external obsolescence was noted.
10
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ASSESSMENT:
Subject is identified by King George County Commissioner of Revenue as a portion of Tax Map 24161. The buildings are assessed separately and land value attributed proportionately. Following is the
most current assessment which purports to represent 100% of market value:
Land (2.3 acres)
Building

$ 91,987
$405,000

Total

$496,987

The current real estate tax rate is $0.75 per $100 of assessed valuation indicating a 1998 tax liability
for subject of S3,727.

HIGHEST AND BEST USE:
Based on the physically possible, legally permissible, and
Highest and Best Use "As Vacant".
financially feasible uses for the subject site, the maximally productive use and highest and best use "as
vacant" is for commercial development. The most likely use is for office or secondary destination
oriented retail or service related development.
Highest and Best Use "As Improved".
is for use as an office building.

The highest and best use of the subject property "as improved"

MARKETING PERIOD ANALYSIS:
It is estimated that a sale of the subject property at the market value estimated herein can be consummated
within a 6-12 month timeframe.

HISTORY OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY:
Title to the subject is in the name of King George Village Office Center Associates. The last transfer
was 1 January 1984 when a Deed transferred the property from Frederick G. Davis and Barbara S.
Davis to the current owners. There has been no transfer of ownership interest for at least the past five
years. To the appraiser's knowledge. no sales contracts are pending.
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COST APPROACH:
Site Valuation
Approximately seven sales were researched spanning a time period from August 1990 to present.
Based on these sales which have been retained in the appraisers file, a correlated market value for
subject of $1.00 per SF or $100,000 is estimated for subject site calculated as follows:

$1.00/SF x 100,188 SF = $100,188
Rounded:

$100,000

Improvement Valuation
MARSHALL VALUATION SERVICE
Office/Average Class "D"
Section 15, Page 17
Base Cost
Base Cost
Elevator Adjustment
H.V.A.C. Adjusment

$53.57
$0.00
$6.40
$59.97

Adjusted Base Cost
Multipliers
Perimeter (320')
Ceiling Height (10')
Current Cost Regional
Current Cost Local

0.9100
x 0.9530
x 1.0400
x 1.0100
x

Composite Multiplier

0.910938

Adjusted Base Cost Per SF

$54.63

Gross Building Area (SF)

12&00

Base Cost-Main Improvements

SF
$655,560

Site Improvements
Parking Lot & Site Work
Septic System
Water Line
Total Site Improvements

$100,000
$7,500
$1,500
$109,000
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Soft Costs
Financing
Hook-up Fees
Legal
Brokerage/Leasing
Total Soft Costs

$10,000
$5,000
$5,000
$7200
$27200

Total Replacement Cost New Building Improvements
Entrepreneurial Profit

$791,760
0%

Replacement Cost New Including Profit

$791,760

Accrued Depreciation
Physical Deterioration
Curable
Incurable
Total Physical Deterioration

$25,000
$221,692
$246,692

Functional Deterioration

$0

External Obsolescence

$0
$246,692

Total Accrued Depreciation
Depreciated Value of Improvements

$545,068

Add Estimated Land Value

$100,000

Value Indication via Cost Approach

$645,068
Rounded:
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH:
The Sales Comparison Approach is the process in which market value is estimated by analyzing the sale
of similar properties and comparing these properties to the subject. The comparative techniques of
analysis used in the Sale Comparison Approach are fundamental to the valuation process. A major
premise of this approach is that the market value of a property is directly related to the prices of
comparable, competitive properties. It also is based on the principle of substitution, which states that
market value is a function of the availability of substitute properties which offer similar utility and
desirability.
The appraiser's research uncovered no office sales in the King George County market, therefore, the
market was expanded to include the Fredericksburg area. This search uncovered four sales deemed
comparable to subject. The sales all required significant adjusting but were the best comparables
available. Following is a summary of the four sales.

IMPROVES SALES SUMMARY
#
1

ADDRESS
512 Lafayette Blvd
City of Fredericksburg

2

Burke Hudson Bldg

DEED DATE
7/10/97

SIZE/NRA
3,542

SALE PRICE
$300,000

PRICE/SF
$84.70

6/19/92

14,634

$785,000

$53.64

5/28/96

2,025

$191,300

$94.47

6/4/97

6,200

$600,000

$96.77

500 Lafayette Blvd
3

4

City of Fredericksburg
F'burg Baptist Assoc
400 Chatham Square
Stafford County

Amer Traffic Safety
5440 Jeff Davis Hwy
Spotsylvania County

I

I

I

I

_I

Conclusion - Sales Comparison Approach
The above sales have been adjusted to the subject property with an indicated per SF value estimate of
S50.00 per SF indicating market value via Sales Comparison Approach of $600,000.

12,000 SF x $50 = $600,000
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IMPROVED SALE #1

PROJECT NAME:
LOCATION/ADDRESS:
CITY/COUNTY/STATE:

Multi-Tenant Office BuildinL
512 Lafayette Boulevard
Fredericksbure. Virginia

TAX MAP NO.:

94-1-512

GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:
DEED DATE:

Old Station Park Partnership
N. Brent Higginbotham and Doris Higginhotham

DATERECORDED:
DEED BOOK/PAGE:
PROPERTY RIGHTS CONVEYED:
LAND AREA (AC):
GROSS BUILDING AREA:
NET RENTABLE AREA:
CORE FACTOR:

25 July 1997
302/114
Leased Fee
0.4686
3,782
3,542
6.7%

LAND TO BUILDING RATIO:

5.4:1

FLOOR AREA RATIO:

18.5%

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, water, sewer and natural gas

ZONING:
SALE PRICE:
PRICE PER SF (NRA):
NET OPERATING INCOME:
EXPENSE RATIO:
EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME
MULTIPLIER (EGIM):
OVERALL RATE:
EQUITY RATE:
FINANCING:
USE AT TIME OF SALE:
VERIFIED BY:
VERIFICATION DATE:
JRES USE CODE:

I-1
$300,000
$84.70
N/A
N/A

COMMENTS:

A ten year old two story brick multi-tenant office building with

10 July 1997

N/A
N/A
N/A
Cash
Office
Deed Receipts, Appraisal Files
6/30/98
310
3,782 SF of gross building area.

Suites on the first floor

contain a kitchenette and half bath in addition to office area.
Suites on the second floor contain a half bath. Floor covering
includes commercial grade wall-to-wall carpet throughout the
offices and hallways with vinyl flooring in the bath.
The
bathrooms have standard ceramic fixtures.
Condition of
improvements is rated average.
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IMPROVED SALE #2

PROJECT NAME:
LOCATION/ADDRESS:

Burke Hudson Office Building
500 Lafayette Boulevard

CITY/COUNTY/STATE:

Fredericksburg, Virginia

TAX MAP NO.:
CENSUS TRACT NO.:

94-1-500
1

GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:
DEED DATE:

Cross Electric Company, formerly E. C. Electric Company
The 500 Lafayette Boulevard Partnership
19 June 1992

DATERECORDED:
DEED BOOK/PAGE:
PROPERTY RIGHTS CONVEYED:

7 July 1992
252/148
Leased Fee

LAND AREA (AC):
GROSS BUILDING AREA:
NET RENTABLE AREA:

0.581
15,456 SF
14,634 SF

COREFACTOR:
LAND TO BUILDING RATIO:

5.3%
1.43:1

FLOOR AREA RATIO:
UTILITIES:
ZONING:

61%
All
Industrial-I

SALE PRICE:

$785,000

PRICE PER SF (NRA):
FINANCING:

USE AT TIME OF SALE:
VERIFIED BY:
VERIFICATION DATE:

$53.64
Assumed $532,726 due to Fredericksburg Savings and Loan,
second Deed of Trust for $42,000 payable to Grantor, and third
Deed of Trust for $100,000 payable to John M. Albertine.
Multi-tenant office building
Hunter Greenlaw, Partner
6/20/94

JRES USE CODE:

310

COMMENTS:

A two-story, brick, walk-up. multi-tenant office building. It was
originally an automobile dealership constructed in 1964 and
totally renovated in 1988. Quality of construction and condition
at time of sale was rated average plus. There is a 24 car parking
lot to the rear of the improvements indicating one parking space
per 644 square feet of building area. No income and expense
information could be obtained, but according to the purchaser.
the property was approximately 85% leased at time of sale for
between $11.50 to S12.50 per square foot on full service terms.
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IMPROVED SALE #3

PROJECT NAME:
LOCATION/ADDRESS:

Fredericksburg Baptist Association
400 Chatham Square Office Park, Lot IA. Section 1

CITY/COUNTY/STATE:
TAX MAP NO.:

Stafford County. Virginia
54F-(13)-1-1A

GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:
DEED DATE:

F. Raymond Little
Trustees for the Fredericksburg Baptist Association
28 May 1996

DATE RECORDED:
REFERENCE:
PROPERTY RIGHTS CONVEYED:
LAND AREA (AC):
GROSS BUILDING AREA:
NET RENTABLE AREA:
CORE FACTOR:
LAND TO BUILDING RATIO:
FLOOR AREA RATIO:

28 May 1996
Instrument #960007249
Fee Simple
0.2797
2,025
2,025
N/A
6.02:1
16.6%

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, water, sewer and natural gas

ZONING:
SALE PRICE:
PRICE PER SF (GBA):
NET OPERATING INCOME:
EXPENSE RATIO:
EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME
MULTIPLIER (EGIM):
OVERALL RATE:
EQUITY RATE:

B-2
$191,300
$94.47
N/A
N/A

FINANCING:

Deed of Trust in amount ofS161300 held by Fredericksburg
Savings and Loan.

USE AT TIME OF SALE:

Office

VERIFIED BY:

Buddy Fredette, Selling Agent

VERIFICATION DATE:
JRES USE CODE:

4/15/96
310

COMMENTS:

A seven year old single story brick office building with cedar
shake roof. Improvements contain 2,025 SF of gross building
area with construction features of brick walls, cedar shake

N/A
N/A
N/A

roofs, and average plus interior finish.

All ceilings are

suspended acoustical tile with florescent lighting.
covering includes commercial grade wall-to-wall

Floor
carpet

throughout the offices and hallways with vinyl flooring in the
bath.

The bath has standard ceramic fixtures.

improvements is rated average
owner/user to occupy as an office.
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IMPROVED SALE #4

PROJECT NAME:
LOCATION/ADDRESS:

Southpoint Business Park
5440 Jefferson Davis Highway, Southpoint Business Park

CITY/COUNTY/STATE:

Spotsylvania County, Virginia

TAX MAP NO.:
GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:

35-7-D
American Traffic Safety Services Association
Brent and Doris Higgenbotham

DEED DATE:

4 June 1997

DATE RECORDED:

10 June 1997

DEED BOOK/PAGE:

1465/334

PROPERTY RIGHTS CONVEYED:

Leased Fee

LAND AREA (AC):
GROSS BUILDING AREA:
NET RENTABLE AREA:
CORE FACTOR:

0.503 (21,920 SF)
6,200 SF
6,200 SF
N/A

LAND TO BUILDING RATIO:
FLOOR AREA RATIO:
UTILITIES:
ZONING:
SALE PRICE:

3.54:1
28.28%
All available
Commercial-3
$600,000

PRICE PER SF (GBA):
NET OPERATING INCOME:

$96.77
$58,200

EXPENSE RATIO:

3%

EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME
MULTIPLIER (EGIM):

10.0

OVERALL RATE:

9.7%

EQUITY RATE:

N/A

FINANCING:

Cash - tax free exchange

USE AT TIME OF SALE:

Office

VERIFIED BY:

Fitz Johnson, Agent

VERIFICATION DATE:
JRES USE CODE:

10 June 1997
310

COMMENTS:

Two story brick walk-up office building four years of age.
Quality of construction is rated good and location average plus.
Grantor leased back the property for a 24 month period at
S60.000 annually on triple net terms.
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INCOME CAPITALIZATION APPROACH:
Income producing real estate is typically purchased as an investment, and as such, earning power is the
critical element affecting property value. An investor who purchases income-producing real estatc
essentially trading present dollars for the right to receive future rental payments and reversion upon
of the property. The Income Capitalization Approach consists of methods, techniques, and mathemati.
]T i: 11
1:,2 m 1
.
t
procedures used to analyze a property's capacity to

convert those benefits intl ni

;-d iCtin i f i r 4r,-enit

Potential Gross Income
Potential gross income is the incom

atir

utablc to a propcrt\

at lu

occupancib bere

acane

operating expenses are deducted. Subject is 75% occupied and leased to two tenants. Just recently t\
undepese for ubjC1t}h\C
.iilaioIa. the nm
other tenants vacated. No historical information
been grouped with the remaining two buildings.

Subject is currently under short term lease to Kin (erge

Count\ Mnd \rgmia Sita

I )Lktrunint o

Health as follows:
Tenant:
Beginning Date:
Annual Rent:

King Gcorgc Counit
August 1998
$54,000 (S9.00'SF)

Leased Space:

6,000 SF

Tenant:
Beginning Date:
Annual Rent:
Leased Space:

Virginia State Department of Health
January 1998
$24,497 (S8.17/SF)
3,000 SF

As 3,000 SF is vacant, the market rent for this space must be estimated. Market rent is defined as the
rental income a property would most likely command in the open market at the time of valuation. In
order to estimate the market rent, rental data was analyzed on similar type properties in the area.
Following is a summary of the three rentals analyzed.

SUMMARY OF COMPARABLE RENTALS
#

Project

Bldg
Size/SF

Term

Annual
Rent/SF

$12.00
$10.00-

1
2

King George Food Lion
Fox Town Square

54,000
5,500

3-5 yrs
3-5 yrs

3

Journal Building

9,800

3-5 yrs

Escalators

Terms

3% per year
3% per year

Triple Net
Net

3% per year

Net

$12.00

$10.00

Based on the above contract and market rentals, market rent for the vacant space within subject is
estimated at $8.00 per SF on net terms. Potential gross income for Year 1 is based on current contract
rentals and projected market rent of $8.00 per SF.
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Vacancy and Collection Loss
A review of office properties throughout Dahlgren and the King George Courthouse area indicate
vacancies ranging from 0-10%. A subject is an older project with new competition coming on-line, the
upper range of 10% has been estimated for subject's vacancy.
Annual Operating Expenses
The annual operating expenses for subject have been based on the historical expenses and historical
operating statements of other properties deemed similar. Estimated annual operating expenses for Year 1
is $21,162.
Summary - Income and Expense
Following is the estimated income and expense for Year 1.
Potential Gross Income
King George County
6,000 SF x $9.00/SF

$54,000

VA Health Dept
3,000 SF x S8.17/SF

24,497

Vacant
3,000 SF x $8.00/SF

2

Total Potential Gross Income

$102,497

Vacancy and Collection Loss (10%)

($10,250)

Effective Gross Income

$92,247

Expenses
$5,535
3,727
1,200

Management/Leasing (6%)
Real Estate Taxes
Insurance ($0.10/SF)

C.A.M. ($0.25/SF)

3,000

Repair/Maintenance ($0.25/SF)
Administrative ($0.10/SF)
Miscellaneous
Reserves

3,000
1,200
500
3000
($21,162)

Total Expenses
Net Operating Income

(22.9%)

S71,085
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Direct Capitalization
In direct capitalization, a single year's projected income is converted into a value indication in a single
step by dividing the income estimate by an appropriate, market derived, income capitalization rate. This
overall capitalization rate (OAR) reflects the relationship between anticipated income (future benefits) and
market value (present worth) as evidenced by market participants.
Direct capitalization is most
do
not vary significantly over a
appropriate when income and expense characteristics and relationships
typical holding period.
Following is a summary of the three market sales used in extracting a capitalization rate for subject:
CAP

SALE

BLDG

SALE

LOCATION

DATE

SIZE

PRICE

NOI

RATE

Fredericksburg Health Dept

6/6/97

21,900 SF

$2,400,000

$260,000

10.8%

5/3/96

10,430 SF

$1,350,000

$133,989

9.925%

6/4/97

6,200 SF

$600,000

$58,200

9.7%

608 Jackson Street

Fredericksburg
DMV Building
5700 Southpoint Ctr Blvd
Spotsylvania County

American Traffic Bldg
5440 Jeff Davis Highway
Spotsylvania County

Based on the above market sales, a market capitalization rate for subject of 11 7 has been adopted
indicating value via Income Capitalization Approach of $710,000, calculated as followvs:
Net Operating Income
Capitalization Rate

$71,086
11%

=

Minus Deferred Maintenance

$646.236

S 25.000

5621,236

Rounded: $620,000
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RECONCILIATION AND FINAL VALUE ESTIMATE:
The final step in the valuation process is the reconciliation of the various value conclusions derived
from the three alternative approaches to value in order to arrive at a final estimate or range of values
for the subject property.
The appraisal has relied on three traditional approaches to value.
following value indications:

These approaches produced the

C ost A pp roach .....................................................................

S645 ,000

Sales Comparison Approach ....................................................

$600,000

Income Capitalization Approach ...............................................

$620,000

The Cost Approach is given less weight in final correlation due to the amount of depreciation present
and difficulty in estimating it accurately.
The Sales Comparison is given some weight but minimal due to differences in physical and locational
characteristics.
The Income Capitalization Approach is the most appropriate in an analysis of an investor-owned
property like the subject. A major portion of this report is centered around this approach as this is the
methodology which is applied by investors when considering development, purchase, or disposition of a
given investment property. Therefore, in terms of accuracy, quantity, and appropriateness of the data
available, the Income Capitalization Approach is given considerable weight in the final analysis.
After analysis of the various property and market factors effecting value, and weighing the relative
strengths and weaknesses of each, it is my opinion that the "as is" market value of the leased fee
interest in the subject property as of 25 August 1998. was:

SIX HUNDRED TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS

($620,000)

a

No.4007-000303
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Business Address:
Business Phone:
Business Fax:
Firm Affiliation:

401 Chatham Square Office Park
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
(540) 371-8976
(540) 371-5651
President - JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES, INC.

EDUCATION
Graduate of James Monroe High School, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Graduate of Ferrum Junior College, 1974, Ferrum, Virginia
(Associate Science Degree - Business Administration)
Graduate of University of Richmond School of Business, 1976,
Richmond, Virginia (Bachelor of Science Degree - Business Administration) (Marketing)
Attended and successfully completed the following courses:
Principles of Real Estate, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Course I of Realtors Institute (University of Virginia)
Course 101 Appraising, Society of Real Estate Appraisers, Virginia Commonwealth University.
Richmond, Virginia
Course 102 Applied Appraising, Society of Real Estate Appraisers, Virginia Commonwealth
University, Richmond, Virginia
Advanced Real Estate Appraising - 1988
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia
Capitalization Exam A & B of The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 3/10/88
Standards of Professional Practice of The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 2/23/89
Market Analysis Seminar - The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 9/8/89
The Appraiser as Expert Witness Seminar - Society of Real Estate Appraisers - 11/6/89
The Narrative Report Writing Seminar - Society of Real Estate Appraisers - 1/15/90, 1/16/90
Case Studies in Real Estate Valuation - American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 3/3/90
Report Writing and Valuation Analysis - 2/23/91
Discounted Cash Flow Analysis; Rates - 11/4/92
Clifford E. Fisher, Jr., MAI, CRE
Ratios and Reasonableness - 11/5/92
Clifford E. Fisher, Jr., MAI, CRE
Comprehensive Appraisal Workshop - 8/13/93
Ted R. Whitmer, MAI
Understanding Limited Appraisals & Appraisal Reporting Options-General - 10/21/94
Stephanie Coleman, MAI, SRA
Dynamics of Office Building Valuation - 10/20/95
Lee H. Waronker, MAI
Easement Valuation Course 403 - 10/25/95
C. Jeffery Triplette, SR/WA
Standards of Professional Practice, Part B - 11/9-10/95
Appraisal Institute
Virginia Law - 11/10/95

Joseph S. Durrer, Jr., MAI
Special Purpose Properties: The Challenges of Real Estate Appraising of Limited Market Properties
9/19/96, Felice Rocca, MAI
Standards of Professional Practice, Part C - 9/25-26/97
Appraisal Institute
Board Mandated 4 Hour Continuing Education Course - 11/23/97
William C. Harvey, II, MAI
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QUALIFICATIONS, CONTINUED...

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Member Appraisal Institute - MAI
State of Virginia Certified General Real Estate Appraiser - License #4001 000303
Fredericksburg Board of Realtors
International Institute of Valuers - Designation SCV

EXPERIENCE
Appraising for Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc. since 1976.
Experienced in all types of appraisals, both narrative and short form.
Experienced in sales, management, and listing of real estate.
Licensed real estate agent.
CLIENTS FOR WHOM APPRAISALS HAVE BEEN PREPARED
Ameribanc Savings Bank, Fredericksburg and Northern Virginia
Bank of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia
B. F. Saul Mortgage, Chevy Chase, Maryland
Central Fidelity Bank, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Commonwealth United, Fairfax, Virginia
CorEast Savings Bank, Annandale, VA
Counties of Stafford and Spotsylvania, Virginia
City of Fredericksburg, Virginia
Chase Home Mortgage, Annandale, Virginia
Commonwealth of Virginia, Division of Parks
Department of Interior, National Park Service, Mid-Atlantic
Region, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dominion Bankshares Mortgage, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Dominion Federal, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Employee Transfer Corporation, Dallas, Texas
FMC Corporation, Chicago, Illinois
Travelers Relocation, Stamford, Connecticut
Equitable Relocation, Arlington, Virginia
Equi-Data, Columbus, South Carolina
First Savings Bank of Virginia, Fredericksburg, Virginia
First Virginia Bank, Fredericksburg, VA
Fredericksburg Savings and Loan, Fredericksburg, Virginia
F.D.I.C.. Atlanta, Georgia
Homequity, Wilton, Connecticut
Investors, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Merit Mortgage, Charlottesville, VA
Merrill Lynch Relocation Management, Atlanta, Georgia
National Bank of Fredericksburg, Fredericksburg, VA
Piedmont Federal Savings and Loan, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Small Business Administration, Richmond, Virginia
Southern Atlantic Mortgage, Woodbridge, Virginia
United Virginia Bank, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Virginia First Savings, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Virginia Mortgage Investment, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Numerous Attorneys
Expert witness in Stafford. Spotsylvania. Fredericksburg and Alcxandria Bankruptcy Court
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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
King George County's Social Services, Health Services and Virginia Tech
Extension Services are located in the same building, but are physically
separated. The space that each of these occupy is not owned by the County, but
leased. The lease period is about to expire and the owner is willing to sell the
building. This study looks at the space needs of the three different agencies, the
cost of renovating the existing building and the cost of three other options. We
did not review the means of financing and suggest that this be completed prior to
making a decision of which direction to undertake.
It appears that the future space needs of these agencies can be
accommodated in the present building. Renovation seems to be extensive due
to the age of the building and the requirement to meet the BOCA Codes which
have come into effect since its construction. The building most likely does not
meet the Fresh Air Quality regulations, Energy Efficiency ratio and Life Safety
Act. Respectively, the renovations necessary are major HVAC upgrades,
building envelope renovations and sprinklers.
The building does not meet ADA regulations, especially accessibility. A
handicapped person has to exit the building to access the other floor. An
elevator is not present; although it is needed. Other ADA issues exist, but are
not as costly to remedy.
Typical interior renovations may cost as much as $40/sf of space.
However, we estimate that this renovation may be as much as $75/sf. Total
construction cost, including building and land purchase costs, an elevator,
contingency, design and estimated civil work would be more than $2,160,000. If
a new building is constructed in the Courthouse/Administration Complex, then
the cost may be about $125/sf or $1,800,000, which includes contingency,
design and estimated civil work.
If the County decides to use an existing, one story, County-owned
building, then the renovation costs may be $75/sf; land acquisition and elevator
costs can be eliminated.
Therefore, based on the general information presented herein, we believe
that the County should first consider renovating an existing County-owned
building and then constructing on property which makes up the present
Administration/Courthouse complex.

1

II.

INTRODUCTION
In the King George County, Virginia Board of Supervisors' meeting on
November 1997, a report was given by Mr. Dave Coman, Director of Social
Services, and Ms. Regina Prunty, Extension Agent. The report was to determine
if the lease for the current office space should be renewed or if the lease should
be allowed to expire. The Board requested the staff to view the existing space in
the building and to determine office space needs and availability. This report of
space needs will be used as a basis for determining if the building is acceptable
for the present program needs. If not, how large will the programmed area be for
the agencies to be housed in one facility?
The building for housing the Rappahannock Area Community Services
Board is about one mile from the Village Center and is located at the west end of
the Fox Towne Shopping Center. Therefore, this agency was not considered in
this report since they already occupy a separate building.
This report will address the current agency space needs and the
building's site conditions, the necessary renovations and existing inadequacies.
The report also explores possible adaptive reuse of other existing County-owned
facilities and the needs if the County built a new facility.
The following space requirements listed represent the current positions
and space needs for services required by the King George County population.
All options will require a minimum of two years to accomplish, and therefore will
require anticipated space increases. No other spaces within the building have
been included, although the design should allow for flexibility and expandability of
that facility in the future. The square footage figures were based on generally
accepted planning/design standards for local government facilities. The
functions of these offices must be considered. For example, psychiatrists,
clinicians, counselors and most other staff members often meet with several
clients or family members. The size of these offices must accommodate this,
without making the clients feel restricted or cramped. Otherwise, this sensation
works against the prime objectives of the program.
Portions of this report were prepared by DG Group Architects.
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III.

EXISTING BUILDING
A.

General
The Social, Health, and Extension services are located in the
Village Center. (See location map on the next page.) This is a two level
brick and masonry building, but the levels are not directly connected by
stairs or elevator. Social Services and the Virginia Tech Cooperative
Extension are located on the lower level. Access to these agencies is at
the back of the building on the lower level. The Health Services is directly
above on the street level next to other offices or tenants unrelated to the
County.

B.

Interior Space
The Code of Virginia requires buildings to have a method to
provide fresh air to meet certain ratio requirements. This report will not
delve into the specific requirements nor how they are to be met, only to
say that the existing building most likely does not meet the air quality
requirements. A mechanical engineer will confirm this statement during
the schematic design stage.
The Building Officials Code Association (BOCA) also requires
buildings to meet an energy efficiency ratio. Generally buildings over
twenty years old were not designed in accordance with this requirement.
There was no reason for the strict design since the 70's were not
concerned with energy efficiency.
Lastly, in general the use group of the occupants of the building
determines if the building needs to be sprinkled. The current use group
demands that the building be sprinkled, which it is not. A plumbing
engineer will confirm this statement during the schematic design stage.
While the above requirements do not have to be met for the
present building, they will need to be addressed during the design of
renovations. These will have a significant relationship to cost of
renovations. The three previous general statements must be considered
in concert with the specific statements made below.

C.

Interior Evaluation
The three agencies are evaluated based on the Code of Virginia
and ADA regulations, the functional use, physical conditions, and then the
space thought to be sufficient for each of the types of personnel involved.
1.

Social Services
Code
*
*

Return air intake is located in corridor lacking mix of outdoor
fresh air.
Inadequate power supply for office equipment and computers.
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*

Hot water heater exposed in hallway. (Must be enclosed in
small room.) This same hallway is a dead-end corridor, and is
in violation of the fire safety egress code requirements.

*

Air-conditioning thermostat for Social Services is improperly
located in another tenant's space which is not available on this
level (No thermostat control.)

*

Staff and public toilets do not meet Americans with Disabilities
Act standards, or the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code
requirements for the disabled.

*

(Deficiencies are listed below)
* 50" x 50" clear space in small toilet room or toilet stall for
public restrooms
* door: 32" clear if toilet stall; room 36" clear as door stops
will not allow 2'8" door
* door swings out
* handrails 33" above and parallel to floor on each side of
stall; 1" - 11/2" in diameter;
* mounted with 1 1/2" clearance between rail and wall,
securely fastened at ends and center.
* Water closet with seat 20" above the floor.
* Lavatories with narrow aprons are mounted higher than
normal to permit use by individuals in wheelchairs.
* Mirror and shelf mounted maximum 40" above floor over
lavatories.
* Appropriate number of either floor-mounted or wallmounted urinals with opening of basin on wall mounted a
maximum of 19" above floor.
* Appropriate number of towel racks' towel dispensers, and
other dispenser/disposal units mounted a maximum of 40"
above the floor
Offices are not handicapped accessible. (This is typical for the
office spaces for all agencies.)

*

Printer outside social workers' office blocks entrance to room
and reduces exit width of corridor. (This code violation reduces
the required corridor width by more than one-half.)

*

Existing Handicapped Parking is non compliant with ADA
requirements.
Most ADA deficiencies can be addressed by Facilities

personnel or by a local contractor. These items need to be
remedied quickly since they are typical law suit issues.
Functional
*

Office size inadequate for patient/client conversations with
closed door.

*

Computer equipment room has security issue as shared files

have to be accessed after hours.
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*

Frequent power outages affecting computers when switches
are turned off in adjoin in space. (Need more dedicated
circuits.)

*

Lighting levels are inadequate.

Physical Condition
*

Air handling units flood mechanical room floor, which in turn
soaks carpets of adjoining spaces. (This happens once a year
on average.) Agency head should call the building owner to
report circumstances.

*

Ceiling tiles need to be replaced with new tiles, where stained
from above-the-ceiling leaks.

*

Toilet above reception area leaks. (This condition has existed
for a period of three years.) Agency head should call the
building owner to report circumstances. This can be a very
serious health issue if not immediately addressed.

Site Conditions

2.

*

The existing parking lot may need to be resurfaced or
repaired.

*

Bring all handicapped conditions on site to ADA standards,
such as adding stripes, signs and this may include regrading
slopes or may require an elevator.

*

Repair existing retaining wall.

Health Services
Code
*

Power problems on continuing basis. Need more dedicated
circuits.

*

No handicapped access to shared offices, nutritionist office
and nursing assistant's office.

*

Handicapped toilet access - see notes under Social Services

*

Handicapped parking is not ADA compliant.

*

Rear offices need another remote exit for fire safety egress.

*

Additional fire extinguishers needed as per occupancy
requirements.

Functional
*

Lighting level in many areas is inadequate.

*

Reception area needs more space adjoining confidential
spaces for client check-in and check-out.
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*

Waiting room is inadequate for requirement of 25 people.

*

No separate area for children's play.

*

Nurses' office shared space does not allow adequate file and
book storage area.

*

Locations of supply closet and copier, etc. are at considerable
distance from each other.

*

Secondary client waiting in hall is improperly located and the
area is inadequate. The Interview room is obstructed with
postage meter and other office administration equipment.

*

Exam room is being utilized for children's car seat storage.

*

Nutritionist's office size will not accommodate parents and 3-4
children.

*

Nurses' office used for interview room and shots (all day on
Thursday) which presents major scheduling and use problems.
Definite need for separate space.

*

Interview room is also used to weigh children; pediatrics room
must be separated.

*

Patient restroom lacks door.

Physical Condition

3.

*

Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning (HVAC) consistently fails
to operate.

*

HVAC air quality is poor.

*

Roof leaks. (The Director needs to register this situation with
the building owner.)

*

Ceiling tiles must be replaced after leak on roof is fixed.

*

Outlet under reception desk in waiting room side is not
useable.

Virginia Tech Cooperative Extension
Code
*

Entrance vestibule does not meet ADA or VUSBC
requirements.
* 4'0" clear between doors
* threshold higher than 1/2"

Functional
*

Layout too small causing traffic behind desk to shared
restrooms in Social Services area.

*

Larger training room needed and critical need for added
kitchen area inside this room for demonstrations.
7

Physical Condition

D.

*

HVAC problem consistent with other agencies.

*

Electrical problems - same as Health and Social Services.

Program Space Requirements
Space planning documents from the Virginia Bureau of Capital
Outlay Management and the University of Kansas have been consulted in
the recommendation of allocations.
1.

Social Services

Square Feet

*

Administration
510
Office Manager @150 sq. ft. =150
3 support staff @ 120 sq. ft. ea. =360
Visual/oral communications (to public and between
offices)
Conduct initial in-take - need confidentiality for
clients
Privacy in all offices
Maintain non-clinic look
All offices need windows

*

Filing, Safe
Power file

300

*

Workroom, Computer and Storage

200

Food storage
Near front for distribution/storage at rear

200

*

Services unit
(4) social workers @100 sq. ft. each = 400
Social Workers -2 Adults + 3 children
Supervisor (1) @ 100 sq. ft. = 100

500

*

Eligibility unit
4 Eligibility workers @ 100 sq. ft. each = 400
Eligibility Worker + 2 Adults +3 children
Supervisor @ 100 sq. ft. = 100

500

*

Interview room (2) @120 sq. ft. each
2 rooms with 1-way glass

240

SUBTOTAL

2,450

1.25 CORE FACTOR

615

TOTAL

3.065
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2.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT

Square Feet

*

Waiting rooms
Secondary clinic area (10+ persons) = 250
Environmental Health 5-6 persons = 125
Administration
Service Counter/Reception = 100
Issue program information
In-take/Check-out = 100
Semi-private in
Semi-private Out
Office services supervisor = 100
Adjacent to services specialists

675

*

Clerical
(3) People/Open Space/Adjacent to Work Room

205

*

Work room

200

*

Nurses (2) @ 68 sq. ft. each

136

*

File rooms (2) @ 75 sq. ft. each
1 near clerical/1 near environmental - i.e. files

150

*

Nursing supervisor/environ. health supervisor

100

*

Nutritionist (1) @ 80 sq. ft. each

*

Environmental health specialists
(2) @ 80 sq. ft. each (can share/divide space)

160

*

Interview rooms (3) @ 125 sq. ft. each
5-6 persons

375

*

Nursing station
Nursing Assistant 125

*

Clinic

675

*

Exam Rooms (2) @ 125 sq. ft./ (1)@175

425

*

Bulk Storage

200

*

Office Supply

50

*

Lab clinic area

300

*

Restrooms
Patient - near Lab (1) @ 75 sq. ft. each

75

*

Medications storage

80

SUBTOTAL

80

3,335

1.25 FACTOR

835

TOTAL

4,170
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3.

Virginia Tech Cooperative Extension

Square Feet

*

Offices
AG/UC Agent = 100
SCNEP - Program Assistant = 64
4H Agent = 64
Secretary/Reception Area =125
Water Quality = 64
Volunteers = 64

480

*

Media distribution
In reception/waiting room
AN

150

Tapes
Publications

Storage
*

Publications area

100

*

Storage and work room
Program supplies

200

SUBTOTAL

930

1.25 FACTOR

235

TOTAL

1,165
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4.

Shared Facilities

Square Feet

*

Entrance vestibule

100

*

Conference room
15 p. (can share with all agencies)

225

*

Public toilets
(2) @175 sq. ft. each

350

*

Stafflounge
Kitchenette

400

*

Training/community room
600
Employment
Safety Programs
Classes - Food Sanitation, etc., 4H
Adolescent Programming, etc.
Conference Room
Max. class size: 35 - 40 (for 2 programs - subdivide
space) A/V Equipment
Kitchen
225
Community demonstrations and training with a
movable wall enabling connection to the
Training/Community Room.
Staff rest rooms
150
(3) @ 50 sq. ft. each

*

*
*

Mechanical/electrical

2,550

SUBTOTAL
1.25 FACTOR

640
3,190

TOTAL

5.

500

Square Footage Summary
(One Building)

Square Feet

Social Services

3,325

Health Department

4,170

Virginia Cooperative Extension

1,190

Shared Facilities Spaces

3,190

TOTAL

11,875

As the table of areas shows above, the increase in space
allocation can be accommodated in a single 12,000sf building.
This is the available space in the existing building.
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6.

Comparison To Existing Spaces Available
Social Services

4,200

Health Department

4,000

Virginia Cooperative Extension

1.300

TOTAL

9,500

As you will note, the "shared facilities" has been added for
space allocation. This has reduced the necessary space of the
three agencies while providing a common entrance or large
waiting room. Although it appears that the agencies can reduce
their space needs, many of the common features will now be
shared. This should allow for more use of the available facilities.
E.

Opinion of Probable Cost
A recent appraisal of the existing building stated the worth at
$620,000. The owner has indicated that the starting point for negotiations
is the appraised value. Assuming that the appraised value is the
purchase price, then adding the cost of renovations and an elevator, the
subtotal cost is $1,800,000.
Building Purchase Cost

$620,000

$75/sf. x 12,000sf
$900,000
For renovating the two levels of existing building
Elevator
$80,000
Site Work Allowance

$200,000

Subtotal

$1,800,000

Contingency (20%)

$360,000

Total

$2,160,000

The appraisal includes 2.3 acres of land with the building
purchase.
However, if the total cost is financed over a 20 year period at 6%
annual compounding, then the annual payment would be about $188,000.
Divided equally over 12 months and 12,000sf, this would be about $1.31
per square foot of space per month. Annual payments of $188,000
amount to $7,000,000 over the 20 life of the loan.

Design fees have not been included, but should be less than 15%
of construction costs.
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IV.

OTHER OPTIONS
A.

General
The other options explored as part of this report are:
1.

B.

2.

a new building within the current
Administration/Courthouse complex
a new building, such as a build to suit

3.

adaptive reuse of an existing County-owned property

Option I New Construction at Existing Administration Complex
This option is based on new construction of all facilities under one
roof, on an undeveloped portion of the existing site.
1.

Criteria evaluation
Because there would be a completely new facility, all of the
building considerations could be met by eliminating duplication of
spaces which can be shared.
A site design could be selected that would satisfy most all
of the site considerations (storm water management is unknown).

2.

Site evaluation
Our understanding is the existing Administration Complex
has been prepared to support an additional building. A few years
ago, a parcel was acquired at the west end of the complex, near
the existing ball field.
Many utilities are already on site to the current
Administration Building. An eight inch water line will need to be
extended to the new facility for fire protection. Six inch sanitary
sewer may be sufficient to provide adequate service to the
existing line on site.
The existing parking would be extended or altered to allow
another large building. However, some parking spaces may be
lost due to easements or access aisles into the new lot. A more
detailed study can verify the numbers. The parking stalls will be
9x18 ft with 24 ft travel lanes. Parking is based on 5 spaces per
1,000sf of building space. Assuming a 12,000sf building the
required number of spaces is 60. Three handicapped parking
spaces will be needed. The number of parking spaces required
by the County ordinances will take about 0.5 acres. Assuming
good soil quality exists on site, the pavement cross section will be
eight inches of stone as a base material and two inches of
pavement.
As with most other projects, the storm water management
will be necessary. Again, the size of the facility is of concern.
Unless a regional facility is available, then existing green space
13

will be taken for this use. Alternative methods are available, but
they are more expensive. Additional storm water management
may be required for the entire complex to be brought up to

standards.
3.

Opinion of Probable Cost
If the building and site work are considered as one project,
then the approximate square foot cost may be about $125/sf.
Building costs should be about $100/sf and site work should be
about $25/sf.
12,000sf x $125/sf=

$1,500,000

Contingency (20 %)

300,000

Total

$1,800,000

If the total cost is financed over a 20 year period at 6%
annual compounding, then the annual payment would be about
$157,000. Divided equally over 12 months and 12,000sf, this
would be about $1.09 per square foot of space per month. Annual
payments of $157,000 amount to $5,770,000 over the 20 life of
the loan. Site acquisition has already been completed.
Again, design fees have not been added, but should be
less than 15% of the construction costs.
Cost advantages to this option are: Federal, State, and
Private Sector funds are available to off-set Local costs. There
would be a build-up of equity. The amortization would be at a
fixed rate (not subject to annual adjustment). There would be a
shifted use of revenues once the payments are completed.
C.

Option 2: New Construction, Off-Site
This option is based on new construction of all facilities under one
roof, at an as-yet-to-be-determined site, but not County-owned. This
represents a "Build-to-suit" arrangement.
1.

Criteria evaluation
Because there would be a completely new facility, all of the
building considerations could be met eliminating duplication of
spaces that can be shared.
A site can be selected that would satisfy all of the site

considerations.
2.

Site evaluation
The selected site within the County will most likely have
existing adequate utilities. An eight-inch water line to be provided
to the new facility. Six - to eight- inch sewer may be required to
provide adequate service.
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The site may be relatively flat which will provide
appropriate ADA accessibility. Based on 60 parking spaces, three
shall be handicapped parking.
The parking stalls are 9x18 ft with 24 ft travel lanes.
Parking is based on 5 spaces per 1,000sf of building space.
Assuming a 12,000sf building the required number of spaces is
60. The number of parking spaces required by the County
ordinances will take about 0.5 acres. This area allows for an
adequate access width. Assuming good soil quality exists on site,
the pavement cross section will be eight inches of stone as a base
material and two inches of pavement. Road improvements
(turning lanes) may be necessary.
The building will cover about 0.6 acres, allowing for
sidewalks, planting areas and other green space. Storm water
management will be necessary, unless a regional facility already
exists. The size of the facility will be about 0.5 acres in area.
Therefore, the entire lot will need to be about two acres in size.

I

County.
3.

Landscaping will be standard vegetation as required by the

Opinion of Probable Cost:
12,000sf x $150/sf =

$1,800,000

Contingency (20 %)

360,000

Total

$2,160,000
(excluding site acquisition)

You will note that site acquisition has not been included.
This will need to be added into the total cost of the project.
Design fees have not been included since the developer will
contract for these services. Annual payments are similar to the
renovation costs.
Cost advantages to this option are: Federal, State, and
Private Sector funds are available to off-set Local costs. There
would be a build-up of equity. The amortization would be at a
fixed rate (not subject to annual adjustment). There would be a
shifted use of revenues once the payments are completed.
D.

Option 3 Adaptive Re-Use of Existing Building Site
This option is based on renovated and or new construction to
have all facilities under one roof at an existing County-owned facility, such
as the Middle School site.
1.

Criteria evaluation
Because there would be renovated facility, all of the
building considerations could be met eliminating duplication of
spaces which can be shared by all departments.
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A site design could be selected that would satisfy most all
of the site considerations, as if you were building on a new site.
2.

Site evaluation
A school use appears to require fewer parking spaces per
square foot of space. The area may be available to increase the
size of the parking lot. However, if the existing building is larger
than 12,000sf then the number of spaces may be adequate.
The selected site within the County will most likely have
existing adequate utilities, such as an eight-inch water line to be
provide fire protection and a six - to eight- inch sewer.
The site may be relatively flat which will provide
appropriate ADA accessibility. Based on 60 parking spaces, three
shall be handicapped parking.
p

Road improvements (turning lanes) should already be in

place.
The building will cover about 0.6 acres, allowing for
sidewalks, planting areas and other green space. Storm water
management will be necessary, unless a regional facility already
exists. The size of the facility will be about 0.5 acres in area.
Therefore, the entire lot will need to be about two acres in size.
Landscaping will be standard vegetation as required by the
County.
Opinion of probable cost
Renovation

TBD

Site work Allowance

$70,000

Contingency (20 %)

$

3.

Total

TBD

Cost advantages to this option are: Federal, State, and
Private Sector funds are available to off-set Local costs. There
would be a build-up of equity. The amortization would be at a
fixed rate (not subject to annual adjustment). There would be a
shifted use of revenues once the payments are completed.
However, if adequate water and sewer services were not
available, then these utilities would have to be brought to the site.
This situation might be encountered at some of the older facilities
within the County. The cost for this construction is dependent on
the length of line necessary. Depending on the location of the
facility and connection points, the utilities may be considered a

part of intentional development, or one phase of a larger project.
Using the Ralph Bunch property as an example and
assuming that the present service is not adequate, then it might
be possible to combine the water line portion with the RD work
previously known as the Purkins to Circle project.
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V.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Other considerations are present and may affect the decision making
process. We have tried to briefly address these factors below. These are not
exhaustive, but only put forth for contemplation.
A.

"Village" Concept
To help promote the "village" concept, the renovation of the
building can take on an appearance similar to the fagade of the King
George State Bank or other local buildings. This renovation can be the
beginning of a character style for other new or renovated buildings to
emulate in the future.

B.

Tenant Displacement
Should the County use the entire building for their purposes, then
the present tenants will have to be relocated. This may cause logistic and
financial disruption for them.

C.

Taxes
If the County is to purchase the existing building, the tax revenues
from the other tenants of the building will be lost.

D.

Income
The appraisal is based on income from the current vacant portion
of the existing building (Appraisal, page 19). However, if the County fills
all of the space with agencies, then the only income available is from
Health Services rent. This is not a significant amount, but it should help
offset some costs.
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VI.

CONCLUSION
The building which presently houses the Social Services, Health Services
and Virginia Tech Cooperative Extension is available for purchase. Each of
these agencies needs additional space, which totals almost 12,000sf. Major
renovations are necessary to allow adequate room and to bring the building up to
present codes.
If the County is to purchase the 12,000sf building and land, the annual
payment will be more $188,000 at 6% interest for 20 years. This will amount to
more than $7,000,000 for total payback over the life of the loan. In addition, the
County can begin to implement a "village" concept to update the external
appearance. This might be used for future renovation comparisons. Purchase of
the building and land will eliminate taxable local land and require the present
tenants to be relocated.
If the County builds on the present Administration complex, this will be in
keeping with the past "master plan" of the facility complex. Given this situation,
then the annual payments will be closer to $157,000, or total pay back of
$5,770,000. The space occupied by these agencies will be available for other
local companies to lease.
A "build to suit" arrangement appears to be an equivalent cost to
renovating the present building. However, the County does gain use of a newer
building with a potentially longer life span.
Should the County desire to renovate an existing County-owned facility,
then the costs may be reduced. If the chosen facility is already sprinkled and the
building envelope meets the energy efficiency ratio, then these are costs which
will not be incurred. Total annual loan payments cannot be estimated until the
building to be renovated is selected.
It appears that renovating an existing County-owned facility may be the
least expensive and most efficient use of funds. However, this statement is
made with the knowledge that a single facility has not been chosen, nor has a
code review been accomplished. But the implications are land and building have
already been purchased by the County, there is no reduction in taxable property
and no relocation of existing tenants.
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APPENDIXA
UniversityofKansasSpaceGuidelines

Planning: Personnel Space Standards: Open

Page 1 of 6

Personnel Space Standards: Open
The grouping of the open work station standards are based on:

* Furniture size or module: 30 x 60 or 36 x 72
* Sizes of space: same size space requirement
* Common furniture requirements: basic core unit such as a desk, a desk with return, or
a desk with return and 2 guest chairs that made up the bulk of the work station
Notes: The secondary isles included in the space standards for getting in and out of the
stations are 1'-6" for non-management stations and 2'-0" for non-supervisory and
supervisory stations. The clearances between the work surfaces are 3-0" for nonmanagement stations, 3'-6" for non-supervisory or supervisory stations. Because of the
clearance limitations in these stations, the length of the machine or reference returns are
also 3-0" and 3'-6" respectively.
Space Arrangements:
30" x 60" Furniture Module

Space Sizes & Area Descriptions
Non-Management Level 1

*Cla - 68 Sq. Ft.(8'x 8.5')

IoE D
I oL

.Furniture:
o Desk or table 30 x 60
o Desk chair
o Side chair 0 or 1 capacity
oVariables:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

none
credenza 20 x 60
work table 30 x 60
lateral files 18 x 36/42
vertical files 15 x 30, 2-4
units

f. shelves 15 x 36/42
*Job Assignments:Clerk, Processing
Clerk,
File Clerk, Management Assistant,
Supervisor Clerk, Office Clerk Assistant
Representative, Engineer Assistant,
Data Entry

[IT

http: ''

7 [ =1;Non-Management

Level

\.ukans.edu/cwis/units/itech/public htmlplanningperslo_std.html

1

32399

Planning: Personnel Space Standards: Open

[Pae 2 of'o

* C1b - 68 Sq. Ft.(8' x 8.5)
Furniture:
o Desk 30 x 60 with return 18 x 36

o Desk chair
f

oSidechair 0 or 1 capacity
o Variables:
None
b. credenza 20 x 60
c. work table 30 x 60
d. lateral file 18 x 36/42
e. vertical files 15 x 30, 2 units
f. shelves 15 x 36/42

ba.

*Job Assignments: Assistant
Supervisor, Secretary,
Executive Clerk, Supervisor Clerk,
Clerk,
Facilty Clerk, Clerical Assistant,
Stenographer,
Representative, Typist, Instructor

CD

Non-Management Level 2
* C2a - 80 Sq. Ft. (8' x 10')
* Furniture:
o Desk 30 x 60
Desk chair
o Guest chairs 2 capacity
o Variables:
a. credenza 20 x 60
b. work table 30 x 60
0

* Job Assignments:Sales Clerk,
Personnel Clerk

*

Non-Management Level 2

cWUL.LU*

C2b - 80 Sq. Ft. (8' x 10')
* Furniture:
0 Desk 30 x 60 with return 18 x 36
o Desk chair
o Guest chairs 2 capacity
o Variables:
a. credenza 20 x 60

http://ww-xw.ukans.edu'cwis/units/itech/oublic html/olanning/perslo std.html
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b. work table 30 x 60
c. computer filler 24 x 36
with reference surface 24 x
24
(no guest chairs)
Job Assignments: Audit Steno, Sales
Clerk

H

I

C.FNon-Management Level 3
* C3a - 100 Sq. Ft.(10' x 10')

* Furniture:
o
o
o
o
o

*

Desk 30 x 60
Lateral files 18 x 36/42, 2 units
Desk chair

Guest chairs 2 capacity
Variables:
1. credenza 20 x 60
2. work table 30 x 60

Job Assignments: Analyst, Assistant
Analyst,
Specialist, Assistant Specialist

Non-Management Level 3
*

C3b - 100 Sq. Ft.(10'x 10')

* Furniture:

15iI1

* o uDesk 30 x 60 with return 18 x 36
o Lateral files 18 x 36/42, 2 units
o Desk chair
o Guest chairs 2 capacity
o Variables:
a. credenza 20 x 60
b. work table 30 x 60
c. computer filler 24 x 36
& reference 24 x 24
(no guest chairs)
*

http:

w111u.ukans.edu/cwis/units/itec

Job Assignments: Secretary,
Stenographer,
Law Clerk, Sales Clerk
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Space Arrangements:
36" x 72" Furniture Module

Page 4 of

Space Sizes & Area Descriptions
Supervisory or Non-Supervisory Level I
* C4a - 100 Sq. Ft.(10' x 10')
* Furniture:
o Desk or table 36 x 72
o Desk chair
o Side chair 0-1 capacity
o Variables:
a. none
b. credenza 20 x 72
c. work table 30 x 72
d. lateral files 18 x 36, 2 units
e. vertical files 18 x 36, 2-4
units
f. shelves 15 x 36, 1-2 units
*

Job Assignments: Supervisor,
Assistant Supervisor, Drafting Clerk

Supervisory or Non-Supervisory Level 1
*

C4b - 100 Sq. Ft.(10' x 10')

C Furniture:

L

I Q5

TO

units

I

II

o Desk 36 x 72 with return 20/24 x
42
o Desk chair
o Side chair 0-1 capacity
o Variables:
a. none
b. credenza 20 x 72
c. work table 30 x 72
d. lateral files 18 x 36/42
e. vertical files 15/18 x 30, 2-3
f. shelves 15 x 36/42
g. computer filler 24 x 42
with reference surface 24 x
24
*

[

F

H

Job Assignments: Executive
Secretary, Secretary

Supervisory or Non-Supervisory Level 2

http:/'/w w.ukans.edu/cwis/units/itech/public html/planning/perslo std.html
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o

C5a - 130 Sq. Ft.(10' x 13')
*Furniture:
o Desk 36 x 72
o Desk chair
a Guest chairs 2 capacity
o Variables:
a. credenza 20 x 72
b. work table 36 x 72

*Job Assignments: Sales Assistant,
Assistant Supervisor, Personnel
Officer,
Marketing Assistant, Public Relations
Assistant

0I
0

L

OV

Supervisory or Non-Supervisory Level 2

© J q:' n* C5b - 130 Sq. Ft.(10'x

13')
Furniture:
o Desk 36 x 72 with return 20/24 x
42

[

Desk chair

a Guest chairs 2 capacity
SoVariables:
a. credenza 20 x 72
b. work table 36 x 72
c. computer filler 24 x 42
with reference surface 24 x
24
*

Job Assignments: Officer, Assistant
Officer

Supervisory or Non-Supervisory Level 3
* C6a - 150 Sq. Ft.(11.5'x 13')
* Furniture:
o Desk 36 x 72
o Lateral file 18 x 36 or 42, 2 units
o Desk chair
o Guest chairs 2 capacity
o Variables:
a. credenza 20 x 72
b. work table 30 x 72
*

Job Assignments: Administrative

http:/ 'www.ukans.edu'cisunits/itech/public html/planning/persio std.html
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Assistant,
Sales Specialist

Supervisory or Non-Supervisory Level 3

co0

0

0

* C6b - 150 Sq. Ft.(11.5'x 13')
*Furniture:
0 Desk 36 x 72 with return 20/24 x
42
o Lateral file 18 x 36 or 42, 2 units
o Desk chair
o Guest chairs 2 capacity
o Variables:
a. credenza 20 x 72
b. work table 36 x 72
c. computer filler 24 x 36
with reference surface 24 x
24
*Job Assignments: Accounting
Secretary,
Sales Secretary, Auditor Assistant,
Legal Secretary
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Group Space Standards: Support Spaces: Storages
The support spaces are organized according to:

* Type of furniture
* Type of activity or usage
Each area of study includes the furniture, clearances for using the furniture and half of a
secondary isle. Some support spaces such as files and shelves also include a group study
for departments that requires 10 units or more. When an area requires a large clusters of
files or shelves, the standard space requirements for each unit will be reduced since they
will be dense grouped together and share the same circulation space. The square footage
requirement of a group unit is the average square footage for the total group. In most
cases, a group is based on a quantity of 10 units.
Space Arrangements:Files

Space Sizes & Area Descriptions
Lateral File
* Dia - 16 Sq. Ft.(3'6" x 4'6")
e Furniture Size: 18"-20" x 36"W
* Storage Capacitiies:
o 2 drawers - 6 lineal ft.
o 3 drawers - 9 lineal ft.
o 4 drawers - 12 lineal ft.
o 5 drawers - 15 lineal ft.

Lateral File, Group (for 10 or more units)
* Dlb - 13 Sq. Ft.
Based on 10 units, 7'x 18'=126 Sq. Ft.
* Furniture Size: same as Dia
* Storage Capacity per unit: same as
Dla

Vertical File
. D2a - 12 Sq. Ft. (6'x 2')
a Furniture Size: 15"/18" x 30"W
* Storage Capacities:
o 2 drawers - 2.5 lineal ft.
o 3 drawers - 5 lineal ft.
http://www.ukans.edu/cwis/units/itech/public
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o 4 drawers - 7.5 lineal ft.
o 5 drawers - 10 lineal ft.

Vertical File, group (for 10 or more units)
D2b - 9 Sq. Ft.
Based on 20 units. 10'x 18'=180 Sq.
Ft.
* Furniture Size: same as D2a
* Storage Capacity per unit: same as
D2a
*

I

I

1I

I

Plan File

* D3 - 36 Sq. Ft.(6' x 6')
* Furniture size: 36" x 46"/48"W
* Storage Capacities: 2"-2 1/2" high
drawer unit
o 5 drawers - 1 lineal ft.
o 10 drawers - 2 lineal ft.

Hanging File
* D4 - 49 Sq. Ft. (7'x 7')
* Furniture Size: 48" x 18"/24"W

Roll/Tube File
* D5 - 42 Sq. Ft. (6'x 7')
* Furniture Size: 18"/24" x 30"/36"W
* Storage Capacity: 50 - 60 tubes (3" - 4"
tubes)

http:,twn.ukans.edLciis,'units/itechipublic html/planning/supstor.html
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Space Arrangements:Storages

Space Sizes & Area Descriptions

EE

Storage Cabinet:Supplies

Paue 3of 4

* Ela - 20 Sq. Ft.(4'6'x 4'6")
* Furniture Size: 18"/24" x 36"W
* Storage Capacities:
o 3 shelves - 9 lineal feet
o 4 shelves - 12 lineal feet
o 5 shelves - 15 lineal feet
o 6 shelves - 18 lineal feet

Storage Cabinet, Group (for 10 or more
units)
* Elb - 14 Sq. Ft.(for 10 or more units)
Based on 10 units, 8'x 18'= 144 sq. ft.
* Furniture Size: same as Ela
* Storage Capacity per unit: same as
Ela

Storage Cabinet:Coats
* E2 - 20 Sq. Ft.(4'6" x 4'6")
* Furniture Size: 24" x 36"W
* Storage Capacity: 9-12 coats

Open Shelves:Books & Binders
Fla - 14 Sq. Ft.(3'x 4'6")
.Furniture Size: 12"/15" x 36"W
*Storage Capacity: 9-12 coats
*

Open Shelves, Group (for 10 or more units)
* Flb - 10 Sq. Ft.(5'6" x 18')
Based on 10 units, 5'6" x 18'= 99 sq. ft.
* Furniture Size: same as Fla
* Storage Capacity per unit: same as
Fla

http: ww-"w.ukans.edu/civNis/"units/'itech/public_html/planning/sup_stor.html
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Personnel Spaces Standards: Private
The grouping of the private offices are based on:

* Personnel hierarchy within the company
* Number of building modules necessary for the furniture arrangement
Space Arrangements:
5'x 5'Building Module

Space Sizes & Area Descriptions

Executive Level 1 Office
* Al - 500 Sq. Ft.(20'x 25')

o Furniture:
Executive desk 36 x 72
o Crendenza 20 x 72 w/wo storage
-

--

module

-

UU

SoExecutive chair

oGuest chairs 2-4 capacity
o Soft seatings 5-6 capacity

I

*

Job Assignments: Chairman, President

3_Executive

Level 2 Office

* A2 - 400 Sq. Ft. (20'x 20')

* Furniture:
oExecutive desk 36 x 72

o Crendenza 20 x 72 w/wo

overhead storage
o Executive chair
o Guest chairs 2 capacity
o Soft seatings 4-5 capacity

. Job Assignments: Senior Vice
President

Executive Level 3 Office

3 A3 - 375 Sq. Ft.(15'x 25')
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*

Furniture:

Executive desk 36 x 72
oCrendenza 20 x 72 w/wo

overhead storage
o Executive chair
a Guest chairs 2-3 capacity
o Soft seatings 3-4 capacity
. Job Assignments: Vice President,
Assist Vice President

Management Level 1 Office
--

* A4 - 300 Sq. Ft.(15' x 20')

* Furniture:
o Management desk 36 x72
0 Crendenza 20 x72 or work table
36x72
o Management chair
o Guest chairs 2 capacity
o Soft seatings 3-4 capacity
* Job Assignments: Assist Vice
President,
Department Head, General Manager

Management Level 2 Office
o A5 - 225 Sq. Ft.(15' x 15')
. Furniture:

I

Management desk 36 x 72
o Crendenza 20 x 72 or work table
36 x 72
0

Management chair

o Guest chairs 2 capacity
o Soft seatings 2 capacity

* Job Assignments: Division Head,
Director

Mid-Management Level 1 Office
* A6 - 150 Sq. Ft.(10'x 15')

http://ww.ukans.edu/cwis/units/itech/public html/planning/perslpstd.html
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~Furniture:
0 Mid-management desk 36 x 72
o Crendenza 20 x 72 or work table
36 x 72
o Management chair
o Guest chairs 2 capacity

* Job Assignments: Manager, Assistant
Manager,
Assistant Director, Attorney,
Accountant,
Treasurer, Auditor, Senior Professional
staff

Mid-management Level 2 Office

* A7 - 100 Sq. Ft.(10' x 10')
* Furniture:
o Mid-Management desk 30 x 60
o Crendenza or secondary desk
o Desk chair
o Guest chairs 2 capacity
* Job Assignments: Junior Manager,
Specialist,
Bookkeeper, Professional Staff
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Group Space Standards: Special Use Spaces: Waiting
Conferences
Space Arrangements:Waiting &
Conference Areas

Space Sizes & Area Descriptions
Waiting Area, 1-2 Capacities

3 11 - 75 Sq. Ft.(7'6"

x 10')

* Furniture:
a. 2 lounge chairs
b. 1 side table

Waiting Area, 3-4 Capacities
* 12 - 150 Sq. Ft.(10'x 15')

* Furniture:
o 1 sofa & 1 lounge chair
o 1 coffee table
1end table
0 1 planter

3

Waiting Area, 5-7 Capacities
* 13 - 200 Sq. Ft. (12'6" x 15')
*Furniture:
o a. 1 sofa & 1 lounge chair
o 1 coffee table
o 1 end table
o 2 pull up chairs
o 1 planter

FE

Conference Area, Open or Semi-Private

30
http:.;'

* J1 - 100 Sq. Ft. (10'x 10')
* Furniture:
1 table, round or rectangular
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4 conference chairs

Conference Room, 4-6 Capacities
* J2 - 150 Sq. Ft. (10'x 15')
I Furniture:
0 1 conference table

o 4-6 conference chairs
a

1 counter/storage

Conference Room, 6-8 Capacities
* J3 - 225 Sq. Ft. (15' x 15')
*Furniture:
a 1 conferencetable
a 6-8 conference chairs

Conference Room, 8-10 Capacities
J4 - 400 Sq. Ft. (15' x 20')
*Furniture:
conference table
a8-10 conference chairs

O1

Conference Room, 18-22 Capacities

* J5- 700 Sq. Ft. (20'x 35')
Li-

Furniture:
0 1 conference table
a 18-22 conference chairs
a compact audio visual & storage

http: www.ukans.edu/cwis/"untsitech'public htmlplanning/spec-waitconf.html
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IIL

Auditorium Conference

* J6a - 1050 Sq. Ft. (25'x 40')
* Furniture:
o 25-30 conference chairs
Sorear

projection room w/

work area, storage & counter

C

0

0i00

Auditorium Conference Seating Module

*J6b - 20 Sq. Ft.

100000001

000000000
I0000

0Igroup

Note: Based on an average of seating
capacity for 32.
Total area is 22.5' x 29'. It
includes clearances for 2 major
isles, half of a center isle
and half of the seating clearance

for the next row. The half center

isle accounts for another seating
to the right.

000000000
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Auditorium Conference Projection
Module

3]
il-.

J6b -varies

I\*

o screen size 4'= 7 x 20
!

Page 4 of 4

l l

140 Sq.

\Ft.
o screen size 6'= 9 x 24 =216 Sq.
Ft.
o screen size 8'= 14 x 28 = 392

Sq. Ft.
o screen size 10' = 17 x 32 = 544
Sq. Ft.
o screen size 12'= 20 x 36 = 720
Sq. Ft.
Note: Base on relative ratio between
image size and room depth using
1.7 x image size plus additinal
clearance for adjacent storage
and work areas.
*Furniture:
o dual rear projection equipement
o counter and storage
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APPENDIXB
BCOMSpaceGuidelines

A/E Monual
701A.2

New Construction: Building area and volume are calculated in units of total gross square feet

and total gross cubic feet. according to the guidelines listed below.
701A.2.1 Building area shall be calculated according to Figure 701A - 1.
701A.2.2 Building volume shall be the sum of the volume of all levels calculated by multiplying the floor area (as calculated according to Figure 701A-1) at each level by the distance
between the base floor level of successive floors. At the top level the floor area shall be multiplied by the distance between the top floor and average height to the top of roof surfaces
(excluding parapets and other minor roof projections). Volumes for buildings with varying roof
heights are calculated by the same method, but separately, under each roof and then summed.
701A.2.3 Piling, foundations and power plant exhaust stacks are not included in area and
volume calculations. When performing cost estimates, list costs for these items separately.
701A.3 Renovations: Calculation of the building area for renovation work within existing buildings
shall include only spaces where physical alterations are to be made.
701A.3.1 Use the actual area for each space renovated, at least 70% of the entire floor orceiling
surfaces are being altered in which case the entire floor area would be used.
701A.3.2 Plumbing, HVAC and/or electrical systems work is calculated on the basis of the area
modified or served. An example would be: HVAC or lighting modifications to serve 300 square
feet of floor area would calculate at 300 square feet. Plumbing modifications to a toilet space
would calculate in the area of the whole toilet room.
701A.3.3 Building volume for renovation work is not applicable, unless specifically requested
by a BCOM reviewer.
Section 701B Guidelines for Office Space Planning:
These guidelines are used for evaluating areas of common types of spaces. The guidelines are included in
the Manual to help in planning space sizes. Spaces which exceed the guidelines, any special space needs
or special features required may need further explanation or justification in the Basis of Design.
Space Category&Type of Room or Space

Area Guideline

Remarks

256 sf
192 sf
168 sf
144 sf
120 sf
120 sf
96 st
64 sf
64 sf

16'x 16'
12'x 16'
12'X 14'
12'X 12'
12'X 10'
12'X 10'
per person
per person
per person

Offices
Agency Head
Deputy Agency Head
1st Level Below Agency Head
2nd Level Below Agency Head
3rd Level Below Agency Head
Private
Semi-private
Cubicle
Open Plan

7 -21

A/E Manual
110 sf
100 sf
64 sf
64 sf
15 sf

Examining Room
Testing Room
Interview Area
Clerical Area
Conference Room

10' X 1l'
10 X 10,
per person
per person
per person

Assembly - Auditorium, Meeting, Theater, Lecture Hall/Room
10 sf
Fixed Seats (incl. aisle space)
10 sf
Chairs, not fixed
15 sf
Tables and Chairs
3 sf
Standing/Observation Space

per seat
per person
per person
per person

Educational Spaces
Classroom, 10 - 49 stations
Classroom, 50 - 99 stations
Lecture, over 100 stations
Laboratory, Biology &Chemistry
Laboratory, Engineering
Laboratory, Physics or Geology
Laboratory, Art &Architecture
Lab Storage, Biology &Chemistry
Lab Storage, Engineering
Lab Storage, Physics or Geology
Lab Storage, Art &Archiecture

20 sf
15 sf
10 sf
45 sf
60 sf
40 sf
60 sf
10 sf
10 sf
8 st
10 sf

per station
per station
per station
per station
per station
per station
per station
per station
per station
per station
per station

Bedroom
Lounge &Recreation Space
Storage Space

115 sf
25 sf
10 sf

perbed
perbed
perbed

Stack Space
Reading Space
Library Services

0.08 st
10 st
2.5 st

perbook
per user
peruser

Food Service, Food Courts, Dining Halls
Dining Areas
Serving Line and Counters
Kitchen and Food Preparation
Food Storage
Dishwashing Area
Receiving Area
Waste or Garbage Area

15 sf
1.5 sf
2.5 sf
1.5 sf
0.7 sf
0.4 sf
0.3 sf

per seat
per seat
per seat
per seat
per seat
per seat
per seat

Recreation Buildings
Bleacher Seats
Locker Area
Weight Room
Exercise and Aerobics Area

5 sf
20 st
50 sf
20 sf

per person
perlocker
per station
per person

Dormitory

Library

NOTE: These guidelines shall not be used for calaculating maximum occupancies of spaces or occupancy for egress!
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COMPLETE APPRAISAL - SLMLARY REPORT
Office Building "B"
The Village Center
King George County, Virginia

JRES File #9416-98

PREPARED FOR
Mr. Chris Hallberg
608 William Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401

DATE OF VALUE ESTLIATE
25 August 1998

DATE REPORT ISSUED
15 September 1998

PREPARED BY
William R. Johnson,MAT
Johnson Real Estate Services, Inc.
401 Chatham Square Office Park
Fredericksburg, VA 22405

JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES. INC.
Reai Estate Evaiation
C AcUAM

S

3OREDERICKSBUAG.

RUARE :F=CEDARK
VIRGiNiA 221C45

TELEPHONE (540) 371-8976

S5 September

1998

Mr. Chris Hallberg
608 William Street
Fredericksbure. VA 22401
Re:

Complete Appraisal - Summary Report

Office Building "B"
The Village Center
King George County. Virginia

JRES File #9416-98
Dear Mr. Hallber2:
At your request. I have inspected the above referenced property more fully described in the body of this

summary report and assembled data indicative of the "as is" market value of the leased fee interest.
I submit this summary appraisal report which is intended to comply with the reporting requirements set

forth under Standards Rule 2-2(b) of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP)
for a summary appraisal report. As such. it presents only summary discussions of the data, reasoning.
and analyses that were used in the appraisal process to develop the appraiser's opinion of value.
Supporting documentation concerning the data. reasoning, and analysis is retained in the appraiser's file.

The depth of discussion contained in this report is specific to the needs of the client and for the intended
use stated in this report. The appraiser is not responsible for unauthorized use of the report.
Based on my analysis of the data, subject to the assumptions. limiting conditions. and definitions set forth
in this report, it is my opinion that the "as is" market value of the leased fee interest of the subject
property as of 25 August 1998, was:

SIX HUNDRED TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
($620,000)
Thank you for this opportunity to be of service. If I can be of any further assistance. please advise.

Respectfully submitted.
JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES,-FNC-.¾

William R. Jo
President
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS:
General Assumptions
1I

This is a Summary Appraisal Report which is intended to comply with the reporting requirements
set forth under Standard Rule 2-2(b) of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
for a Summary Appraisal Report. As such, it might not include full discussions of the data,
reasoning, and analyses that were used in the appraisal process to develop the appraiser's opinion
of value. Supporting documentation concerning the data, reasoning, and analyses is retained in
the appraiser's file. The information contained in this report is specific to the needs of the client
and for the intended use stated in this report. The appraiser is not responsible for unauthorized
use of this report.

2.

The owner of record is assumed to have a marketable Leased Fee Interest with no encumbrances
that cannot be cleared through normal channels.
The information on which this appraisal is based has been obtained from sources normally used
by Johnson Real Estate Services. Inc. and is considered to be reliable, but is in no sense
guaranteed.

4.

The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable. However. no warranty is ziven for
its accuracy.

.

Johnson Real Estate Services. Inc. reserves the right to alter its opinion of value on the basis of
information withheld or not discovered in the normal course of a diligent investigation.

6.

The appraiser assumes no responsibility for the legal description or matters of a legal nature
affecting the property or the title thereto. The appraiser does not render any opinion as to title.
which is assumed to be good and marketable.

7.

Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed.

8.

It is assumed that there is full compliance with all applicable federal, state and local
environmental regulations and laws unless noncompliance is stated. defined and considered in the
appraisal report.

9.

It is assumed that all applicable zoning and use regulations and restrictions have been complied
with, unless a nonconformity has been stated, defined and considered in the appraisal report.

10.

It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy, consents or other legislative or
administrative authority from any local, state or national government or private entity or
organization have been or can be obtained or renewed for any use on which the value estimate
contained in this report is based.
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11.

The appraiser is not required to give testimony or appear in court because of having made this
appraisal with reference to the property in question, unless arrangements have been previously
made therefore. The fee charged for this appraisal does not include payment for court testimony
or for further consultation.

12.

No opinion of an engineering nature is intentionally expressed or implied and no responsibility is
assumed for matters of this nature.

13.

No survey was made especially for this appraisal.
otherwise provided, are assumed to be correct.

14.

No engineering survev has been made by the appraiser. Except as specifically stated. size and
area were taken from sources considered reliable and no encroachment of real property
improvements is assumed
to exist.

I

Maps, plats and exhibits are for illustration only as an aid in visualizing matters discussed within
the report. They should not be considered as surveys or relied upon for any other purpose.

16.

It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil or
structures that render it more or less valuable. No responsibility is assumed for such conditions
or for arranging for engineering studies that may be required to discover them.

17.

No opinion is expressed as to the value of subsurface oil, gas or mineral rights. The property is
not subject to surface entry for the exploration or removal of such materials except as is expressly
stated.

18.

Disclosure of the contents of the appraisal is governed by the Bylaws and Regulations of the
professional organizations with which Johnson Real Estate Services. Inc. is affiliated.

19.

Acceptance of andior use of this report constitutes acceptance of these assumptions and limiting
conditions.

20.

This report is intended to comply with the Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice of the Appraisal Institute. It is further intended to comply with the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) and the guidelines set forth by the Financial Institution's
Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA).

Property lines. area. etc.. of record or

Limiting Conditions
1.

Possession of this report, or a copy, does not carry with it the right of publication.

2.

Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to value,
identity of the appraiser or firm with which he is connected or any reference to the Appraisal
Institute or the MAI or SRA designations) shall be disseminated to the public through the
advertising media or any other public means of communication without the prior written consent
and approval of Johnson Real Estate Services. Inc. and the signatories of the report. Acceptance
of and/or use of this report constitutes acceptance of these restrictions.

Johnson Real Estate Services. Inc. (9416.

98)

3.

The distribution, if any, of the total valuation inthis report between landand improvements
applies only under the stated program of utilization. The separate allocations for land and
buildings must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if so used.

4.

The forecasts. projections or operating estimates contained herein are based upon current market
conditions, anticipated short term supply and demand factors and a continued stable economy.
These forecasts are, therefore, subject to'changes in future conditions.

5.

Load bearing capacity of subsoil is assumed to be adequate for the present and proposed
utilizations. but no borings or engineering studies have been made especially for this appraisal and
the value conclusion could be affected by such information.

6.

The appraiser has not been supplied with building plans and specifications, site plans. surveys or
occupancy permits. No responsibility or representation is assumed or made for any costs
associated with obtaining same or for any deficiencies discovered before or after they are
obtained.

7.

William R. Johnson has personally inspected the subject property and found no obvious evidence
of structural deficiencies except as stated in this report: however, no responsibility for hidden
defects or conformity to specific governmental requirements. such as fire, building and safety or
occupancy codes, can be assumed without provision of specific professional or governmental
inspections.

8.

No termite inspection report was made available. William R. Johnson personally inspected the
subject property and found no significant evidence of termite damage or infestation.

9.

Unless otherwise stated in this report, the appraiser makes no representation or warranties as to
the adequacy or conditions of appliances, electrical systems, plumbing and heating, air
conditioning, presence of insulation, adequacy or condition of structural systems or any other
subsystem within the property. The appraiser assumes no responsibility for any cost incurred to
discover or correct any deficiencies present in the property.

10.

Unless otherwise stated, no consideration in the valuation process has been given to mineral
deposits (oil, gas. coal, gravel. etc.) or timber, if any. that may be found on the subject.

11.

Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous material. which may or may not
be present on the property, was not observed by the appraiser. The appraiser has no knowledge
of the existence of such materials on or in the property. The appraiser, however, is not qualified
to detect such substances. The presence of substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam
insulation or other potentially hazardous materials may affect the value of the property. The
value estimate is predicated on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the property
that would cause a loss in value. No responsibility is assumed for any such conditions or for any
expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover them. The client is urged to retain an
expert in this field, if desired.
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12.

On January 26. 1992. the American With Disabilities Act (ADA) took effect. This report has not
considered this act and the impact it may have on the subject with respect to general compliance
and renovation costs. Should a report be provided which indicates a required renovation. I
reserve the right to amend this report.

13.

The appraiser has prepared this report in compliance with the Competency Provision explicitly
detailed in the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice USPAP). The appraiser is
fully experienced in the appraisal of this product type.

APPRAISERS CERTIFICATION:
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
1.

The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

2.

The reported analysis, opinions and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and
limiting conditions. and are my personal, unbiased professional analyses, opinions and
conclusions.
I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report. and I
have no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved.

4.

My compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined value or direction in
value that favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value estimate, the attainment of a
stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event.

5.

My reported analysis, opinions and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared. in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

6.

William R. Johnson. MAI has made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of
this report.

7.

No one provided significant professional assistance to the person signing this report.

8.

The appraiser has performed within the context of the competency provision of the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

9.

This report was not based on a requested minimum valuation. a specific valuation, or the approval
of a loan.

10.

I currently hold an appropriate state certification allowing the performance of real estate
appraisals in connection with federally related transactions in the state in which the subject
property is located.
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11.

As of the date of this report, William R. Johnson. MAI has completed the requirements of the
continuing education program of the Appraisal Institute.

Based on my analysis of the data. subject to the assumptions, limiting conditions. and definitions set forth
in this report, it is my opinion that the "as is" market value of theleased fee interest of the subject
property as of 25 August 1998. was:
SIX HLNDRED TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
($620.000)

JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES. INC

William R. Jo
President

on. MAI
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PURPOSE OF THE APPRAISAL:
The purpose of this appraisal is to estimate the "as is" market value of the leased fee interest in the subject
property as of the 25 August 1998.
Market Value is defined by the federal financial institutions regulatory agencies as follows:
Market Value means "the most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and
open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale. the buyer and seller each acting prudently
and knowledgeably. and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this
definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date'and the passing of title from seller
to buyer under conditions whereby:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Buyer and seller are typically motivated:
Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consider their
own best interests:
A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial arrangements
comparable thereto: and
The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special
or creative financing or sale concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale."

INTENDED USE OF THE REPORT:
This appraisal is intended
Hallberg in connection with possible sale of subject property.

to

assist the client. Mr. Chris

INTEREST VALUED: Leased Fee

DATE OF VALUE ESTIMATE: 25 August 1998

DATE OF REPORT:

15 September 1998

APPRAISAL DEVELOPMENT AND REPORTING PROCESS:
The scope of this assignment is to conduct the investigations necessary to gather sufficient data from
which an opinion of value can be derived.
An inspection of the subject property and its neighborhood was conducted to determine the physical
features and condition of the subject and the environment in which it is located. A search of municipal
records was then done to ascertain the current and historical assessments and ownership data regarding the
property. Contacts were made with other municipal authorities (public works and utilities. zoning
administration, planning, etc.) to determine compliance or non-compliance of local, state and federal
regulations.
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Properties similar to the subject were explored throughout the area to determine existing and proposed
inventory, supply and demand and marketability of properties within the subject classification. A
thorough research effort was conducted to extract market data to be used in the application of the
traditional approaches to value.
The most pertinent of this data has been reported and every effort was made to verify the authenticity of
this information from public records and personal interviews. To the best of my ability, the research.
analysis, and interpretation of the information in the market place was completed in accordance with
sound appraisal principles and the opinions and conclusions of value are considered to be reasonable and
reliable.
To develop the opinion of value, the appraiser performed a complete appraisal process as defined by the
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. This means that no departures from Standard I
were invoked.
Valuation of the subject property in this instance includes consideration of the three traditional approaches
to value. Cost Approach. Sales Comparison Approach, and Income Capitalization Approach. These
separate value estimates were reconciled to arrive at a final value estimate for subject property.
To develop the opinion of value. the appraiser performed a complete appraisal process as defined by the
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. This means that no departures from Standard I
were invoked.
This summary appraisal report is a brief recapitulation of the appraiser's data. analysis. and conclusions.
Supporting documentation is retained in the appraisers file.

DESCRIPTION OF REAL ESTATE APPRAISED:
Location Description
King George County was named after King George I of England. It has been home to many prominent
old Virginia families and is the birthplace of James Madison. fourth president of the United States. The
county served as the principle home of many prominent families and many remarkable individuals that
helped settle the once vast wilderness.
King George played varied roles in the Civil War. The Potomac and Rappahannock Rivers were utilized
by Union and Confederate gun boats. The Union army used many of the old homes and churches in the
county as shelters, stables, headquarters and hospitals. Rokeby. one of the large plantation houses of the
county, was used as headquarters by General A. E. Burnside during the Battle of Fredericksburg.
King George is a beautiful, rural county steeped in history. It is a quaint county that strives to maintain a
high quality of life for its citizens and has much potential for the future. The maintenance of this historic
heritage serves to benefit the quality of life by acquainting residence with King George's rich past.
Although growth has occurred over the past several years. King George County remains a rural entity and
a "bedroom" community to Northern Virginia as are the other cities and counties in the RADCO District.
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This is the result of the countys road network presently serving two major highways. State Route 3 is the
main eastwest connector of traffic to the county from interstate 95 in the Fredericksburg area to the
Northern Neck. U. S. Route 301 is the only existing four-lane roadway within the county. It serves as
the principle north/south interstate connector from Richmond to the Washington-Baltimore area. As
interstate-95 has become congested. U.S. Route 301 in King George has become an alternate route for
interstate travelers which want to by-pass the Washington. DC, area.
The main deterrent to growth in the county has been lack of central utilities. Only those areas within the
Dahlgren Sanitary District have central utilities available to it. Both the water and sewage systems
accommodate existing demand but this will expire if present growth trends continue. It is evident from
the previous statistics that King George county and theRADCO Planning District have enjoyed several
years of expansion.
As utilities expand or become available, those areas most likely to experience development and growth are
the eastern and western portions of the county. These areas are closest to high-growth counties and
served by good road systems.
Neighborhood Description
Subject is physically located on the north side of U.S. Route 3 between State Route 205 and 206 which
connect the neighborhood with U.S. Route 301. a main arterial highway connecting Baltimore, Maryland
and Richmond, Virginia.
The area is a mixture of commercial, residential, and public uses.
Approximately
mile west of the subject lies the county seat with the courthouse, sheriffs department.
and the King George public library.
Continuing west toward Route 612 are a number of small car dealerships. parts and service establishments
for autos and plumbing, the U.S. Post Office, the First Virginia Bank. and the King George State Bank.
The newest commercial development is a proposed Food Lion Shopping Center located on the north side
of Route 3 approximately 0.25 miles west of Route 206. It is scheduled for completion in June 1999.
Going east from subject on the south side of Route 3 is a retail/office center known as Fox Town Square.
It is 100% leased to six tenants with rents ranging from $9.00 to $12.00 per SF. Adjacent to Fox Town
Square is a small frame building housing the King George Farm Bureau. Further east is a new complex
the newspaper and office uses with rents ranging from $10.00 to S12.00 per SF.
The subject neighborhood appears to be in a stable life cycle with some development of commercial land
along U.S. Route 3. Within the last five years a number-of convenience and service buildings with
vacancies running from 0-10%. Future growth within subject neighborhood should be gradual as the
county seat expands and economic conditions continue to improve resulting in increased population and
commercial services.
Property Description
Subject is a portion of a three building development situated on 4.1756 acres of commercially zoned land
known as "The Village Center". At the client's request, the appraiser abstracted Building "B" for
valuation purposes. As such, this report is of Office Building "B" which contains 12,000 SF of gross
building area and 2.30 acres of commercially zoned land which is the proportionate area attributable to
subject on a per SF of gross building. Following is a brief description of the improvements.
9
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Design:

One story brick structure with 6.000 SF of gross building area
on the first floor with full finished walk-out basement
containing 6.000 SF for a total of 12.000 SF of gross building
area. Currently two tenants occupy the building as follows:
1 Floor
1 Floor
Lower Level

Vacant
VA State Dept of Health
King George County

3.000 SF
3.000 SF
6.000 SF

Age:

16 Years

Buildin2 Footprint:

Improvements measure 100 feet in width bN 60 feet in depth
with buildin2 height of approximately 12 feet (from slab
flooring to roof).

Exterior Construction:

Concrete slab structure, brick on all four sides, exterior walls
brick, tar and gravel flat roof with metal gutters and
downspouts on the north side of the building.

Windows/'Doors:

Standard entrance doors with wood double hung windows.

Interior Features:
Walls and Partitions -

One half inch painted plasterboard walls on 2" x 4" studs.

Ceiling -

Suspended acoustical tile ceiling with 8' height.

Floors -

Standard builder grade carpeting or vinyl over cement.

Lighting -

Recessed fluorescent lighting.

Electrical -

Separately metered to accommodate up to eight tenants with
200 amp electrical service each.

Heating Cooling -

Eight 2-ton electric heat pumps mounted on the roof.

Water/Sewer -

Sewage handled by the same septic system as the other two
office buildings within the Center and served by public water.

Bathrooms -

Each 3,000 SF tenant on the first floor has two half baths with
stock fixtures. The 6,000 SF leased by King George County in
the lower level has two half baths with stock fixtures and two
larger half baths with two stalls and single sink.

The improvements are of average plus construction and in average condition. They suffer from
deferred maintenance typical of buildings subject's age. The functional utility of the improvements is
good and due to its location on U.S. Route 3 and convenience to King George Courthouse. makes it a
convenient office location. No functional or external obsolescence was noted.
10
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ASSESSMENT:
Subject is identified by King George County Commissioner of Revenue as a portion of Tax Map 24161. The buildings are assessed separately and land value attributed proportionately. Following is the
most current assessment which purports to represent 100% of market value:

Land (2.3 acres)
Building

S 91.987
S405.000

Total

S496.987

The current real estate tax rate is SO.75 per S100 of assessed valuation indicating a 1998 tax liabilit
for subject of 53.727.

HIGHEST AND BEST USE:
Highest and Best Use "As Vacant".
Based on the physically possible. legally permissible, and
financially feasible uses for the subject site. the maximally productive use and highest and best use "as
vacant" is for commercial development. The most likely use is for office or secondary destination
oriented retail or service related development.
Highest and Best Use "As Improved". The highest and best use of the subject property "as improved"
is for use as an office building.

MARKETING PERIOD ANALYSIS:
It is estimated that a sale of the subject property at the market value estimated herein can be consummated
within a 6-12 month timeframe.

HISTORY OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY:
Title to the subject is in the name of King George Village Office Center Associates.

The last transfer

was 1 January 1984 when a Deed transferred the property from Frederick G. Davis and Barbara S.
Davis to the current owners. There has been no transfer of ownership interest for at least the past five
years. To the appraiser's knowledge. no sales contracts are-pending.
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COST APPROACH:
Site Valuation
Approximately seven sales were researched spanning a time period from August 1990 to present.
Based on these sales which have been retained in the appraisers file, a correlated market value for
subject of S1.00 per SF or5100.000 is estimated for subject site calculated as follows:
S1.00/SF x 100.188 SF = S100.188
Rounded:

$100.000

Improvement Valuation
MARSHALL VALUATION SERVICE
Office/Average Class "D''
Section 15. Page 17
Base Cost
Base Cost
Elevator Adjustment

S53-57
S0.00

H.V.A.C. Adjusment

S6 40

Adjusted Base Cost

S59.97

Multipliers
Perimeter (320')
Ceiling Height (10')
Current Cost Regional
Current Cost Local

0.9100
x 0.9530
x 1.0400
x 1.0100

Composite Multiplier

x

0.910938

Adjusted Base Cost Per SF

S54.63

Gross Building Area (SF)

12.000

Base Cost-Main Improvements

SF
$655,560

Site Improvements
Parking Lot &Site Work
Septic System
Water Line
Total Site Improvements

3100.000

S7.500
S1.500
S109,000
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Soft Costs
Financing
Hook-up Fees
Legal
Brokerage/Leasing
Totai Soft Costs

SIO.000
$5.000
$5.000
S7.200
327 200

Total Replacement Cost New Buding Imorovements
Entrepreneurial Profit

S791,760
0%

so

Replacement Cost New Including Profit

S791.760

Accrued Depreciation
Physical Deterioration
Curable
Incurable
Total Physical Deterioration

$25,000
$221,692
$246,692

Functional Deterioration

so

External Obsolescence

s0

Total Accrued Depreciation

S246.692

Depreciated Value of Improvements

$545.068

Add Estimated Land Value

S100 000

Value Indication via Cost Approach

S645068
Rounded:
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH:
The Sales Comparison Approach is the process in which market value is estimated by analyzing the sale
of similar properties and comparing these properties to the subject. The comparative techniques of
analysis used in the Sale Comparison Approach are fundamental to the valuation process. A major
premise of this approach is that the market value of a property is directly related to the prices of
comparable. competitive properties. It also is based on the principle of substitution, which states that
market value is a function of the availability of substitute properties which offer similar utility and
desirability.
The appraiser's research uncovered no office sales in the King George County market, therefore. the
market was expanded to include the Fredericksburg area. This search uncovered four sales deemed
comparable to subject. The sales all required significant adjusting but were the best comparables
available. Following is a summary of the four sales.

IMPROVES SALES SUMMARY
#
1

ADDRESS
512 Lafayette Blvd
City of Fredericksburg

2

3

Burke Hudson Bld2
500 Lafayette Blvd
City of Fredericksburg
F'burg Baptist Assoc

DEED DATE
7,10/97

I

SIZE/NRA
3.542

SALE PRICE
S300.000

6/19/92

14.634

S785.000

553.64

5/28/96

2.025

S191.300

S94.47

6/4/97

6.200

S600.000

S96.77

PRICE'SF
S84.70

_

_

400 Chatham Square
Stafford County

4

Amer Traffic Safety
5440 Jeff Davis Hwy
Spotsvlvania County

Conclusion - Sales Comparison Approach
The above sales have been adjusted to the subject property with an indicated per SF value estimate of
S50.00 per SF indicating market value via Sales Comparison Approach of5600.000.
12,000 SF x $50 = $600,000
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LIPROVED SALE #1

PROJECT NAME:
LOCATION/ADDRESS:
CITY/COUNTY'STATE:
TAX MAP NO.:
GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:
DEED DATE:
DATE RECORDED:
DEED BOOK/PAGE:
PROPERTY RIGHTS CONVEYED:
LAND AREA (AC):
GROSS BUILDING AREA:
NET RENTABLE AREA:
CORE FACTOR:
LAND TO BUILDING RATIO:
FLOOR AREA RATIO:
UTILITIES:
ZONING:
SALE PRICE:
PRICE PER SF (NRA):
NET OPERATING INCOME:
EXPENSE RATIO:
EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME
MULTIPLIER (EGIM):
OVERALL RATE:
EQUITY RATE:
FINANCING:
USE AT TIME OF SALE:
VERIFIED BY:
VERIFICATION DATE:
JRES USE CODE:
COMMENTS:

Multi-Tenant Office Building
512 Lafayette Boulevard
Fredericksburg, Virginia
94-1-512
Old Station Park Partnership
N. Brent Higginbotham and Doris Hi2inbotham
10 July 1997
25 July 1997
302/114
Leased Fee
0.4686
3.782
3.542
6.7%
5.4:1
18.5%
Electricity, telephone, water, sewer and natural gas
I-1

S300.000
S84.70
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Cash
Office
Deed Receipts, Appraisal Files
6/30/98
310
A ten year old two story brick multi-tenant office building with
3.782 SF of gross building area. Suites on the first floor
contain a kitchenette and half bath in addition to office area.
Suites on the second floor contain a half bath. Floor covering
includes commercial grade wall-to-wall carpet throughout the
offices and hallways with vinyl flooring in the bath. The
bathrooms have standard ceramic fixtures.
Condition of
improvements is rated average.
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LI1PROVED SALE #2

PROJECT NAME:
LOCATION/ADDRESS:
CITY/COUNTY/STATE:
TAX MAP NO.:
CENSUS TRACT NO.:
GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:
DEED DATE:
DATE RECORDED:
DEED BOOK/PAGE:
PROPERTY RIGHTS CONVEYED:
LAND AREA (AC):
GROSS BUILDING AREA:
NET RENTABLE AREA:
CORE FACTOR:
LAND TO BUILDING RATIO:
FLOOR AREA RATIO:
UTILITIES:
ZONING:
SALE PRICE:
PRICE PER SF (NRA):
FINANCING:

USE AT TIME OF SALE:
VERIFIED BY:
VERIFICATION DATE:
JRES USE CODE:
COMMENTS:

Burke Hudson Office Building
500 Lafayette Boulevard
Fredericksburg. Virginia
94-1-500
1
Cross Electric Company. formerly E. C. Electric Company
The 500 Lafayette Boulevard Partnership
19 June 1992
7 July 1992
252/148
Leased Fee
0.581
15.456 SF
14.634 SF
5.3%
1.43:1
61%
All
Industrial-1
5785,000
S53.64
Assumed S532.726 due to Fredericksburg Savings and Loan.
second Deed of Trust for $42.000 payable to Grantor, and third
Deed of Trust for S100.000 payable to John M. Albertine.
Multi-tenant office building
Hunter Greenlaw. Partner
6/20/94
310
A two-story. brick. walk-up. multi-tenant office building. It was
originally an automobile dealership constructed in 1964 and
totally renovated in 1988. Quality of construction and condition
at time of sale was rated average plus. There is a 24 car parking
lot to the rear of the improvements indicating one parking space
per 644 square feet of building area. No income and expense
information could be obtained, but according to the purchaser.
the property was approximately 85% leased at time of sale for
between S11.50 to $12.50 per square foot on full service terms.
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IMPROVED SALE #3

PROJECT NAME:
LOCATION/ADDRESS:
CITY/COUNTY/STATE:
TAX MAP NO.:
GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:
DEED DATE:
DATE RECORDED:
REFERENCE:
PROPERTY RIGHTS CONVEYED:
LAND AREA (AC):
GROSS BUILDING AREA:
NET RENTABLE AREA:
CORE FACTOR:
LAND TO BUILDING RATIO:
FLOOR AREA RATIO:
UTILITIES:
ZONING:
SALE PRICE:
PRICE PER SF (GBA):
NET OPERATING INCOME:
EXPENSE RATIO:
EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME
MULTIPLIER (EGIM):
OVERALL RATE:
EQUITY RATE:
FINANCING:
USE AT TIME OF SALE:
VERIFIED BY:
VERIFICATION DATE:
JRES USE CODE:
COMMENTS:

Fredericksburg Baptist Association
400 Chatham Square Office Park. Lot IA. Section 1
Stafford County. Virginia
54F-(13)-i-IA
F. Raymond Little
Trustees for the Fredericksburg Baptist Association
28 May 1996
28 May 1996
Instrument #960007249
Fee Simple
0.2797
2.025
2.025
N/A
6.02:1
16.6%
Electricity. telephone. water, sewer and natural gas
B-2
S191.300
S94.47
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Deed of Trust in amount ofS161.300 held by Fredericksburg
Savings and Loan.
Office
Buddy Fredette. Selling Agent
4/15/96
310
A seven year old single story brick office building with cedar
shake roof. Improvements contain 2.025 SF of gross building
area with construction features of brick walls. cedar shake
roofs, and average plus interior finish.
All ceilings are
suspended acoustical tile with florescent lighting.
Floor
covering includes commercial grade wall-to-wall carpet
throughout the offices and hallways with vinyl flooring in the
bath. The bath has standard ceramic fixtures. Condition of
improvements is rated average plus.
Purchased by an
owner/user to occupy as an office.
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IMPROVED SALE #4

PROJECT NAME:
LOCATION/ADDRESS:
CITY/COUNTY/STATE:
TAX MAP NO.:
GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:
DEED DATE:
DATE RECORDED:
DEED BOOK/PAGE:
PROPERTY RIGHTS CONVEYED:
LAND AREA (AC):
GROSS BUILDING AREA:
NET RENTABLE AREA:
CORE FACTOR:
LAND TO BUILDING RATIO:
FLOOR AREA RATIO:
UTILITIES:
ZONING:
SALE PRICE:
PRICE PER SF (GBA):
NET OPERATING INCOME:
EXPENSE RATIO:
EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME
MULTIPLIER (EGIM):
OVERALL RATE:
EQUITY RATE:
FINANCING:
USE AT TIME OF SALE:
VERIFIED BY:
VERIFICATION DATE:
JRES USE CODE:
COMMENTS:

Southpoint Business Park
5440 Jefferson Davis Highway, Southpoint Business Park
Spotsylvania County, Virginia
35-7-D
American Traffic Safety Services Association
Brent and Doris Higgenbotham
4 June 1997
10 June 1997
1465/334
Leased Fee
0.503 (21.920 SF)
6.200 SF
6.200 SF
N/A
3.54:1
28.28%
All available
Commercial-3
5600.000

S96.77
S58.200
3%
10.0
9.7%
N/A
Cash - tax free exchange
Office
Fitz Johnson, Agent
10 June 1997
310
Two story brick walk-up office building four years of age.
Quality of construction is rated good and location average plus.
Grantor leased back the property for a 24 month period at
S60.000 annually on triple net terms.
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INCOME CAPITALIZATION APPROACH:
Income producing real estate is typically purchased as an investment. and as such, earning power is the
critical element affecting property value. An investor who purchases income-producing real estate is
essentially trading present dollars for the right to receive future rental payments and reversion upon sale
of the property. The Income Capitalization Approach consists of methods. techniques. and mathematical
procedures used to analyze a property's capacity to generate benefits (i.e., income and reversion) and
convert those benefits into an indication of present value.
Potential Gross Income
Potential gross income is the income attributable to a property at 100c occupancy before vacancies and
operating expenses are deducted. Subject is 75% occupied and leased to two tenants. Just recently two
other tenants vacated. No historical information is available as the income and expenses for subject have
been grouped with the remaining two buildings.
Subject is currently under short term lease to King George County and Virginia State Department of
Health as follows:
Tenant:
Beginning Date:
Annual Rent:
Leased Space:

King George County
August 1998
S54,000 (S9.00/SF)
6.000 SF

Tenant:
Beginning Date:
Annual Rent:
Leased Space:

Virginia State Department of Health
January 1998
524.497 (S8.17/SF)
3,000 SF

As 3.000 SF is vacant, the market rent for this space must be estimated. Market rent is defined as the
rental income a property would most likely command in the open market at the time of valuation. In
order to estimate the market rent, rental data was analyzed on similar type properties in the area.
Following is a summary of the three rentals analyzed.

#
1
2
3

SUMMARY OF COMPARABLE RENTALS
Bldg
Term
Annual
Escalators
Size/SF
Rent/SF
King George Food Lion
54.000
3-5 vrs
S12.00
3% per year
Fox Town Square
5,500
3-5 yrs
S10.003% per year
$12.00
Journal Building
9.800
3-5 yrs
$10.00
3% per year
Project

Terms
Triple Net
Net
Net

Based on the above contract and market rentals, market rent for the vacant space within subject is
estimated at $8.00 per SF on net terms. Potential gross income for Year 1 is based on current contract
rentals and projected market rent of $8.00 per SF.
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Vacancy and Collection Loss
A review of office properties throughout Dahlgren and the King George Courthouse area indicate
vacancies ranging from 0-10%. A subject is an older project with new competition coming on-line. the
upper range of 10% has been estimated for subject's vacancy.
Annual Operating Expenses
The annual operating expenses for subject have been based on the historical expenses and historical
operating statements of other properties deemed similar. Estimated annual operating expenses for Year 1
is S21.162.
Summary - Income and Expense
Following is the estimated income and expense for Year 1.
Potential Gross Income

King George County
6.000 SF x S9.00/SF

S54.000

VA Health Dept
3.000 SF x S8.17'SF

24.497

Vacant

3.000 SF x S8.00/SF

24.000

Total Potential Gross Income

S102.497

Vacancv and Collection Loss (10%)

(SIO.250)

Effective Gross Income

S92.247

Expenses
S5.535
3.727

Management/Leasing (6%)

Real Estate Taxes
Insurance (SO.10/SF)

1.200

C.A.M. (SO.25/SF)
Repair/Maintenance ($0.25/SF)

3,000
3.000

Administrative (SO.10/SF)

1.200

Miscellaneous
Reserves

500
3.000

Total Expenses

(521.162)

Net Operating Income

(22.9%)

S71.085
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Direct Capitalization
In direct capitalization, a single year's projected income isconverted into a value indication ina single
step by dividing the income estimate by an appropriate, market derived income capitalization rate. This
overall capitalization rate (OAR) reflects the relationship between anticipated income (future benefits) and
market value (present worth) as evidenced by market participants.
Direct capitalization is most
appropriate when income and expense characteristics and relationships do not vary significantly over a
typical holding period.
Followine is a summary of the three market sales used in extracting a capitalization rate for subject:

LOCATION

SALE
DATE

BLDG
SIZE

Fredericksburg Health Dept

6/6/97

21.900 SF

S

5/3/96

6/4/97

SALE
PRICE

NOI

CAP
RATE

.000

S260,000

10.8%

10,430 SF

S1.350.000

S133.989

9.925%

6.200 SF

S600,000

S58.200

9.7%

608 Jackson Street

Fredericksburg
DMV Building
5700 Southpoint Ctr Blvd
Spotsylvania County

American Traffic Bldg
5440 Jeff Davis Highway
Spotsylvania County

Based on the above market sales. a market capitalization rate for subject of 11% has been adopted

indicating value via Income Capitalization Approach of S710.000. calculated as follows:
Net Onerating Income
Capitalization Rate

S71.086
11%

=

Minus Deferred Maintenance

S646.236

S 25.000

S621.236

Rounded: $620.000
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RECONCILIATION AND FINAL VALUE ESTIMATE:
The final step in the valuation process is the reconciliation of the various value conclusions derived
from the three alternative approaches to value in order to arrive at a final estimate or range of values
for the subject property.
The appraisal has relied on three traditional approaches to value.
following value indications:

These approaches produced the

C ost Approach ....................................................................

S 645 .000

Sales Com parison Approach ....................................................

5600.000

Incom e Capitalization Approach ...............................................

S620,000

The Cost Approach is given less weight in final correlation due to the amount of depreciation present
and difficulty in estimating it accurately.
The Sales Comparison is given some weight but minimal due to differences in physical and locational
characteristics.
The Income Capitalization Approach is the most appropriate in an analysis of an investor-owned
property like the subject. A major portion of this report is centered around this approach as this is the
methodology which is applied by investors when considering development, purchase. or disposition of a
given investment property. Therefore. in terms of accuracy. quantity, and appropriateness of the data
available. the Income Capitalization Approach is given considerable wei2ht in the final analysis.
After analysis of the various property and market factors effecting value, and weighing the relative
strengths and weaknesses of each, it is my opinion that the "as is" market value of the leased fee
interest in the subject property as of 25 August 1998, was:

SIX LNDRED TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
($620.000)
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WILLIAM R. JOHNSON.MAI
STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

Business Address:
Business Phone:
Business Fax:
Firm Affiliation:

401 Chatham Square Office Park
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
(540) 371-8976
(540) 371-5651
President - JOHNSON REAL ESTATE SERVICES. INC.

EDUCATION
Graduate of James Monroe Hiah School. Fredericksburg, Virginia
Graduate of Ferrum Junior College. 1974, Ferrum. Virginia
(Associate Science Degree - Business Administration)
Graduate of University of Richmond School of Business, 1976.
Richmond, Virginia (Bachelor of Science Degree - Business Administration) (Marketing)
Attended and successfully completed the following courses:
Principles of Real Estate. Fredericksburg, Virginia
Course I of Realtors Institute (University of Virginia)
Course 101 Appraising, Society of Real Estate Appraisers, Virginia Commonwealth University.
Richmond. Virginia
Course 102 Applied Appraising, Society of Real Estate Appraisers, Virginia Commonwealth
University, Richmond, Virginia
Advanced Real Estate Appraising - 1988
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia
Capitalization Exam A & B of The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 3/10/88
Standards of Professional Practice of The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 2,/23/89
Market Analysis Seminar - The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 9/8/89
The Appraiser as Expert Witness Seminar - Society of Real Estate Appraisers - 11/6/89
The Narrative Report Writing Seminar - Society of Real Estate Appraisers - 1/15/90, 1/16/90
Case Studies in Real Estate Valuation - American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers - 3/3/90
Report Writing and Valuation Analysis - 2/23/91
Discounted Cash Flow Analysis: Rates - 11/4/92
Clifford E. Fisher, Jr., MAI, CRE
Ratios and Reasonableness - 11/5/92
Clifford E. Fisher, Jr., MAI, CRE
Comprehensive Appraisal Workshop - 8/13/93
Ted R. Whitmer. MAI
Understanding Limited Appraisals & Appraisal Reporting Options-General - 10'21 94
Stephanie Coleman, MAI, SRA
Dynamics of Office Building Valuation - 10/20/95
Lee H. Waronker, MAI
Easement Valuation Course 403 - 10/25/95
C. Jeffery Triplette, SR/WA
Standards of Professional Practice, Part B - 11/9-10/95
Appraisal Institute
Virginia Law - 11/10/95
Joseph S. Durrer, Jr., MAI
Special Purpose Properties: The Challenges of Real Estate Appraising of Limited Market Properties
9/19/96, Felice Rocca, MAI
Standards of Professional Practice, Part C - 9/25-26/97
Appraisal Institute
Board Mandated 4 Hour Continuing Education Course - 11/23/97
William C. Harvey, 11. MAI

WILLIAM R. JOHNSON,.MAI
QUALIFICATIONS, CONTINUED...

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Member Appraisal Institute- MAI

State of Virginia Certified General Real Estate Appraiser - License #4001 000303
Fredericksburg Board of Realtors
Internanonal Institute of Valuers - Designation SCV
EXPERIENCE
Appraising for Johnson Real Estate Services. Inc. since 1976.
Experienced in all types of appraisals. both narrative and short form.
Experienced in sales. management. and listing of real estate.
Licensed real estate agent.
CLIENTS FOR WHOM APPRAISALS HAVE BEEN PREPARED
Ameribanc Savings Bank, Fredericksburg and Northern Virginia
Bank of Virgmia. Richmond. Virginia
B. F. Saul Mortgage, Chevy Chase. Maryland
Central Fidelity Bank, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Commonwealth United, Fairfax, Vir2inia
CorEast Savings Bank, Annandale, VA
Counties of Stafford and Spotsylvania. Virginia
City of Fredericksburg, Virginia
Chase Home Mortgage, Annandale. Virginia
Commonwealth of Virginia, Division of Parks
Department of Interior, National Park Service. Mid-Atlantic
Region. Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
Dominion Bankshares Mortgage. Fredericksburg, Virginia
Dominion Federal. Fredericksburg, Virginia
Employee Transfer Corporation. Dallas, Texas
FMC Corporation, Chicago, Illinois
Travelers Relocation. Stamford. Connecticut
Equitable Relocation, Arlington. Virginia
Equi-Data, Columbus, South Carolina
First Savings Bank of Virginia, Fredericksburg, Virginia
First Virginia Bank, Fredericksburg, VA
Fredericksburg Savings and Loan. Fredericksburg, Virginia
F.D.I.C.. Atlanta, Georgia
Homequity, Wilton, Connecticut
Investors, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Merit Mortgage, Charlottesville. VA
Merrill Lynch Relocation Management, Atlanta, Georgia
National Bank of Fredericksburg, Fredericksburg, VA
Piedmont Federal Savings and Loan, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Small Business Administration, Richmond, Virginia
Southern Atlantic Mortgage, Woodbridge, Virginia
United Virginia Bank, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Virginia First Savings, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Virginia Mortgage Investment. Fredericksburg, Virginia
Numerous Attorneys
Expert witness in Stafford, Spotsylvania, Fredericksburg and Alexandria Bankruptcy Court
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APPENDIXD
TaxStructure

Tax Structure for the
Existing Social Services
Property and Building

Building A assessed value = 220,200; tax = 1,651.50.
Building B assessed value = 405,000; tax = 3,037.50
Building C assessed value = 158,000; tax = 1,185.00
Land = 4.1756 acres assessed at 167,000; tax = 1,252.50

If the value of the land is allocated proportionally to the 3 buildings,
based on the $ relationship between the buildings then the land would divide up as
follows:
Building A = 351.95 (28.1% of tax)
Building B = 647.54 (51.7%)
Building C = 253.01(20.2%)

Building
A
B
C

Bldg
1651.50
3037.50
1185.00

Tax Land
351.95
647.54
253.01

Total Taxes
2003.45
3685.04
1438.00

